Energy Leak Detector Reveals Home Heat Losses
Secrets of the New Amateur Code Exams
Designing Circuits for "Worst-Case" Performance

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECT!
A Personal Microwave Communications System

Stereo FM Tuner
Search AR-9 Speaker System
Issue
Shure SME 3009 Series III Tonearm
The Cobra 50XLR CB has it all. AM/FM Stereo. Cassette. And CB. All in one compact unit. All engineered to bring you the same loud and clear sound Cobra is famous for.

The remote mike houses the channel selector, squelch control, and channel indicator. So all you need for talking CB is right there in your hand. The cassette player features through the dial loading and four-way fader control. Because they're only five inches deep, there's a Cobra in-dash radio to fit almost any car with little or no modification to the dash. This feature, plus the step-by-step Installation Manual and Universal Installation Kit makes them the easiest in-dash radios to install. And our Nationwide network of Authorized Service Centers makes them the easiest to service.

There are four Cobra in-dash models to choose from including AM/FM/Stereo/8-track/CB. But no matter which you choose you can be sure of getting the best sounding radio going. The ultimate car radio. The Cobra.

Punches through loud and clear.

Cobra Communications Products
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
6460 W. Cortland St., Chicago, Illinois 60635
Write for color brochure
EXPORTERS: Empire Plainview, N.Y. CANADA: Atlas Electronics Ontario
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THE ULTIMATE CAR RADIO.
NEW INVENTION

Miracle Fuzz

A new space-age invention and the same effect as lightning combine to create the world's first home oxygen regeneration system.

Although it has no moving parts, you can actually feel a wind produced from the fuzz. This wind is ionized oxygen which spreads to fill a 1500 cubic foot room or about 15 feet square.

EFFECTS FELT QUICKLY
You will feel the effects immediately. The Energaire will clean your room of odor-causing bacteria and stale, musty or smoky air. Energaire will keep you alert. With a fresh supply of ionized oxygen, you will have more energy, be less fatigued, and you will sleep better.

Our polluted cities often deprive us of enough oxygen to make us feel healthy and alert. The Energaire solves this important problem by providing a personal environment—an area that surrounds your body and work location with fresh ionized oxygen.

NEW SCIENCE
The ionized oxygen generator is a relatively new product, yet its use in the home may make it more important than any filter system. The Energaire is a new breakthrough. Ionized oxygen generators have been under development since the early 60's. The Energaire, using the latest in microelectronics, is the first cost-efficient system that produces over 100 times the ion production of other commercial units that cost ten times the cost of the Energaire.

USED IN HOSPITALS
Ionized oxygen creates a germ-free environment—proven through research at several universities. Hospitals are now converting many of their operating rooms to ionized oxygen. Among the hospitals in California are Eden Hospital in Castro Valley, Chico Memorial Hospital in Chico, and the Valley Medical Hospital in Fresno.

TRY THIS DRAMATIC TEST
To show the dramatic effect of ionized oxygen, take the ion generator, blow cigarette smoke into a clear bowl, and hold the bowl inverted over a small negatively fuzz located on top of the unit. The charged oxygen particles appear to dissolve the smoke particles, precipitating them from the air.

In a room, Energaire surrounds you with these oxygen ions and cleans and purifies the air so even in a smoke-filled room, you will be breathing clean, country-fresh all day long.

DRAMATIC LIFE CHANGES
Working in an ionized oxygen environment, you think clearly, are more alert, and your brain functions better. In actual brain wave tests, there was an increase in alpha waves when ionized oxygen was used, indicating greater alertness, deeper relaxation, less stress, and more creative brain functioning.

We are so impressed with the pleasant effect of Energaire that we urge you to personally test it yourself in your home or office. Order one at no obligation. Put it by your desk, in your bedroom, or in any room where you spend a great deal of time. See if it doesn’t keep you alert, feeling better, and more productive. See how it rids your room of unpleasant odors and freshens the air.

SLEEP EASIER
At home, use the Energaire to control odor-causing bacteria. Use it by your bed and see how fresh, country-like air makes you sleep easier, deeper, and more relaxed.

You should notice the difference within one day—especially in a work environment. But use it for a full month. Then, if you do not feel better and totally convinced of the positive effects of ionized oxygen, return your unit for a prompt and courteous refund.

The Energaire is manufactured by the Ion Foundation, one of America’s leading ion research laboratories, and JS&A is America’s largest single source of space-age products.

Service should never be required, but if it is, there’s a prompt service-by-mail center as close as your mailbox—further assurance that your modest investment is well protected. The Energaire measures 9" high by 3" in diameter and weighs 24 ounces.

To order your Energaire ionized oxygen generator, send $69.95 plus $3.00 for postage and handling (Illinois residents, please add 5% sales tax) to the address shown below or credit card buyers may call our toll-free number below.

Let space-age technology revitalize your life with the world's first home ionized oxygen generator. Order one at no obligation, today.

The new Energaire ionized oxygen generator will make a handsome addition to any desk.

You need oxygen to live. You can live without food for 60 days, without water for seven days, but without oxygen, you won't make it past two minutes.

That small piece of fuzz located on top of the cylinder shown above emits ionized oxygen.

You are already familiar with ionized oxygen if you've smelled the air after a thunderstorm. You feel great, revitalized and alert. The lightning from the storm adds a small negatively-charged electron to each oxygen molecule in a process called ionization.

POSITIVE ADVANTAGES
Ionized oxygen performs several positive functions. First, it cleanses the air by attaching itself to anything floating in the air, causing it to fall to the ground.

Secondly, when inhaled, it has the same effect on the body as pure oxygen. It is absorbed quickly by the lungs and goes into the bloodstream making you feel more alert and alive.

The new space-age product shown above is an oxygen ion generator called Energaire. The copper mesh fuzz on top of the unit is one of the secrets of the system.

Although the space-age technology shown above is a new addition to today's homes, the concept of ionized oxygen dates back to the early 1900's when ionized oxygen was used for its stimulant and restorative effects.
BEARCAT® SCANNERS ANNOUNCE AMERICA'S ONLY 50-CHANNEL, MICRO PROCESSOR CONTROLLED SCANNER. IT SEARCHES, STORES, REMEMBERS AND ALL BUT THINKS FOR YOU.

The new Bearcat 250. An unbelievable advancement in no-crystal scanning.

Bearcat's new, 250 is fully synthesized for punch-in programming. It searches, stores, and recalls every bit of programming, on a vast, 50-channel spectrum. Automatically. Unbelievable? Read and believe.

CRYSTAL-LESS. Micro processor controlled. Brings in every local frequency, automatically, without a crystal.

50 CHANNELS. Scans up to 50 channels in banks of 10 each. Scans any combination of banks at the touch of a button.

SEARCH/STORE. Seeks out and stores up to 64 active local public service frequencies automatically.

SEARCH/RECALL. Retrieves stored frequencies for simple entry into scan program.

PRIORITY CHANNEL. Samples a designated priority frequency on channel 1 every two seconds.

DIGITAL CLOCK. A genuine, LED quartz crystal digital clock. Shows hours, minutes, seconds.

5-BAND COVERAGE. Low, high, UHF, UHF-T, Plus 2 meter amateur ham band, and other UHF frequencies.

COUNT. Transmissions on each frequency counted automatically to determine which are most active.

SCAN/SEARCH LOCKOUT. A unique feature. Not only locks out channels while scanning, it also eliminates unwanted frequencies while searching.

AND MUCH MORE! Selective Scan Delay, Direct Channel, Selection Scan Speed Control, Automatic Squelch, Track Tuning Circuitry, Front-Mounted Speaker, Decimal Display, Quality Construction, AC/DC, UL listed, FCC Certified.

THE INCREDIBLE, NEW BEARCAT 250 SCANNER. LEADING THE WAY TO REAL EXCITEMENT.
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THE STANDARDS MUDDLE

There's an ongoing effort in the electronics industry to set up standards so different types of products will be compatible. As often as not, this results in a handful of "standards" for the same product type.

As an example, Japanese manufacturers are pursuing a standard format for video disc players (still on the horizon). But RCA and Philips have their own incompatible systems. Moreover, there are a host of different systems even in Japan. And it might require years for developers and marketers to effect a compromise so that one system will be used. Chances for a single system are better from "Japan, Inc.", however, than from U.S. and European developers. There are many video tape recorder standards, too, which could be a contributing reason for the disappointing last-quarter sales of home VCR's.

Even the famous "S-100" computer bus is not truly a standardized bus. There are variations on the theme. Proposals to the IEEE Standards Committee for a single S-100 bus standard, however, have been made. Ithaca Audio, Ithaca, NY, sent us a copy of its suggested version—all 36 pages of it! Included is a proposal for 16-bit read/write operations on the S-100 bus, whereby data in and data out are ganged bi-directional buses during 16-bit operation.

In the TV receiver area, the FCC on May 19 ruled that all uhf tuners must limit internal noise level to 14 dB by Oct. 1, 1979 certification tests. But a divided FCC staff hasn't made it binding on manufacturers, with some members pushing for a 12-dB limit as of Oct. 1, 1982.

In the audio field, there are lots of standards that should be established or brought up-to-date. The Institute of High Fidelity is doing just this, as evidenced by a PE article on new IFH amplifier standards last month, and the new FM standard a few years ago. Now how about one for tape recorders and for transducers! At some time in the near future, digital audio standards should be established, too. Just one area, sampling rates, would be a good starting place. There's also a fine opportunity at this early time to establish equalization and bias standards for the promising new metal-particle cassette tape formulation.

And in the CB radio field, the EIA is attempting to standardize selective calling systems.

Some standards are easier to effect than others, of course. Many are essential to doing business, such as standards for audio phone plugs and jacks (ANSI/EIA-RS453-1978). Others are not, so each manufacturer can continue to go his own way or frustrate attempts to standardize a system or measurement method without suffering obvious damage.

Having sat in on some standards meetings, I can attest that getting agreement from a group of people with competing systems is not at all easy. It requires yeomanship work from technical experts, and a personal give-and-take that is easier said than done. In the final analysis, it's the marketplace that acts as the arena for action, with the consumer wielding the prod.
THE PET has become the standard for the personal computer industry. Consumer and business publications have led to its discovery. POPULAR SCIENCE and PLAYBOY have given special tribute to the "mind-boggling" PET.

THE PET is a minicomputer and should not be confused with game products that hook up to household 7 V's. What sets it apart from other computers is price. While others cost from $11,000 to $20,000 and more, THE PET, with similar power, retails for only $795.00. Features an IEEE-488 Bus—like HP's mini and full size computers. The standard data and control channels permit direct connection to many peripherals. Over 120 pieces of compatible equipment such as couriers, timers, spectrum analyzers, digital voltmeters and printer plotters, from HP, Philips, Fluke, and Tektronix, etc., are currently available. ROM Magazine, January 1978, states, "THE PET comes out of the box, plugs into the wall, and is ready to use." It is equipped with a CRT video display with reverse and blank features, an alpha-numeric keyboard with complete graphics and a built-in standard cassette tape deck. THE PET has 8K bytes of RAM (user memory), optional equipment permits expansion to 32K. And, it has 14K bytes of ROM (program memory).

THE PET COMMUNICATES IN BASIC, THE EASIEST COMPUTER LANGUAGE. If THE PET wants you to press a key, it will flash, "Press such and such," on the display. You speak back to it through its full-size 73-key keyboard.

EXTENSIVE CHARACTER ORIENTED SOFTWARE. The unit features a 6-inch, high resolution, 1000 character CRT. Characters are arranged 40 columns by 25 lines on an 8 x 8 matrix for superb graphics.

WHAT IS THE PET REALLY FOR?
It is the single most important teaching device for any computer-related subject. It will entertain the most sophisticated data application, or the simplest inquiry/response assignment. IN THE LAB it handles instrumentation, process monitoring, and more. A number of Fortune 500 companies have already made it an integral part of their lab and general office system.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MEMORY
Random Access Memory (user memory); 8K internal, expandable to 32K bytes.
Read Only Memory (operating system resident in the computer); 14K bytes.
8K-BASIC interpreter program, 4K-operating system, 1K-Diagnostic routines, 1K-Machine language monitor.

VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT
5" enclosed, black & white, high resolution CRT. 1000 character display, arranged 40 columns by 25 lines and 8 x 8 dot matrices for continuous graphics. Automatic scrolling from bottom of screen. Winking cursor with full motion control. Reverse field on all characters. 64 standard ASCII characters; 64 graphic characters.

KEYBOARD
9½" wide x 3" deep; 73 keys.
All 64 graphic and reverse field characters accessible from keyboard with one shift. Calculator style numeric key pad.

SCREEN CONTROL: Clear and erase.
Editing: Character insertion and deletion.

CASSETTE STORAGE
Fast Commodore designed redundant-recording scheme, assuring reliable data recovery.

As a BUSINESS TOOL it will maintain ledgers. Keep payroll records. Create P & L's. Control inventory. Store and analyze sales data. One program can do the accounts invoves. Hook up to on-line computer systems. AT HOME it will compute state and federal tax returns. Make heat and没有analyses. Keep Christmas lists. Keep checkbook and finances up to date. A variety of games, from Blackjack to Galaxy, is currently available.

GAME PROGRAMS ARE $9.95 EACH:
- Black Jack
- Draw Poker
- Galaxy Games
- Space Flight
- Target Bong
- Tic Tac Toe
- Osiero
- Reverse
- Spacetrek
- Kingdom

PROGRAMS AT $24.95 EACH:
- Basic Investment Analysis, annuities, return on regular and irregular sequences of payments, calendar calculations.
- Stock Portfolio Recordkeeping and Analysis-keeps track of buys, sells, and dividends. Calculates current value, rate of return, and standard deviation.
- Checkbook Recordkeeping and Analysis-keeps track of check and deposit. Analysis supplies by date and type.

PROGRAMS AT $29.95 EACH:
- Basic Math Package-contains addition, multiplication, determinants and inverses to 16 x 16, solution of simultaneous linear equations, vector and plane geometry calculations, integration by trapezoidal, Simpson's rule on Gaussian quadrature, differentiation.
- Basic Statistics Package-mean, median, variance, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, frequency distribution, linear regression, T-test, correlation analysis.

FREE ORIENTATION PACKAGE
Your PET will come complete with two programs and an easy-to-follow instruction manual. By working through the routines you will quickly discover how easy it is to gain command of your personal computer.

SERVICE WORLDWIDE
Because the PET is self-contained and compact, professional factory service is never far away. If major service is required, the unit can simply be returned by UPS to an authorized Commodore PET clinic.

To order your PET send check or money order for $795.00 plus $20.00 for shipping and insurance. To order the PET Primer, add $595.00 plus $12.00 for shipping and insurance into the price of $595.00. No shipping and insurance charges are required when ordering a second cassette or programs with your PET. Credit card orders are invited to call our toll free number below. Orders will be accepted on our TELEX No. 25-5268.

Use THE PET for 30 days with no obligation. If, for any reason, you are not satisfied, return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

ORDER DIRECT

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE
800-323-2272

ILLINOIS RESIDENTS CALL: 312-595-0461
TELEX ORDERS: 25-5268

Order your PET, Printer Accessory, Second Cassette and Programs from Contemporary Marketing at:

790 MAPLE LANE
DEPT. PE-10
SENSSEVILLE, ILLINOIS 60106

Contemporary Marketing Inc.
CMII 1978/85
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Letters

AUDIO COMPANDER ENHANCES RECORDING

I have always prided myself on making the fullest possible use of my home tape recorder. But with the addition of the "Audio Compander" (November 1977) to my taping system, I discovered that I had fallen short of my goal. I found that the Audio Compander's ability to accommodate a wide range of levels obviates the need to "pot up and down." One of the simplest and most dramatic rewards is realized when using the compander with a simple cassette deck and a stereo system. But recording from discs or off-the-air FM programs is not enough of a challenge.

One way to demonstrate the dynamic range and noise-reduction properties of the compander is to make a recording of at least a couple of people placed around a room, with one person very far from and another very close to the microphone. If you can then arrange to A-B compare the recording with and without the Audio Compander, you will immediately hear the superiority of the recording with the compander. —David J. Mala
nicar, Pittsburgh, PA.

PATENT INFRINGEMENT POSSIBILITY

With reference to "Experiments With Programmable Logic Arrays" (June 1978), I would like to inform your readers of possible patent infringement if the circuit described in the article is used commercially. A very similar circuit forms the basis of the waveform control circuitry used in our new digital polyphonic synthesizer that can generate a virtually unlimited spectrum of waveforms, with variable resolution (16 to 4096 points), up to 2 MHz. Our American patent has been pending since April 1977.

It may also be of interest to readers who build this project that inexpensive 8223 programmable read-only memory chips can be used as an alternative to the PLA and IC4 through IC6. Of course, the 8223 PROM's must be connected to a +5-volt source through R1. —Charles D. Kellner, Director, R&D, Syntauri, Inc., Salem, OR.

TWO-SIDED COIN

I wish to thank Popular Electronics for the Operation Assist column. I have received several replies to my request for a schematic diagram. —John H. Taylor, Glen Mills, PA.

As a long-time reader of Popular Electronics, I am always on the lookout for someone in the Operation Assist column to whom I might be of some help. Having offered to help several individuals who were listed in the column and receiving not even one "thank you," I've become disillusioned.

—C.A. Harvey, Sturbridge, MA.

We're sure that anyone aided in this man
er appreciates it, but it would be a nice gesture to send a "thank you" note.—Ed.

PART AVAILABILITY

Popular Electronics readers interested in building the project in "Listen to a New World of Sounds With Ultrasonic Detector" (July 1978) may have trouble finding a source for the TBA231 dual operational amplifier specified for IC1. If so, (in Canada and U.S.) they can obtain it from us for $3.50 postpaid. —D. Rost, Northern Bear Electronics, Box 7260, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7K 4J2, Canada.

CB SIDE-BANDERS' REBUTTALS

I greatly enjoyed your coverage of a sideband CB club meeting in the July 1978 issue (CB Scene). However, so as not to give the general public the wrong impression, I feel I must present some of my own observations. First, the failure to use official FCC call signs must be a local phenomenon because practically all sidebanders I hear give call signs to begin and end a transmission. Secondly, the use of linears is not nearly as widespread as you would have your readers believe. Except when the DX is really bad, the average sidebander needs no more than 10 to 12 watts PEP to communicate 25 to 50 miles with an inexpensive omnidirectional antenna.

Your statement about the five-minute talk limit also deserves comment. Due to the general cooperation with slow keying, most people feel that as long as no one asks for a QSK, the frequency is clear and they are not inconveniencing anyone. I have never found a situation where someone did not give way to a QSK in a minute or so. —Jerry Brown, W5505, KAIT-5860, Louisville, KY.

Convenience or pragmatism still isn't a valid reason for breaking the law. We're pleased to hear that some illegal practices cited are not spread throughout the country.—Ed.

After reading the July 1978 CB Scene, I felt I had to write in to tell you that I have been a member of the Whiskey group for almost three years. I use my W number, first name, and license information number at the end of all transmissions. There are almost 7000 members in the Chicago-area W group. I know that a lot of CB'ers on AM and a few even on SSB operate in an illegal manner, but not me. I am no fool. —Richard W. Bailey, W3R82, Chicago Area W Group, Chicago, IL.

MIXED FEELINGS

Overall, the February 1978 issue of Popular Electronics was good. The hi-fi articles were excellent, especially the Stereo Scene on digital electronics in hi-fi. However, on the articles on computers, it appears that a reader must already know all there is to know about computers to understand them. There are a lot of us who do not understand computer jargon. —Donald D. Capodanno, Vinton, VA.

There are many low-cost computer "buzz word" books available so that one may enter the field more smoothly.—Ed.

IMPROVING THE IMPROVEMENT

"How to Upgrade a Basic ELF Microcom-
puter" was a delight (Feb 78). However, the usefulness of the TAPE OUT and TAPE IN programs (Tables I and II) would be greatly improved if they contained a provision for specifying the end of the read routine. The following "fix" adds this feature to the TAPE OUT programs; a similar modification applies to the TAPE IN program.

The fix will now permit one to dump any contiguous section of memory (up to 65K), pro-
vided the starting address and total number of bytes plus one in hex are specified. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 5D 64 Display byte
- 5E 81 Get next byte
- 5F 32 01 If end, goto mark
- 61 30 36 Else return

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 68 64 Display byte
- 69 88 FF 01 A8 R(B1) 1 into R(B0)
- 6D 32 72 If end LSB, goto MSB
- 6F 81 Get next byte
- 70 30 41 and return
- 72 98 FF 01 B8 R(B) 1 1 into R(B1)
- 76 32 01 If end MSB, goto mark
- 78 30 6F else get next byte

This fix will now permit one to dump any contiguous section of memory (up to 65K), pro-
vided the starting address and total number of bytes plus one in hex are specified. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POPULAR ELECTRONICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Ohio Scientific now offers you the world's most powerful portable personal computer in both BASIC-in-ROM and mini-floppy configurations.

C2-4P Mod 2 Standard Features:
- Minimally equipped with 8K BASIC-in-ROM, 4K RAM, machine code monitor, video display interface, cassette interface and keyboard with upper and lower case characters. (Video monitor and cassette recorder optional extras.)
- The fastest full feature BASIC in the microcomputer industry.
- The C2-4P Mod 2 features the most sophisticated video display in personal computing with 32 rows by 64 columns of upper case, lower case, graphics and gaming characters for an effective screen resolution of 256 by 512 elements.
- The CPU's direct screen access, coupled with its ultra-fast BASIC and high resolution, makes the C2-4P capable of spectacular video animation directly in BASIC.
- The C2-4P features computer "BUS" architecture. It internally utilizes a 4 slot backplane. Two slots are used in the base machine leaving 2 slots open for expansion.

- Comes fully assembled and tested. BASIC and machine code are always accessible immediately after powerup.
- A new high density static RAM board and two economical minifloppy options give the C2-4P tremendous expansion capability without sacrificing portability.

The C2-4P offers the user mainframe performance in a portable package. This performance makes the C2-4P suitable for use in home computing, education, scientific and industrial research and small business applications.

Other small personal computers can satisfy the requirements of the computer novice, but no other personal portable can match the C2-4P in professional and computer enthusiast applications.

Yet the C2-4P and its accessories are priced only slightly above the mass marketed "beginner" or "home" computers.

For more information, contact your local Ohio Scientific dealer or the factory at (216) 562-3101.
MSB of the total number of bytes should have a nominal value of 01 to prevent the program from going into an infinite loop. Bear in mind that the additional instructions will affect program timing. It will be necessary, therefore, to adjust the values of R(2), G and R(3), 0, based on the system clock, to reflect the added timing. —Henry H. Tolbert, Tallahassee, FL.

TAPE HEADS DO WEAR

I recently read with interest Craig Stark's article "Selecting the Best Cassette Tape for Your Recording Needs" (November 1977). It was very informative and helpful. However, I was quite surprised when I read "A better known Cr+O2 disadvantage—rapid head wear—is actually a myth at cassette speeds and pressures. Believe it only when you find someone who has actually worn out a cassette head using any kind of tape."

I have a deck that is one year and nine months old with a worn playback/recording head (high density, Permaflux) that makes listening to tape intolerable. I would estimate the total playing time of the deck to be 2500 hours. The heads have been cleaned and de-magnetized regularly and is not operating in a dusty atmosphere. I have also seen many cheaper tape decks with severely worn tape heads. So, tape head wear does occur and can be a serious problem to the recordist who uses his machine as often as I do. —M. F. Amirault, New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada.

TYPICAL PE READER

From your March 1978 Editorial, I've concluded that I'm a typical Popular Electronics reader. I'm close to the norm in age, education, and income, and most of your other survey demographics. So, I've decided to join your vocal minority as well. I would like to see the Amateur Radio column become a monthly feature.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS has been a pioneer in educating us in microcomputers and all kinds of other fine things. And I hope this leadership continues. However, I don't see any reason to scrap the Amateur Radio column in deference to the CB service.—Mary M. Cappuccio, W8BRRG, Toledo, OH.

An Amateur Radio column is planned to be run on at least a bimonthly basis.—Ed.

AUDIO AUTO ALARM NEEDS COMPARATOR FOR METER CIRCUITS

In regard to my article "Audio Alarm Backs Up Car Warning Lights or Meters" (August, p 64), it should be pointed out that the circuit won't work directly with most car metering systems. In such cases, a simple comparator would have to be added so that its limit point could be set to indicate a fault condition. The comparator output could go high or low at the limit, assuming it was connected to the correct point in the circuits as printed. Included should be a low-pass filter (20-V, 5-μF electrolytic capacitor to ground and series 220,000-ohm resistor) between the meter output and the comparator input to provide a 1-second time constant. Also the trace between pins 13 and 14 on the Autotel (see Parts List) board will have to be opened for input C to function properly.—Gene Nelson.

MODIFIED NI-CD CELL ZAPPER

"Zap 'New Life Into Dead Ni-Cd Batteries" (July 1977) was of great interest to me. After building the project, I decided to modify it as shown in the schematic diagram to add what I feel is an extremely desirable feature. My battery "zapper" both zaps and charges Ni-Cd cells. The 1500-ohm wirewound potentiometer (R12) is in the circuit to accommodate the charging current required and to allow the charge rate to be varied for different size cells. The milliammeter is required to provide a means for monitoring the charge current. —Clifford D. Dorman, La Habra, CA.

Out of Tune

In "Build an Electronic Voltage Regulator for Your Car" (July 1978), on page 57, the quantity n is stated to be 3; it should be 5. This would make the actual value of R5 2700 ohms, for an output of 14 volts, instead of 2000 ohms, which would yield a 13.5-volt output.

In "Build a Fail-Safe Timer" (May 1978), it was stated that a 556 dual-timer IC could be substituted for the two 555 timers. This is not the case. Both halves of the 556 share a common internal ground, which renders it useless for this application.

POPPULAR ELECTRONICS
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AN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALER FOR $99

Rapidial™ works on any line with any phone. Automatically dials any of 20 numbers in its memory in one second. And you can use its super fast Touchtone® pad instead of the rotary dial on your phone.

Here’s the speed and convenience the industry said couldn’t and wouldn’t be available at this low price until sometime in the future. A highly sophisticated, full capacity, solid state microprocessor made to the most exacting standards and warranted for one full year against defects in quality and workmanship.

Some Favorable Comparisons

The closest you can come to the Rapidial™ is the Telephone Company’s Touch-a-matic®, which handles 15 numbers compared with Rapidial’s 20, and must be leased for $9.00 a month plus tax plus installation of $105.00. (The 32 memory unit is almost $20 a month plus $132.00 to install.)

The next lowest price is $130.00, for a 16 number dialer with no keyboard, so it has to be programmed through the telephone. A cumbersome technique that limits the use of the unit to 20 numbers in memory.

You can go up the line, from $150 to $400, and you won’t find an easier to use, more efficient or versatile unit. Rapidial, for example, has a built-in speaker to tell you if the line’s busy, and when your party’s on the line. So, with Rapidial you only pick up the receiver when someone answers.

Some Surprising Uses

Daily Schedule Caller Still others use Rapidial as a memo caller. Each morning they pick in the names of the people they have to call that day, and enter their numbers into memory. When the call’s completed, they just wipe off the name, erase the number. Adding new ones, if necessary, as the day progresses.

Emergency calls are always dialed correctly, and you save the time of looking up the number of Police, Fire Department, Doctor or anyone you need to reach immediately.

For All Your Calls

Actually, you’ll probably use Rapidial in all these ways—and more. It’s so easy to program and reprogram. Can be set to pause, access WATS lines and PABX systems. What’s more, calling is incredibly fast. A digit is “beeped” in a tenth of a second, so a 10-digit number is dialed in just one second!

Of course, if you don’t have a Touch-Tone phone, you’ll use the Rapidial keyboard for all your calls. It’s so much faster and easier.

An Important Addition To Your Home

While Rapidial has been designed for the office, it’s priced for the home. Besides family, friends, the police and fire departments, you’ll use it to store the number where the baby sitter can reach you in an emergency, and for the numbers you always have to jook up—like the hardware, drug and local department store, the take-out restaurant, your bank, barber, the hairdresser. And you’ll be amazed at how many 20 numbers seem when you go through your directory.

Thirty Day Trial

One day will demonstrate the extraordinary convenience, unbelievable freedom you’ll enjoy with Rapidial.

Still, as one of America’s oldest and largest mail merchandiser, Douglas Dunhill wants you to be convinced of the flawless performance, the years of trouble-free service you’ll get. Therefore, we’ll send Rapidial to you on an unconditional 30-day money back guarantee.

If you can find any unit that sells for less, or a better unit at any price, if you’re dissatisfied for any reason, return Rapidial to us for a complete refund.

Installs in Seconds

Rapidial comes complete with adapters that fit either a 4-prong wall jack or the newer modular jack. (If you have phones without jacks, your phone company will install a modular jack at a nominal one time charge.)

For multiple line office phones, there’s a special optional adapter that fits the Rapidial and connects in seconds. With this Anphenol adapter Rapidial will dial on any line on your multi-line phone. Should you have any further technical questions about use or installation of the Rapidial, call toll-free 800-227-8363 (in CA call 415-494-9402).

Rapidial Highlights

- LED Display lets you verify or refer to any number in memory
- Internal Speaker System lets you hear busy signal or your party before you pick up receiver
- Push Button Dialing on any phone, even ROTARY DIAL Portable only 6½" x 3¼" x 1¼" and can be moved from phone to phone in an instant
- Plug Two Together to increase memory capacity to 40 numbers
- Keyboard Access with up to 30 digit capacity for placing any call
- Walks For Dial Tone before dialing — easily programmed
- One Year Warranty with nothing to maintain or wear out.
- Approved for attachment to the telephone system.

CALL 800-325-6400 ASK FOR OPERATOR #11
(Missouri residents call 800-342-6600)
These lines are in operation 24 hours, 7 days a week.

Rapidial is just $99.00 plus $2.05 shipping and handling. Complete with back-up batteries in case of a power failure and the adapter to fit your present jack. The multiple line adapter is only $19.95 extra.

To order with any credit card, call the toll free number above. Or you may send your check to Douglas Dunhill at the address below. Be sure to tell us if you want multiple line adapter. (Illinois and New York State residents add the sales tax.)

© Douglas Dunhill Inc. 1978

Department 80-2322
4225 Frontage Rd. • Oak Forest, Ill. 60452
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New Products

Additional information on new products covered in this section is available from the manufacturers. Either circle the item's code number on the Free Information Card or write to the manufacturer at the address given.

Kenwood High-End Turntable

The Kenwood Model KD-750 direct-drive turntable uses a quartz/PLL controlled servo system to achieve a claimed 0.02% wow and flutter. The 13" (33-cm), 5.7-lb (2.6-kg) platter has a rubber mat designed to absorb or cancel all vibrations and resonances. A 20-pole, 30-slot dc motor delivers a 1.5-kg-cm starting torque that is said to bring the platter up to full speed in less than one revolution. The tonearm employs a flexible decoupling system to cancel resonances, while pivot friction has been reduced with a new high-precision dual-bearing system. A T-shaped magnesium-alloy headshell with a resonance beyond the audible range contributes to the claimed high sensitivity and accurate tracking of the tonearm. Other features include all-electronic braking, microswitch digital controls, and a turntable base that utilizes compression-molded resin concrete. $450. Address: Kenwood Electronics, Inc., 15777 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248.

McKay Dymek Communications Receiver

The McKay Dymek DR 33C receiver covers 50 kHz to 29.7 MHz continuous (AM, USB, LSB, CW, plus RTTY with external converter). Frequency selection is in 10, 1, 0.1, 0.005-MHz steps with 5-kHz fine tune. Sensitivity at 10 dB (S + N)/N varies from 10 µV to 5 kHz on 100 kHz to 0.35 µV for 400 Hz on 20 to 29.7 MHz. Claimed frequency stability is ±50 Hz; image rejection 70 dB. Other features include a class-D AM envelope detector, crystal filters in first and second i-f amplifiers, switch-selectable mechanical filters in third i-f, noise limiter quartz-crystal-controlled PLL digital synthesizer, and 100-Hz accuracy LED digital frequency readout. Audio notch filter at 5000 Hz is greater than 25 dB. Headphone jacks are provided on front panel and audio output is 2 watts at 4 ohms. Dimensions: 17.5"W x 15"D x 5.1"H (43 x 37 x 13 cm). Address: McKay Dymek Co., 675 N. Park Ave., Pomona, CA 91766.

Compucolor II Personal Computer

The Compucolor II "Renaissance Machine" personal computer is available in five models depending on number of display lines (16 or 32), memory size (4, 8 or 16K), and whether graphics and expanded keyboard are included. Each system has 64 characters/line on its own 13"(33-cm) diagonal video CRT 8-color display. Separate keyboards are standard ASCII 4-level, coded with 192 codes, including 77 gold crossbar commercial key switches. The microcomputer has an 8080A CPU with total memory expandable to 64K. A built-in mini-disk drive for mass storage has 40 tracks with access time of 400 ms. The Compucolor II uses BASIC 8001 conversational programming language with English-type statements and familiar mathematical notation. Programmed diskette-albums are available (games, financial problems, engineering applications, etc.). Address: Compucolor Corp., Box 569, Norcross, GA 30091.

Tannoy Floor Speaker System

Tannoy's floor-standing Buckingham speaker system has a three-way design with four drivers that can handle up to 200 watts of continuous program material. Two 12" bass drivers are mounted in a reflex ported enclosure. The 10-inch midrange transducer uses a high-energy barium ferrite magnet and "ferro fluids," a magnetic fluid technique which is said to increase heat dissipation. The treble transducer consists of a pressure unit, phase-compensating throat, exponential horn assembly and acoustic lens. The midrange and treble transducers are spaced so that they appear to radiate from a single point. Crossovers are at 350 and 3500 Hz with four controls for variation. Power-handling range is 10 to 1000 watts (peak), while sensitivity is 1 watt for 92 dB SPL, 200 W for 112 dB SPL, both at 1 meter distance. Dimensions are 310"H x 2"W x 18"D and weight is 212.5 lb. Address: Tannoy-Ortofon, Inc., 55 Ames Ct., Plainview, NY 11803.

NLS Mini-DMM Measures True RMS

The Model RMS-350 digital "Volkmeter" from Non-Linear Systems, Inc., features true rms ac voltage and current measuring capability, is battery-powered, and measures 4"D x 2.7"W x 1.9"H (10.2 x 6.9 x 4.8 cm). It has a liquid-crystal display and employs a single-chip A/D converter. AC voltage ranges are from 1 mV to 750 volts rms, dc voltage ranges are from 1 mV to 1000 volts, ac rms and dc current ranges are from 1 µA to 1 ampere, and resistance ranges are from 1 ohm to 10 megohms. Other features include 10-megohm input, automatic polarity and overload indication, and overload protection. Optional equipment includes rechargeable batteries and charger, high-voltage probe, leather carrying case, and tilt-stand carrying case. $189. Address: Non-Linear Systems, Inc., Box N, Del Mar, CA 92014.

Tandberg Open-Reel Tape Recorder

Tandberg's new Model TD 20 A open-reel tape deck has a 4-motor logic-controlled (no solenoids) tape transport. It employs the...
IF YOU’RE NOT DESIGNING WITH A CSC PROTO-BOARD, LOOK AT ALL YOU’RE MISSING.

Utility — Models are available with or without built-in regulated power supplies (fixed or adjustable).

Economy — Eliminate heat and mechanical damage to expensive parts. Save money by re-using components.

Versatility — Use with virtually all types of parts, including resistors, capacitors, transistors, DIP's, TO-5's, LED's, transformers, relays, pots, etc. Most plug in directly, in seconds.

Durability — All Proto-Board models are carefully constructed of premium materials, designed and tested for long, trouble-free service.

Expandability — Proto-Board units can be instantly interconnected for greater capacity.

Visibility — All parts are instantly and easily visible, for quick circuit analysis and diagramming.

Speed — Assemble, test and modify circuits as fast as you can push in or pull out a lead. Save hours on every project.

Accessibility — All parts are instantly and easily accessible, for quick signal tracing, circuit modifications, etc.

Variety — A wide variety of models are available with capacities ranging from 630 to 3060 solderless tie-points (6 to 32 14-pin DIP's), to fit every technical and budget requirement.

Whatever type of electronic circuits you work with, you can do more in less time with CSC's solderless Proto-Board systems. As fast and easy as pushing in or pulling out a lead, you can design, test and modify circuits at will. Components plug into rugged 5-point terminals, and jumpers, where needed, are lengths of #22 AWG solid wire. In the same time you took to read this ad, you could be well on your way to assembling a new circuit.

CSC PROTO-BOARD SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>NO. OF SOLDERLESS TIE-POINTS</th>
<th>IC CAPACITY (14-PIN DIP'S)</th>
<th>MANUFACTURER SUGGESTED LIST PRICE</th>
<th>OTHER FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB-6</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td>Kit—10-minute assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-100</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>Kit—with larger capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-101</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>8 distribution buses, higher capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-102</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>Large capacity, moderate price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-103</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>44.95</td>
<td>Even larger capacity, only 2.75 per tie-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-104</td>
<td>3060</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54.95</td>
<td>Largest capacity, lowest price per tie-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-203</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>Built-in ±15V-regulated 5V, 1A low-ripple power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-203A</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>124.95</td>
<td>As above plus separate ±5V-amp and ±15V internally adjustable regulated power supplies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order today. Call 203-624-3103 (East Coast) or 415-421-8872 (West Coast) 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. local time. Major credit cards accepted. Or see your CSC dealer. Prices slightly higher outside USA.

Continental Specialties Corporation
70 Fulton Terrace, Box 1942, New Haven, CT 06509
203-624-3103, TWX 710-465-1227
West Coast: 351 California St., San Francisco, CA 94104, 415-421-8872 TWX 910-372-7992
GREAT BRITAIN: CSC UK LTD., Sour Road, North Feltham Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex, England, 01-890-0782 INT Telex: 851-861-3669

© 1978 Continental Specialties Corp. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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company's new "Actiliner" recording system that is said to provide a 20-db improvement in headroom capacity over conventional systems. The system uses a transconductance converter to reduce the effect of amplifier slew rate and improve transient signal handling. The deck has 10½-in. reel capacity with tension switch, front-panel bias control and a two-position microphone sensitivity switch. Other features include 4-line inputs, echo and sound-on-sound capabilities, separate power supplies, and PROM and triac speed control for spool motors. Available in 3½ and 7½ ips or 7½ and 15 ips speeds, quarter and half-track formats. $1200. Address: Tandberg of America, Inc., Labriola Ct., Armonk, NY 10504.

**President AM/SSB Mobile CB Rig**

The McKinley is a new compact AM/SSB mobile transceiver from President Electronics. Rated at 4 watts AM/12 watts PEP SSB, it features a digital LED channel display, large S-r-f power meter, and transmit and receive LED's. The control complement includes: channel selector, volume (and power on/off switch) control, squelch control, microphone gain control, t-r gain control, clarifier control, PA/CB selector switch, noise blanker switch, and dimmer switch. Specifications are: less than 0.5 µV sensitivity for 10 dB (S + N)/N on AM, and less than 0.25 µV on SSB; better than 60 dB spurious rejection; —60 dB typical alternate-channel rejection; and better than —60 dB harmonic suppresion. Dimensions: 9.78" L x 7.28" W x 2.28" H (25 x 18.5 x 5.8 cm). Address: President Electronics, Inc., 11691 Hale Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.

**Sherwood AM/FM Stereo Tuner**

Sherwood's new HP 5500 AM/FM stereo tuner has a rated FM sensitivity of 9.31 dB (1.6 µV) for 30-dB quieting. 1-dB capture ratio, and 85-dB alternate channel selectivity. Image and i-f rejection are said to exceed 120 dB. The HP 5500 features a five-section FM front end with dual-gate MOSFET's; FM tuning and signal-strength meters; four matched linear phase ceramic filters; coil-less r-f, detector, and MPX circuits; and dual cross-coupled audio operational amplifiers. The AM section uses a three-gang tuning capacitor and a rotatable ferrite rod antenna. Variable muting threshold and AFC controls (automatically defeated when tuning) are also provided. A quad analog switch handles muting, stereo/mono, and stereo-only switching. Front-panel provisions include tape dubbing provisions, an FM noise filter switch, and a 75/25 µs deemphasis switch. The cabinet has walnut veneered end panels.

CIRCLE NO. 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

(Continued on page 14.)

**FREE POWER SUPPLY (A REGULAR $29.95 VALUE)**

WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF MOTOROLA'S MICROPROCESSOR EVALUATION DESIGN KIT II

Develop and evaluate M6800 Microprocessors with the MEK6800D2 Kit, with all the parts necessary to complete the system and get "On The Air."

**FEATURES**
- 24 Key Keyboard
- 7 Segment Display
- Cassette Interface
- EROM Expandable
- RAM Expandable
- Wire Wrap Capability
- Parallel and Serial Interface Capability
- Layout on Boards
- Documentation

Send us your check or money order (we can also bill to your Master Charge or Visa if you include the number and expiration date) Enclose $235.00 plus applicable state and local taxes (include an additional $5.00 for shipping and handling for each MEK6800D2 Microprocessor Design Kit II). Be sure to include your name and address and print clearly, making checks payable to Motorola Inc. Free Power Supply offer ends December 31, 1976.

Mail to:
MOTOROLA MPU Kit Sales
P.O. Box 27605 Tempe, AZ 85282
Television has always been fun to look at. But compared to your hi fi, it's an absolute disaster to listen to.

Where your hi fi provides you with rich, undistorted sound, the average TV sounds no better than a cheap kitchen radio.

And how can you seriously expect to experience something like the "thrill of victory" (or even the agony of defeat) through a 3" TV speaker?

As the world's leading audio company, we at Pioneer have long felt obligated to do something about the quality of TV sound.

Which is why we created the TVX-9500.

It's the first TV audio tuner. A high quality audio component that attaches to your receiver or amplifier like a cassette deck, and provides you with rich, clean, clear TV sound. Through your hi fi system, instead of the TV. (When you use the TVX-9500, you turn your TV sound off.)

But the TVX-9500 does more than just make TV sound better.

It makes TV an entirely different experience.

When you watch a football game, you feel more like a participant than a spectator. You hear the signals. Feel the snap. And almost wince at the tackle.

Movies begin to feel as if you're sitting in the theatre, instead of your living room. Characters like Brando's Godfather remain just as menacing in 19" as they were in Panavision. Musicals like "The Sound of Music" don't end up featuring "the sound of distortion." And for the first time, someone like King Kong will also sound larger than life.

Then there's TV music.

With the TVX-9500, live concerts will, at last, sound that way.

Symphonies will finally be as much fun to listen to as they are to watch. (Which is the whole idea of watching them in the first place.)

And when you view something like "Gone With The Wind," you'll actually be able to hear Atlanta burning.

Admittedly, even the great sound the TVX-9500 offers won't make up for bad TV programming.

But then our advice would be to do what you'd do to a bad TV show anyway:

Turn the set off.

And enjoy your hi fi.

PIONEER®

We bring it back alive.

Hutec Programmable Light Controller

Hutec Corp. uses a microprocessor in its "Vigilite" light controller that simulates the user's lighting habits to discourage would-be intruders when his house is vacant. The controller features a built-in digital clock and installs in minutes in place of a standard light switch. It turns lights on and off (including overhead lights) in up to five rooms. Turn-on time can be set for between 5 and 30 minutes every hour between 6:00 and 11:30 p.m. and for 2 hours during the morning hours. $39.95. Address: Hutec Corp., 1050 E. Duane, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Lafayette High-Power Receiver

The new top-of-the-line Model LR-1200B is the most powerful AM/FM stereo receiver ever offered by Lafayette Radio Electronics. It is rated to deliver 120 watts rms minimum per channel into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz at no more than 0.09% THD. On FM, alternate-channel selectivity is rated at 80 dB, capture ratio at 1.3 dB, 50 dB quieting, sensitivity at 14.1 dB (2.8 µV) mono and 36.8 dB (500 µV) stereo, and stereo separation at 45 dB. The receiver features dual power-output meters, two-position loudness contour switch, three-position phono sensitivity switch, FM highblend switch, Dolby FM switch, and adjustable FM mute. Additionally, it has dual tape monitors for two-way dubbing; bass, treble and midrange tone controls, two headphone jacks, and A, B, C speaker switching in any combination. $600. Address: Lafayette Radio Electronics, 111 Jericho Tpke., Syosset, NY 11791.

Avdex Data Cassettes

Avdex Corp. is marketing a line of data cassettes specifically designed for use in personal computers for home and small business. The new cassettes have abbreviated tape lengths in 1-, 3-, and 5-minute lengths that are more convenient to use for single programs. The cassettes use high-quality computer shells, polyolefin slip sheets, machined guide rollers, stainless-steel pins, oversized pressure pads with special liners, and oversize hubs. They're loaded with extra-short leaders that do not come in contact with the recording head, which allows for instant starting. Prices are: $4.95 for CDC-1, $5.65 for CDC-2, and $6.35 for CDC-3. Address: Avdex Corp., 2280 Grand Ave., Baldwin, NY 11510.

OK Wire-Wrapping Kit

The Model WK-5B Wire Wrapping Kit from OK Machine & Tool Corp. contains a complete range of tools and parts for prototype and hobby applications, all conveniently packaged in a sturdy plastic carrying case. Included in the kit are: the Model BW-630 battery-powered wrapping tool with bit and sleeve; Model HSU-30 manual wrap/unwrap/strip tool; universal pc board; edge connector with Wire Wrap terminals; set of pc card guides and brackets; mini-shear with safety clip; industrial-quality 14-, 16-, 24-, and 40-pin DIP sockets; assortment of Wire Wrap terminals; DIP inserter; DIP extractor; and three-color wire dispenser with 50' (15.2-m) each of red, white, and blue Kynar insulated silver-plated solid AWG-30 copper wire. $74.95. Address: OK Machine and Tool Corp., 3455 Conner St., Bronx, NY 10475.

Microwave Filter Hidden CB Antenna

The "InTenna" from Microwave Filter Co., Inc. consists of a small device called a "launcher" that connects to your CB transceiver and then via a single inconspicuous wire in a vehicle window to the metal body of the vehicle. This turns the whole metal shell of the vehicle into a radiator. Hence, there are no visible antennas for a potential thief to notice and no protrusions to hang on things and break off. $24.90. Address: Microwave Filter Co., Inc., 6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057.
Here’s the famous original you’ll see on the Concorde, the shuttle to Washington, the commuter out of O'Hare. The Kluge Bag. The only combination overnighter and fortnighter in the world.

And the only bag that’s as easy to carry to the last airline gate with a complete wardrobe as it is with a single change of clothing.

A “no waiter” you never check in. Never have to wait for at the baggage counter.

**Extra Comfort and Convenience**

You’ll use the Kluge Bag like a week-end, too, because it’s just as easy to carry on and a whole lot better. Better because nothing gets wrinkled or creased... because you have extra room for all the reports and papers you need, the tennis things you may or may not use, the sweater you’d like to be able to knock around at night, and to bring back anything from reports to a new suit you pick up on your trip. (You can prove it yourself at our risk!)

**One Vs. Two, Three or Four**

You can’t even begin to compare the ease and convenience of the Kluge (rhymes with huge) Bag with the bulky, heavy, loaded-down check-in luggage you usually carry on trips of three, four or more days.

The Kluge Bag alone easily outcarries a garment bag, a weekender or pullman plus a dispatch case. It not only looks better, weighs less, it’s also much easier to carry and leaves your hands free to get your wallet or ticket. Most important of all, only the Kluge Bag is always ready when you are to get off the plane.

**Top Quality Construction**

Simply, there’s no other piece of luggage anything like this. Beautifully made of top-quality cellulose rayon, the material that’s most often used in expensive luggage today because it’s as strong as it is light, and sponges clean in an instant to retain its beauty through years of use and abuse, the Kluge Bag is available in natural canvas color with rich brown piping and in striking solid black diamond and brown trim.

Outside there are three sectional zippers, so you can get to anything in a second, with security snap locks and an over-all snap lock safety strap, plus comfortable carrying handles and the adjustable, burden-bearing shoulder strap.

Inside, a fold-up rigid bottom supports everything you can carry in the zippered main compartment. The fittings and details are equally impressive, like a tie rack, a fitted compartment for toiletries, a zippered compartment for valuables, pockets for cards, notes, keys and more. Plus a huge volume portfolio. Everything you need to make packing and traveling for days or weeks easier and faster than it’s ever been before.

**Beautifully Organized**

The almost infinite flexibility is the result of an organization system designed by Peter Kluge, an international businessman, who travels constantly, from Chicago to Dallas, New York, Los Angeles, to Europe and the Middle East, never sure if he’ll be away two days or two weeks, or of the clothing he’ll need.

So, in one lightweight, compact, easy-to-carry handle or shoulder bag you get (1) a garment bag that holds two suits, (2) a pullman case, (3) a week-end, (4) a tote-tennis bag, (5) a toilet-accessories kit, (6) a laundry-wet stuff bag... plus a full-size portfolio. Compartmentalized for easy access to your shirts, ties and belts; shoes and socks; underwear; suits; slacks and jackets; sportswear, sweater, bathrobe; business reports and papers. Anything and everything you need.

Yet fully packed the Kluge Bag is just 18” high by 23” long and 12” deep.

**Only $40.00!**

Most extraordinary of all, through, is the price. At $90 and $100, which is the price you’d probably have to spend in a fine retail store, the Kluge Bag would be an excellent value. At $40.00 it’s absolutely unbeatable.

A price that’s possible because we’re one of the largest mail merchandisers in the United States—able to commit for an entire manufacturing run, and to eliminate salesmen, distributors and retailers and their costs by selling direct.

**No Risk Trial**

Now we invite you to judge the Kluge Bag for yourself—for 30 days without risk or obligation. You must be convinced that it’s the finest, most useful, convenient and versatile piece of luggage on the market today, a time and trouble saver, the perfect piece for every trip, or return it to us for a complete refund.

No questions asked.

**CALL 800-325-6400**

**OPERATOR #8**

(Missouri residents call 800-342-6600)

These lines are in operation 24 hours, 7 days a week

To order with any credit card, just call us at the toll free number above. Or send your check to Douglas Dunhill at the address below. Be sure to specify natural or black. Illinois and New York State residents are required to include sales tax.

Of course we want you to try it on a trip during your 30-day trial. Don’t worry about how you handle it. Nothing will hurt it. And we’ll take it back under any circumstances anyway. So order your Kluge Bag right now. Take the lug out of luggage, the wait out of baggage.
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The expanding world of communications means expanding opportunities for the qualified technician.

NRI Trains You at Home in Your Spare Time...
Learn Installation, Maintenance, Repair

The communications explosion of the last few years is just the beginning of an incredible expansion as business, government and public services intensify their use of more versatile, cost-efficient systems. With this tremendous growth comes a continuous demand for qualified technicians...people trained to install, maintain, and repair modern electronic equipment.

You can start an exciting new career with NRI's Complete Communications Electronics Course. You learn at home...no travel or night school. You learn in your spare time...no need to quit your present job. And you learn the right way...with NRI "bite-size" lessons and "power-on" training.

You Build Your Own 2-Meter Digitally Synthesized VHF Transceiver

NRI training is "hands-on" training. You get practical bench experience as you build and test this industrial quality two-way radio and power supply. You reinforce theory lessons as you induce and correct faults, study individual circuits and see how they interface with others.

You also build and keep a transistorized voltmeter and digital CMOS frequency counter. NRI even gives you special training to get your Amateur License so you can go on the air with your completed unit.

FCC License or Full Refund
In all, you get 48 lessons, 9 special reference texts, and 10 training kits...the training you need to start in a rewarding new career. And NRI includes special training for the required FCC radiotelephone license examination. You pass or your tuition will be refunded in full. This money-back agreement is valid for six months after completion of your course.

Free Catalog...No Salesman Will Call
NRI's free, 100-page full-color catalog shows all the equipment you get, describes each lesson and kit in detail, tells more about the many specialized fields we train you for...also includes facts on other opportunity areas like TV/Audio servicing and digital computer electronics. Mail the postage-paid card now and grow with the future.

If card has been removed, write to:

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Stereo Scene

By Ralph Hodges

UNDER THE BIG TOP

THE SUMMER Consumer Electronics Show, the second big audio event in an unprecedentedly busy spring season, has now had its several days of glory in Chicago's enormous McCormick Place and environs. Coming so hard on the heels of Atlanta's IHF exhibition in late May (see last month's "Stereo Scene"), the CES was impressive not so much for its wealth of hitherto unseen products (there were of course some) as for its sheer size.

Doing It Digitally. Major Japanese manufacturers are not flagging a bit in their campaign to stake out major portions of the digital audio market. To previously exhibited prototypes and (in Sony's case) actual production-ready products of a digital nature can be added PCM processors from Technics and Hitachi. These are designed to be used with video-cassette recorders and employ 13-bit systems with sampling rates of about 44 kHz. Even as these things go, the new units are physically large. At present, however, they should be looked upon as essentially prototypes and thus subject to change.

Meantime, deep in the bowels of McCormick Place, behind an unmarked (and guarded) door, a privileged few could get a look at and listen to Mitsubishi's "VISC"—a video-disc system that has already begun branching out into audio. VISC is another 13-bit system, with dropout correction, that samples at 44 kHz. The pickup principle for the players—several were shown in prototype form, including a two-speed model—is mechanical/piezoelectric. VISC shares with some of the other disc systems a capability for real-time mastering. It also employs conventional processing techniques and materials for its software, which was shown in 12- and 7-inch versions in forms superficially identical to their audio-only counterparts, the 12-inch LP and the 7-inch 45-rpm single. In its audio version, VISC operates at 450 rpm for a per-side playing time (stereo) of 30 minutes. Dynamic range is 85 dB, with less than 0.1 percent harmonic distortion. The price for a player is not expected to exceed $600 in Japan.

And In Amplifiers. Not a great deal of noise is being made about it, but a large number of the latest power amplifiers being introduced are class-A designs—at least up to the first few watts per channel. Evidently, IC technology, which is still not highly considered for use in the actual audio-signal path, has made complex control of power supplies a relatively straightforward and inexpensive affair. Hence the bias on the output stages can be easily altered under dynamic conditions, permitting an amplifier to run class A at low output and class AB for high signal levels. A comprehensive list of the products incorporating this feature would be difficult to provide just now (in many cases English-language specifications and design details are still not available for products from overseas). In one case, that of the Monogram 3300 (200 watts per channel; $595), class-A operation is said to persist up to 10 watts output, which is substantial.

Mitsubishi's tentative name for a new group of products is "microcomponents." The rationale behind this is the full utilization of size reductions made...
possible by modern circuitry. To emphasize the concept, the company has worked out styling that is a clear departure from current trends and something of an Arabian-Nights delight to behold. Multi-colored jewel lights gleam from petite soft-gold panels, and all control functions are handled as much as possible by microswitches rather than knobs and other gross devices. So far, Mitsubishi has introduced a preamplifier, the M-PO1, a power amplifier (M-A01; 70 watts per channel), and a quartz-oscillator synthesizing FM tuner, the M-F01.

Yamaha's 70-watt-per-channel A-1 integrated amplifier ($595) has an almost shockingly simple front panel that represents certain internal refined simplicities, such as a phono preamplifier that can be coupled to the output stages by means of the most direct signal path. Beneath a flip-down panel the A-1 provides most of the conventional controls one would expect from an integrated amplifier, but the ability to bypass most of them is the philosophy behind the new design.

Lux has recently established a "Laboratory Standard Series," all transistorized, and consisting at present of a quartz-locked tuner with automatic fine tuning, a 100-watt-per-channel integrated amplifier, 80-watt stereo power amplifier, 150-watt mono power amplifier, preamplifier, and octave-band graphic equalizer. Approximate prices range from $500 to $900, with the L-100 integrated amplifier being the costliest. Audio Research, another company known for its mixed line of vacuum-tube and transistored gear, has spread its latest offerings between two new solid-state power amplifiers (50 and 100 watts per channel) and an all-new vacuum-tube preamplifier, the SP-6, at about $1,075. Other introductions include an electronic crossover and a moving-coil-cartridge "head amplifier."

The Program Sources. According to B.I.C., the 3 1/2-ips cassette is an idea whose time has finally come. The company has introduced three two-speed cassette-deck models, all front loading. The top-of-the-line three-head, dual-capstan Model T-3 provides all the improvements in frequency response and dynamic range that one might expect from the higher tape speed. In turntables, B.I.C. has adopted the motional-feedback approach for several of its new belt-drive machines. The more elaborate of them, such as the $200 916 MP and the $320 918 MPC, boast microprocessors to handle speed control and other operating functions, as well as digital readout of speed. The new B.I.C. machines, which include manual and single-play models, also have a unique control by which the user can adjust the compliance of the suspension.

More motional feedback turns up in the new Eumig CCD cassette deck ($1,300), a three-head machine that lacks a capstan flywheel. Instead, an LED light source and a photo transistor "read" an opaque pattern of lines on a transparent disc that rotates with the capstan. The resulting photo-transistor output, compared with a fixed reference frequency, governs the speed-control circuitry. The extremely low inertia of the CCD's drive system permits astonishingly rapid switching of transport functions. The deck also uses voltage-controlled amplifiers to establish recording levels—the only machine in my experience to do so.

The latest cassette-deck manufacturer to announce the ability to handle the up-and-coming metal-alloy tape formulations such as 3M's Metafine is Marantz. By taking a machine already existing in its line and switching the heads and making appropriate changes in the electronics, Marantz has come up with the new Model 5025, with a Metafine switch prominent on its front panel.

Some months ago Fisher introduced wireless remote control on the two-head CR4025 cassette deck. Now there are two three-head machines, the CR5125 and CR5150, with the latter having a remote controller that completely duplicates all the transport functions, including fast forward and rewind. Other convenience features grace the Pioneer CT-F900, a $475 three-head deck with a four-function memory that can be set up to initiate various modes of automatic rewind. The machine also has peak-responding fluorescent recording-level indicators with peak-hold capability. Sony's new TC-K8B cassette deck employs 64-element liquid-crystal recording-level indicators for a most cheery and colorful display. In addition, Sony has established what it calls a "purist" line of components, starting with its previously introduced class-D amplifier and...
At a loss for words?

Big Stick™ Antenna gets out when the skip gets thick. With its unique design, this antenna delivers the longest possible range, the strongest signal capture area, and the lowest radiation angle of any omni-directional antenna in its class.

Only two pieces make one Big Stick

You can count on Big Stick’s engineering for performance that’ll keep you talking. It’s the one and only two piece antenna that’s a cinch to install and trouble-free.

U.S. Patent

# 4,097,870

1. Big Stick has a band spread tuned circuit that yields a low SWR across all 40 channels. (See SWR chart) 2. Its DC ground provision lowers static noise and reduces lightning hazard. 3. Signal loss is prevented by its innovative polystyrene air cell dielectric structure. 4. The silver plated copper braid in the decoupling sleeve lowers resistance and increases efficiency. 5. The metal radiator is completely protected by a sheath of high grade fiberglass. 6. Its aluminum mounting sleeve includes U-bolts for easy installation. 7. Factory designed crimping permanently locks the SO-239 connector in position. 8. And the connector is sealed and protected from the elements.

SWR CHART / Big Stick #176

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>SWR 20</th>
<th>SWR 15</th>
<th>SWR 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© 1978 The Shakespeare Co.
The principal of "skin effect." A transmitted signal, in the form of energy, travels on the surface of the metal radiator of an antenna. This occurs regardless of the length, density, or thickness of the metal radiator. Picture an antenna surface after it has been bombarded by millions of tiny particles day after day. Dust, dirt, pollutants, salt, chemicals...all of them impinging on the surface to create obstacles that offer resistance to your transmitted signal. Within six months exposure, surface resistance on an exposed radiator can rob you of up to 20% of your power.

A speck of dust? It's hell in your eye... even worse on your antenna!

When it's the surface of an antenna that's designed to radiate the signal, you're in for problems...

Metal corrodes...fiberglass does not. And the fiberglass surface of the Big Stick is far less susceptible to pollution and contaminants in the environment.

With a Shakespeare fiberglass antenna, surface contamination and crud does not mar performance because the surface is not the radiator. Instead, the radiator is sealed inside the fiberglass sheath, which is transparent to radio frequencies and lets the signal through without interference or distortion.

Tried and True!

Built in the factory so you don't have to rebuild it on your roof. Big Stick comes in two pieces. Not like the multi-piece antenna puzzle you helped your neighbor put up last summer. You know...the one with all those radials and that huge bag of bolts. The same one that came crashing down during the windstorm.

The Big Stick is super engineered. Quick, easy installation allows you more time to modulate. High winds or solid ice...it's built to keep you talking whatever the weather.

RELAX...the world's largest Fiberglass antenna plant just made your next antenna.

METAL ANTENNA (TYPICAL)  SHAKESPEARE FIBERGLASS ANTENNA

200,000 square feet devoted entirely to communications antennas and related fiberglass products, complete with advanced testing facilities and laboratories for research and development.
working its way down through the similarly styled TA-N86 power amplifier [switchable between class-B (80 watts) and class-A (18 watts) operation], the TA-E88B and TA-E86 preamplifiers, and an electronic crossover.

Optonica, which recently amazed the world with its microprocessor cassette equipment, has taken that technology over to record players in the form of the RP-X1 turntable, which can be programmed to play bands or portions of bands on records in any desired order automatically, with up to ten repeats possible. A laser scanner, apparently carried on a separate sub-arm, is said to count the grooves and thus execute the program; a remote controller that duplicates the main programming keyboard transmits via infrared. Finally, an LED digital readout indicates the instructions given to the direct-drive machine.

Another giant in tape, Akai, has stepped into the record-player arena, in this case with the more conventional approach of five initial models beginning with a belt-drive semi-automatic machine and proceeding up to a fully automatic quartz-locked direct-drive model. On the unconventional side of the street, the British-made JBE turntable line is available with three different arms (Shure/SME, Formula 4, or Dynavector) and three different styling schemes, one of which involves a transparent acrylic base. The platter is made up of six large circular disc supports on an acrylic sub-platter; the controls for the direct-drive machine are housed in a separate unit. Even more unconventional is the Oasis T-1 manual turntable, which employs two motors and a fluid coupling to drive an otherwise isolated acrylic platter.

A brief look at new phono cartridges: Audio-Technica has two new top models, the AT1SS and AT20SS, with beryllium stylus shanks and improved Shibata styli. The replaceable styli fit the previous AT1SSa and AT20SSa models. Empire's "Broadcast One" is the first "ruggedized" model from that manufacturer, intended primarily for heavy-duty professional applications. ADC has worked its way up to a MK III designation for its finer phono cartridges, and has just introduced an XLM MK II together with a QLM MK III series. A new line of pickups, the Osaka "Moving Permalloy" cartridges, comprises three models ranging in price from $35 to $100. The top model, the 300 MP, has a carbon-fiber stylus cantilever. Another new moving-magnet line is entitled Andante, and is made up of two models, the E and the S, with elliptical and spherical tips. Grace's latest cartridge, the SF-90, is integrated with a universal headshell for reliable electrical connections, rigidity, and low mass.

Among the more newsworthy events of the show was the demise of a product: the esteemed Yamaha CT-7000, one of the most celebrated FM tuners ever built. The CT-7000 will be replaced by the T-2 ($700), a model with a black front panel, even lower and leaner proportions, and a claimed augmentation in performance. (In case you wondered, there is a new T-1 tuner also, at $355.)

A novel concept in tuners comes from Technics. Its ST-9038 FM tuner, with quartz-crystal synthesized digital readout, is available with the SH-9038 "Mi-com Programmable Unit." The latter is a microprocessor that will literally operate four components in an audio system over a period of a week, following in detail any schedule punched in by the user. Up to eight FM stations can be preset; the SH-9038 also functions as a digital clock, with a stop-watch mode. As for the tuner itself, it offers manual tuning along with several automatic tuning modes that will reject stations with excessive noise plus distortion.

Marantz has revived oscilloscopes as front-panel features in two of its new tuners, the 2110 ($340) and the more elaborate 2130 (500). Monogram is pursuing the ideal of the totally non-mechanical tuner with the Model 3600 digital-readout design, which is entirely voltage controlled. Another British manufacturer, Amstrad, has enlarged the rather skimpy number of tuners offering multiband reception with two models, the EX-303 and EX-202. And Lux has added a quartz-locked FM-only model, the ST10, to its prestigious Laboratory Reference Series.

**If You Have the Means, Nikko Has the High End**

We're talking to those whose lifestyle says "high style." If that's for you, so are Nikko Audio's professional series stereo components.

The Alpha III DC power amplifier features highly advanced power MOS-FET circuitry which enables it to produce a resounding 80 watts per channel at a low 0.006% THD. Complete with LED readout to monitor the pulse of power in each channel.

If you like to get involved with shaping the destiny of your music, the 10 band per channel (=12dB boost or cut) EQ 1 graphic equalizer lets you adjust your audio system to suit your room acoustics and your taste.

The Gomma V synthesized digital FM stereo tuner features automatic (or manual) tuning with LED station frequency readout that is as accurate as the state-of-the-art permits.

Yet, as "high end" as Nikko's components are, the "means" it takes to acquire them is surprisingly low. Call this toll-free number for the name of your Nikko dealer and find out for yourself. (1) 800 423-2994.

**Nikko Audio**

For Those Who Take Their Stereo Seriously
Nikko Electric Corp. of America, 16270 Raymer St., Van Nuys, CA 91406 • (213) 988-0105

*Both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz*
Let's set the record straight!

Stanton has had it all for more than 15 years.

The 881S has been acclaimed worldwide as the finest cartridge available. It embodies a unique combination of features developed by Stanton. After all, it was Stanton who pioneered the first Magnetic Stereo Cartridge — as well as the first CD-4 pickup produced in the United States.

## FEATURE

**Record Static Elimination System**

Every Stanton cartridge for the last 15 years has featured a patented stylus assembly which neutralizes the atmosphere surrounding the diamond stylus and discharges record static harmlessly into the grounded record playing system.

### BENEFITS

A. Eliminates harmful static electricity at the record.
B. Eliminates static clicks and pops at the loudspeaker.
C. Enables the brush to do a proper cleaning job.
D. Permits the use of an Ungrounded Brush.
E. Eliminates electrostatic dust attraction to the stylus tip.

## FEATURE

**"Longhair"® Brush**

Its independently hinged action does not interfere with the tracking force of the stylus while its tapered nylon bristles clean the grooves in front of the stylus. Stanton developed it in 1966.

### BENEFITS

A. Cleans records efficiently.
B. Damps tonearm resonance.
C. Improves low frequency tracking.
D. Dynamically stabilizes tonearm system.
E. Aids in playback of warped records.

## FEATURE

**Stereohedron™ Stylus Tip**

Patented in 1976, the Stereohedron stylus tip has a far greater bearing radius and more contact area with the groove.

### BENEFITS

A. Exceptional frequency response.
B. Superior protection of high frequency signals in the groove.
C. Longer record life.
D. Longer stylus life.
E. Better tracing ability.

## FEATURE

**High Energy Rare Earth Magnet**

First introduced by Stanton in early 1977, this type of magnet enabled the complete miniaturization of the stylus assembly and tip mass. It is the beginning of a whole new generation of cartridges.

### BENEFITS

A. Outstanding tracking ability.
B. Unequaled transient response.
C. Higher output with one tenth the mass of ordinary magnets.
D. Superior tracing ability.

Add it all up... and you see why Stanton is imitated... but unequaled!

Write today for further information to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
You gotta shop around.

When you do, you'll probably pick CIE. You can't afford to settle for less when it comes to something like electronics training that could affect your whole life.
When you shop around for tires, you look for a bargain. After all, if it’s the same brand, better price — why not save money?

Education’s different. There’s no such thing as “same brand.” No two schools are alike. And, once you’ve made your choice, the training you get stays with you for the rest of your life.

So, shop around for your training. Not for the bargain. For the best. Thorough, professional training to help give you pride and confidence.

* * *

If you talked to some of our graduates, chances are you’d find a lot of them shopped around for their training. They pretty much knew what was available. And they picked CIE as number one.

Why you should shop around yourself.

We hope you’ll shop around. Because, frankly, CIE isn’t for everyone.

There are other options for the hobbyist. If you’re the ambitious type — with serious career goals in electronics — take a close look at what we’ve planned for you at CIE.

What you should look for first.

Part of what makes electronics so interesting is it’s based on scientific discoveries — on ideas! So the first thing to look for is a program that starts with ideas and builds on them! That’s what happens with CIE’s Auto-Programmed® Lessons. Each lesson takes one or two principles and helps you master them — before you start using them!

How practical is the training?

This is the next big important question. After all, your career will be built on what you can do — and on how well you do it. Here are ways some of CIE’s troubleshooting programs help you get your “hands-on” training...

With CIE’s Experimental Electronics Laboratory...

you learn and review the basics — perform dozens of experiments. Plus, you use a 3-in-1 precision Multimeter to learn testing, checking, analyzing!

When you build your own 5 MHz Triggered-Sweep, Solid-State Oscilloscope you take your first real professional step. You use it as a doctor uses an X-ray machine — to “read” waveform patterns... lock them in... study, understand and interpret them!

When you get your Zenith 19-inch Diagonal Solid-State Color TV you apply your new skills to some real on-the-job-type troubleshooting! You learn to trace signal flow... locate malfunctions... restore perfect operating standards... just as with any sophisticated electronics equipment!

When you work with a completely Solid-State Color Bar Generator — actually a TV signal transmitter — you study up to ten different patterns on your TV screen... explore digital logic circuits... observe the action of a crystal-controlled oscillator!

Of course, CIE offers a more advanced training program, too. But the main point is simply this:

All this training takes effort. But you’ll enjoy it. And it’s a real plus for a troubleshooting career!

Do you prepare for your FCC License?

Avoid regrets later. Check out the program.

For some troubleshooting jobs, you must have your FCC License. For others, employers often consider it a mark in your favor. Either way, it’s government-certified proof of specific knowledge and skills!

More than half of CIE’s courses prepare you for the government-administered FCC License exam. In continuing surveys, nearly 4 out of 5 CIE graduates who take the exam get their Licenses!

Shop around... but send for CIE’s free school catalog first!

Mail the card. If it’s gone, cut out and mail the coupon. If you prefer to write, mention the name and date of this magazine. We’ll send you a copy of CIE’s FREE school catalog — plus a complete package of independent home study information!

For your convenience, we’ll try to have a representative contact you to answer your questions. Mail the card or coupon — or write: CIE, 1776 East 17th St., Cleveland, OH 44114.

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

□ YES... I’m shopping around for the right kind of career training in electronics troubleshooting — and CIE sounds well worth looking into. Please send me my FREE CIE school catalog — including details about troubleshooting courses — plus my FREE package of home study information!

□ Print Name ____________________________

□ Address ____________________________

□ City ____________________________

□ State Zip ____________________________

□ Age Phone ____________________________

□ Check box for G.I. Bill information:

□ Veteran □ Active Duty

Mail today!
What Is the Best (Tuner, Amplifier, etc.)?

I WISH I had a dollar for every time someone has asked me that question! It seems that we have a deep-seated need to know what is the "best" of anything, if for no other reason than to satisfy our curiosity. (Most of us accept the fact that the "best" will be beyond our means, but it's fun to know.)

Maybe there are ways to determine the "best" brand of frozen peas, or lawn mowers, or what have you—but how does one go about determining which high-fidelity component is the "best" of its type? If it were simply a matter of measuring a few key performance parameters, the problem might be solvable, but this becomes less likely when dozens of different and unrelated measurements are involved. Suppose one FM tuner has Usable and 50-dB Quieting Sensitivities of 11 and 13 dBf, and another measures 10 and 14 dBf. Which is the better? Suppose, also, that the first has an alternate-channel selectivity rating of 70 dB, and the second is 80 dB. As an additional complication, one tuner might have 25 dB of channel separation across the full audio range, while the other measures 50 dB at 400 Hz, but only 15 dB at the frequency extremes. How about noise? Is it significant that tuner A has a 70-dB S/N rating, while tuner B is only 65 dB?

I am deliberately trying to muddy the waters a bit; but, in actuality, things are much more complicated than this simple example would suggest. There are literally dozens of FM tuner performance ratings to be considered; a similar situation exists with amplifiers. Once we know all the pertinent facts (and some that are not so pertinent), is it possible to make a logical choice and say with some assurance that one product is "better" than another?

If you can do this, I wish you would pass the secret along to me! Most of the dozens of tests made on tuners and amplifiers follow standardized procedures, established by technical groups such as the IHIF or the IEEE. They are meant to place the ratings of products from different manufacturers on a common footing, so that one can avoid the common error of comparing "apples and oranges." For this purpose, they are certainly useful. Nevertheless, I submit that they tell us much less than most of us would care to admit about how good a product really is. Since they do not recognize the subjective qualities that strongly influence our initial purchase decision and long-term satisfaction, they can hardly give a meaningful answer to the question: "Which is best?"

As a specific example, let us go back to that FM tuner selection problem (I use the tuner as an illustration because it is subject to frequent manual manipulation by the user, and is especially subject to quirks that are not covered by existing specifications).

I think we can agree that the purpose of a hi-fi FM tuner is to receive FM broadcasts without audible degradation of the signal transmitted by the broadcast station. I will further qualify this by stating that the evaluation of received quality will be done by listening, through amplifiers and speakers in a home environment, rather than by laboratory tests with expensive test equipment. In the vast majority of cases, no one could distinguish one tuner from another by an A-B listening comparison, regardless of the disparity in price or ratings between them. This may sound strange, but I have done it literally hundreds of times and don't always hear a difference which would induce me to spend an extra dollar for
one of the tuners being compared. Of course, it is understood in this discussion that we are dealing with high-quality equipment in proper operating condition. This does not mean that all tuners are alike but that the differences between them are not too significant with available program material.

If listening quality alone is not sufficient to distinguish between tuners, how can we make a reasonable choice? What other factors distinguish FM tuners from each other, besides their electrical performance? Size, appearance, special features such as Dolby circuits or digital displays, tuning aids, dial-scale legibility and accuracy, and cost are a few that come to mind.

When I am evaluating a tuner, I connect it to an audio system and to an antenna. I then tune in several of my favorite stations, out of the more than 50 that can be received here at most times. Many of these signals are spaced only 400 kHz apart (alternate channel assignments). If the dial scale is so sparsely or inaccurately calibrated that I cannot tell whether I am tuned to 103.9 or 104.3 MHz without listening to the station, I down-grade the tuner severely. For me, the mere ability of a tuner to receive a signal and render its modulation audible is not sufficient. It must be able to receive the station that I want to hear, without benefit of "trial and error" or guesswork tuning processes.

Now, does the tuning meter or other indicator actually show me the best tuning point (and here, "best" means the tuning that gives lowest noise and distortion)? If not—if the meter pointer is near or beyond the edge of the indicated correct zone when the station is tuned correctly—what use is the meter? That’s another strike against the tuner if this occurs.

When I tune across the FM band, are my ears assailed by bursts of noise as I pass through various broadcast channels? A muting system that does not mute solidly is worse than none at all, and is another black mark against the tuner. Does the tuner drift enough to require retuning after a time when a station has been tuned in from a "cold" start? Drift is rare these days, but it does happen, and should not be tolerated.

I won’t bother going on—the point should be clear by now. The "best" tuner is the one that lets you tune in a station of your choice, without guesswork, which gives you the full audible performance inherent in the broadcast material, and which does not add any audible noises in the tuning or listening processes. This is not as difficult as it might seem, since even a moderately priced tuner has better quality than almost every FM broadcast station. If the tuner looks good, harmonizes with your amplifier appearance, and is within your budget, it is probably the "best" for you. Keep in mind that there are probably a number of "best" products, since the substantive differences between comparably priced models from reputable sources are usually negligible.

The same considerations apply to amplifier selection, except that more emphasis should be placed on adequate control flexibility. The factors to listen for are noises: switching transients, hiss, and hum. In listening to program material, and comparing two amplifiers, be suspicious of any obvious sound-quality differences. The real differences in sound between amplifiers are so subtle that they often cannot be heard without playing special records. If you plan to spend your spare hours listening only to those records, this is a valid basis for choice. If your tastes are more catholic, you might ignore those subtleties which must be pointed out to you by the person making the demonstration. (We are all very susceptible to suggestion, and can easily be convinced we are hearing something that may not be there at all.)

I have not mentioned amplifier power, which is really a system consideration. (It will either affect your choice of speakers, or if you have the speakers, it can affect your choice of an amplifier. In itself, it has little to do with sound quality.)

Insofar as distortion is concerned, you are not going to hear any difference between amplifier distortions of 0.05% or 0.005%, though some golden-ear people can sometimes distinguish sound differences even between two very-low-distortion products. But this may be due to other factors.

This article was not intended to be a guide to component selection (that would require book length), but rather to show that there are no simple answers to the question of which product is "best." I am deliberately avoiding the matter of speakers, which warrant a separate treatment.

I would like to make a final point, however. I have attempted to "de-bunk" audible differences as an absolute basis for hi-fi component selection. Please do not assume that there are no audible differences, for they do exist! This does not necessarily make one product better than another, though, in many instances it does. It is quite possible, for example, for two products to sound different (this is especially true with speakers and phono pickups) without one necessarily being better. And when it comes to "best" in a particular price range, there are too many tradeoffs to be made for such a statement to be possible.
audio test reports:

$290 unit would have cost $1000 only 4 years ago

The Model JT-V77 AM and FM stereo tuner, which is a companion to the Model JA-S77 integrated amplifier, heads JVC’s tuner line this year. In addition to being a full-featured deluxe tuner in all conventional respects, the Model JT-V77 has a Phase Tracking Loop (PTL) FM detector that is said to elevate its overall performance level to well beyond the norm for its price class.

The tuner measures 17¾"W x 14½”D x 6¼”H (45 x 37.4 x 15.8 cm) and it weighs 13.9 lb (6.3 kg). Its suggested retail price is $289.95.

**General Description.** The AM and FM scales, both of which are linearly calibrated, occupy most of the top half of the front panel. There are separate large center-channel (FM only) and relative signal strength (AM and FM) tuning meters on the lower half of the front panel. Between the meters and a large tuning knob are STEREO and TUNING HOLD indicators.

Across the bottom of the panel are five lever switches and a small VOLUME control knob. The switches are for controlling POWER, selecting the MODE (STEREO, MONO, or BLEND), MUTING, FM/AM selection, and REC CAL. The REC CAL switch is a convenience that simplifies off-the-air taping. It replaces the tuner’s audio outputs with a 400-Hz tone at a level equivalent to 50% modulation (37.5-kHz deviation at the transmitter).

JVC suggests that the REC CAL tone level be set to give a 0-dB indication on the recorder’s meters to assure that program peaks do not drive the recorder into distortion. If one wishes to record an off-the-air FM broadcast, the REC CAL tone should be used to set the recorder’s meters to read in the range of 0 to −6 dB, depending on its reserve headroom (since program peaks may exceed this level by 6 dB). The REC CAL feature greatly simplifies the making of clean, distortion-free cassette recordings without any reference to the actual program levels being transmitted when the gain levels are set up.

When a stereo-FM broadcast is tuned in, the STEREO indicator comes on. The TUNING HOLD light comes on when any pair’s level can be adjusted with the VOLUME control on the front panel.

The tuner has a very neat, uncluttered interior. Almost all of its circuitry is mounted on a single large circuit board. A smaller board, just behind the front panel, accommodates some of the lever switches and a few circuit components, while a second small board contains the power-supply circuitry.

A large portion of the tuner’s active circuitry is contained inside IC’s. Although no schematic diagram was supplied with the tuner, we were able to determine that most of the basic tuner functions (i-f amplification and limiting, PTL detection, and the PLL multiplex demodulator) are performed by single special-purpose IC’s. A separate IC is used for the AM-tuner section.

The tuner’s front end has a four-gang tuning capacitor and a FET r-f amplifier for good interference rejection. A combination of a four-resonator ceramic i-f

**400-Hz calibration tone for cleaner taping**

FM signal is accurately tuned. This indicates that the tuner has locked onto the signal and is set for optimum reception. Although JVC does not specifically state that this is an amplified automatic frequency control (afc) system, it appears to be just that, with a delayed activation that is controlled by the presence of the signal and a long filter time constant.

A hinged and pivoted ferrite-rod AM antenna is on the rear apron. Also on the rear apron are terminals for 300- and 75-ohm external FM antennas and two pairs of audio-output jacks. One pair of jacks is at a fixed level, while the other

**FM detector features phase tracking loop**

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
semiconductor gas sensor

The TGS—812 transducer is a solid state device which changes resistance proportionally with exposure to the following gases:

- Hydrocarbons, such as methane, ethane, propane, gasoline, kerosene and benzene;
- Halogenated Hydrocarbons, such as methyl chloride, methylene chloride, trichloroethane and vinyl chloride;
- Alcohols, such as methanol, ethanol, propanol and butanol;
- Ethers, Esters and Ketones;
- Carbon Monoxide
- Hydrogen

The transducer is supplied with numerous calibration graphs, and information of interest to the experimenter or hobbyist, including plans to construct the following:

- **Carbon Monoxide Detector**
- **Gas Leak Detector**
  (Natural or LP Gas)
- **Alcohol Detector**
  (Drunk Driver Breath Analyzer)

Plans and ideas are also included for other applications. Most of the plans are simple, requiring only a few components and minimal assembly time.

You may order using Master Charge or Visa by calling our Toll Free telephone number, or sending payment or credit card number to the address below. All orders will be shipped postpaid within 24 hours of receipt.

Transducer with information booklet,

$14.95 , POSTPAID

**Technological Marketing Group**

affiliated with RDC International

Lock Box 1104

Chicago, Illinois 60690

Call TOLL FREE ................. 800-621-5615

In Illinois Call ................. 312-434-7488

Transducer Assembly, shown actual size

Infrared Photomicrograph of the Sensor
filter and a separate single-resonator filter is used to give linear phase response with satisfactory selectivity. The PLL multiplex section has an automatic pilot signal canceler to attenuate the 19-kHz pilot signal in the audio outputs without loss of high-frequency response.

**Laboratory Measurements.** Our tests of the tuner yielded some rather unusual results. For example, the iHF usable sensitivity and 50-dB quieting sensitivity were exactly the same at 12 dBf (2.2 µV). Although this was not quite as good as the rated iHF sensitivity, it was considerably better than the more important rated quieting sensitivity. The quieting curve shows that the weak signal output from the tuner is largely distorted, with a very low noise level. This is a definite "plus," since noise is much more objectionable than distortion in weak-signal reception.

The distortion and noise readings were very close to the rated values and capture ratio was an incredible 0.86 dB—one of the lowest ever represent excellent performance. We found that the noise measurement was limited by the residual noise in the modulating circuits of our FM signal generator. When the generator was in the CW mode, the tuner's noise output dropped several decibels, to a very low −77 dB in mono. (However, the stereo reading of −71.3 dB had to be made with the generator in its stereo mode to supply the 19-kHz pilot carrier.)

**Frequency response and crosstalk averaged for both FM channels.**

The 0.86-dB capture ratio was one of the lowest we have ever measured, and it was also remarkably noncritical and repeatable. These are very unusual qualities in a capture-ratio measurement. The measurement did not change with signal level changes between 45 and 65 dBf.

JVC claims that the PTL detector effectively increases the ability of the tuner to reject interference from other signals while maintaining the full i-f bandwidth required for optimum stereo reception. In other words, it is said to give many of the benefits of the dual-bandwidth i-f systems used in some other tuners, without their cost or other performance compromises. We confirmed this claim, at least tentatively, by our measurements. The measured alternate-channel selectivity was 70 dB, which should be more than adequate for almost any receiving location. The distortion was low enough to tax the abilities of the best signal generators. The only performance compromise that we could attribute to the relatively wide i-f bandwidth was a rather poor adjacent-channel selectivity, although it must be admitted that very few tuners have enough adjacent-channel selectivity to really separate stations only 200 kHz apart.

Another claimed and confirmed prop-
How to listen to Moscow, Russia... Moscow, Idaho and your good buddy, Max Moscow.

Panasonic introduces the Command Series.

Tune in. Sit back. And travel the world with Panasonic's short wave radios—the Command Series. Set your itinerary by simply setting the dial. Stop off in London for a concert with the London Philharmonic. Be in Peking when they announce the new pecking order. Or visit old friends in the old country. Any old country. Even the good ol' U.S.A.

There are thousands of overseas and domestic short wave transmissions you can tune in. And with an optional outside antenna, you'll get incredible accuracy with the RF-2800 (shown above). Because Panasonic's LED Digital Frequency Display is so precise, it's accurate to within 1 kHz. That's the kind of tuning that used to cost twice the price. That was up until the Panasonic RF-2800.

And if you want to hear more than short wave, the RF-2800 gives you more. Like SSB (single sideband) amateur radio. All 40 CB channels. Ship to shore. Even Morse communications. And, of course, there's AM and FM.

And like more expensive short wave receivers, the RF-2800 has an RF-Gain Control to enhance weak, distant stations or to prevent overload distortion from overstrong stations.

The Command Series from Panasonic. Now you can travel the world without ever leaving home.

*Short wave reception will vary with weather conditions, operator's geographic location and other factors.

Panasonic® just slightly ahead of our time.
ertainty of the PTL detector is its low distortion over a wide tuning range. Here again, the confirmation was tentative because the effective tuning cannot be misadjusted once the TUNING HOLD light comes on. With the light on, the tuner was always set for optimum noise, distortion, and channel-separation characteristics. There was no ambiguity whatever in tuning this tuner. We noted that the muting action was completely noise-free and had a time delay that prevented any audio from appearing at the output until a second or so after a station was properly tuned in.

The stereo channel separation was almost identical in both channels, and the frequency response was virtually ruler flat. There was no loss of output at 15,000 Hz, yet the 19-kHz subcarrier was suppressed to a very low –82 dB by the automatic pilot null circuit in the PLL multiplex IC. Although the channel separation was slightly less than is claimed by JVC, it was very good over the entire audio-frequency range. The BLEND switch reduced the high-frequency separation and noise substantially, without serious loss of stereo effect.

A frequency-response plot was the only test we performed in the AM section of the tuner. The response was very limited, even by "typical" AM tuner standards. It was down 6 dB at 90 and 2600 Hz. On the other hand, the AM background noise was quite low.

User Comment. The tuner’s measured performance in terms of noise, distortion, and outstanding 50-dB quieting sensitivity places the Model JT-V77 very close to the "super-tuner" category. Only its very good, but still measurable, selectivity and image rejection properties (as well as its price) distinguish it from some very high-performance tuners we have measured.

The tuner’s dial calibrations were accurate, with the largest error being about 100 kHz. Over most of the FM band, the tuning error was not readable. Since the TUNING HOLD indicator signifies that a station is being received with the full performance of which the tuner is capable, the user is virtually guaranteed of being able to match the performance we measured on our test bench. This is exceedingly rare in tuners that do not employ synthesized local oscillators.

If the Model JT-V77 tuner had made its appearance only four years ago, it would have cost more than $1000. That it sells for less than $300 today says a lot for the advances made in audio electronic technology.

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usable sensitivity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>10.3 dBf (1.8 µV)</td>
<td>12 dBf (2.2 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17 dBf (4 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-dB S/N sensitivity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>16.3 dBf (3.6 µV)</td>
<td>12 dBf (2.2 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>36.3 dBf (36 µV)</td>
<td>35 dBf (30 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N ratio:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>78 dB</td>
<td>77 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>72 dB</td>
<td>71.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion at 1 kHz:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.075%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM distortion:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture ratio:</td>
<td>1.0 dB</td>
<td>0.86 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate-channel selectivity</td>
<td>75 dB</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjacent-channel selectivity</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image rejection</td>
<td>90 dB</td>
<td>88 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-f rejection</td>
<td>100 dB</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious rejection</td>
<td>100 dB</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-I IM rejection</td>
<td>65 dB</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM suppression</td>
<td>65 dB</td>
<td>63 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo separation at:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>45 dB</td>
<td>42.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>50 dB</td>
<td>43 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
<td>34 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcarrier rejection</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>82 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo threshold level</td>
<td>31.5 dBf (20 µV)</td>
<td>15.7 dBf (3.3 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muting threshold level</td>
<td>31.5 dBf (20 µV)</td>
<td>17.2 dBf (4 µV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response (30-15,000 Hz)</td>
<td>+0.3/-0.8 dB</td>
<td>+0.4/-0.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output level:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>0-1.3 V</td>
<td>0-1.4 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>750 mV</td>
<td>710 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording level</td>
<td>Equivalent to 50%</td>
<td>–5.9 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FM modulation (–6 dB)

In its 25 years in business, Acoustic Research has been a steadfast proponent of compact speaker systems. Even its nine-driver Model AR/LST of a few years ago was relatively compact for a speaker system of its capabilities. Now AR has made a turnabout with the introduction of its Model AR-9 floor-standing speaker system that is large by any standard.

a radical departure from the pioneer of small enclosures, the Acoustic Research AR-9 speaker system

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
The Model AR-9 is a tall, column-shaped four-way speaker system with five drivers. It's rated to handle up to 400 watts of continuous power, with each channel driven to clipping 10% of the time on normal music material. Since the speaker system is rated for 87 dB SPL at 1 meter when driven by 1 watt, it can actually deliver an ear-splitting 113 dB SPL at 400 watts! The five-driver speaker system's only response specification is for its lower limit, which is -3 dB at 28 Hz. The impedance is rated at nominally 4 ohms, with a minimum of 3.2 ohms.

The speaker system measures 15 3/16"H × 15"W (134 × 40.2 × 38.1 cm) and weighs 130 lb (59 kg). Suggested retail price is $750 each.

**General Description.** The bass frequencies from the speaker system, up to 200 Hz, are radiated by a pair of 12" (30.5-cm) acoustic-suspension woofers located at the bottom rear on the two sides of the enclosure. Radiation is to the sides. By keeping the bass radiators as close as possible to the rear-wall and floor surfaces, this placement essentially eliminates cancellation of the upper bass by reflections from room surfaces through shifting the lowest cancellation frequency to a point beyond the driver's operating range.

The midrange, from 200 to 1200 Hz, is radiated by an 8" (20.3-cm) acoustic-suspension driver located in a separately sealed subenclosure that faces forward about halfway up the front surface of the enclosure. The cancellation reflections from room boundaries that might affect the response of this driver fall below its operating range. The two remaining drivers are vertically aligned with the lower midrange driver.

**two side-firing acoustic-suspension woofers per cabinet**

Frequencies between 1200 and 7000 Hz are handled by a 1 1/2" (38.1-mm) dome tweeter surrounded by a donut-shaped ring that AR calls an "Acoustic Blanket." Its function is to absorb energy radiated in the plane of the speaker board. According to AR, the radiated energy would otherwise be reflected from the edges of the speaker cutouts and cabinet. So the "Blanket" is designed to reduce the possibility of interference with the smoothness of the system's frequency response and directional characteristics.

Three small three-position switches on the front panel below the 8" cone driver are provided for adjusting the levels of the lower, upper midrange, and high-frequency drivers from their maximum (nominally flat) outputs to -3 and -6 dB.

**Lab Measurements.** The measurements we made on the Model AR-9 under semireverberant conditions yielded the widest and flattest frequency response curve we have yet obtained from a speaker system. When it was combined with the close-proximity microphone bass response curve and corrected for the room's and microphone's characteristics, the composite response of the system was within ±2 dB from 25 to 7000 Hz. It rose slightly to +4 dB at 15,000 Hz. This was the limit of our calibrated microphone's known accuracy. (A new calibrated microphone we now use, Bruel & Kjaer's Model 4133, will enable us to give more accurate and meaningful results at the highest audio frequencies in future reviews.)

**driver positions give uncolored spatial imaging**

The dispersion characteristics of the tweeter were good. There was only about 3 dB of difference in the high-frequency response curves measured on-axis with the speaker and 30° off-axis. The level switches had their indicated effects, which were confined to the rated operating frequency ranges of the respective drivers. The tone-burst response of the system was excellent, yielding bursts that were as clean as any.
Product Focus

In designing the Model AR-9, Acoustic Research has made a special effort to achieve the best possible stereo imaging. One school of speaker system design holds that phase coherence, or uniform time delay across the system's operating frequency range, is important for the optimum stereo effect. AR made a study of the subject that led to the conclusion that the human ear is insensitive to phase shifts having a major effect on the shape of a complex waveform.

AR used a computer to analyze the qualities of music itself, as well as of a number of different speaker systems. In the former case, a specific musical tone from six different recordings of the same work, were analyzed and no consistent phase relationships between the components of that tone were found. The conclusion was that phase relationships are completely inconsistent over time periods longer than a few milliseconds, and that the resulting gross waveform changes are imperceptible to listeners.

The second experiment, involving a number of speaker systems, led to the conclusion that the "blurring" of a spatial image due to various frequency components arriving at slightly different times was mainly caused by reflections from the speaker structure itself, rather than from any "time alignment" error between the drivers. In fact, some of the stepped enclosure shapes used to obtain uniform time alignment of the drivers in a multi-way system were noted to actually degrade the stereo performance of the system by causing unnecessary reflections from the edges of the enclosure.

In the Model AR-9, a high degree of accuracy in spatial imaging was obtained by positioning the midrange and high-frequency drivers on a single vertical axis and covering the front of the cabinet with a heavy fiber sheet that absorbed high-frequency energy before it could be reflected from the edges of the cabinet and speaker cutouts. This had the expected effect of smoothing out the frequency response of the system. (As our measurements confirmed, it is impressively smooth.) Furthermore, in listening tests with the blanket in place and removed, AR found that it improved the perceived stereo imaging and location of instrumental sounds and enabled the listener to judge the acoustic size of individual sound sources more accurately. It also reduced the audible coloration of the sound, as a result of the smoother frequency response.

we have been able to make in a "live" acoustic environment. The system's sensitivity was as rated, so that driving it with 1 watt of random noise in the octave centered at 1000 Hz produced an 87-dB SPL 1 meter away.

Low bass distortion was one of the system's most striking qualities, though it was not too surprising in view of the use of two large acoustic-suspension woofers in a 4.25 cu ft (120-liter) cabinet. At a 1-watt input (based on 8 ohms, which is actually 2 watts into the speaker system's nominal impedance), the distortion was between 0.22% and 0.50% from 100 Hz down to 50 Hz. It rose very gradually to 1.3% at 25 Hz and to 2.5% at 20 Hz. A 10 dB increase in power to

the very considerable level of 20 watts into the nominal 4-ohm impedance had only a slight effect on the distortion. It then measured between 0.32% and 0.63% down to 50 Hz and rose to 3% at 30 Hz and 6.7% at 20 Hz.

The impedance was relatively constant, measuring a minimum of about 3 ohms at 50 and 2500 Hz (also its approximate dc resistance) and reaching maxima of 8 ohms at 28 Hz and just shy of 10 ohms at 750 Hz. Since the impedance was between 3 and 5 ohms almost everywhere except at 28 and 750 Hz, the 4-ohm rating is well justified.

User Comment. Although the Model AR-9 should be installed as close as possible to the rear wall to obtain the full benefit of its woofer placement in smoothing the upper bass response, this is not critical. We were unable to get the speaker systems much closer than 18" (45.7 cm) from a wall, but they still sounded fine.

The system's sound betrays its kinship to earlier AR models in its smoothness and lack of coloration. Moreover, it has an exceptionally blended and homogeneous sound that never gives a hint that it is emanating from five drivers distributed over a large cabinet. The unified nature of the AR-9 sound remains apparent, even at rather close listening distances. Also, the high end is far better than that of some of the earlier AR speaker systems, which tended to have a "soft" quality. If the program has energy in the highest audible octave, it emerges from the Model AR-9 with crystalline clarity. By the same token, if the program has any distortion or a frequency-response aberration, the system will do nothing to conceal the flaw.

The bass quality is tops, too. Male voices are not artificially colored by the usual resonances in the upper-bass system. However, not only did the AR-9 deliver the usual excellent bass response expected of any good speaker, it also seemed to have a subliminal "floor" of deep bass that could be felt rather than heard on much of the material we played. In an A-B comparison against the AR/LST (which headed the AR line a few years ago, and can hardly be said to be shy of bass), the Model AR-9 appeared to have another octave of response at the low end. The feeling of "body" that this imparts to the sound is rarely, if ever, heard through speaker systems whose output extends only to 35 or 40 Hz. It is usually associated with a good "subwoofer" system, but in this case the subwoofer is part of the basic system (remember, there are two woofers in each speaker system).

Although the Model AR-9 can deliver a most impressive sound level when driven by a powerful amplifier, we recommend staying within the AR guidelines for driving it. Husky as the drivers are, they can be blown out by an overenthusiastic application of several hundred watts of power. While tastes differ widely when it comes to speaker system selection, we feel that anyone who wants to listen to music reproduced as naturally as possible in the home—and who has the space and money to accommodate a pair of Model AR-9's—should certainly audition a pair before making a final buying decision (or even to compare them to one's present speaker system, just for curiosity's sake).

Tone-burst responses at (left to right) 60, 250 and 4000 Hz.
very low mass and viscous damping highlight Shure SME Series III tonearm

The suggested retail price of the SME 3009 Series III tonearm (distributed here in the United States by Shure Brothers) has little in common with its predecessors. It has been designed to have extremely low mass, making it compatible with the most compliant of today’s phono cartridges. The tonearm can accommodate cartridges weighing up to 13 grams and has a tracking force range of 0 to 2.5 grams. The low-frequency tonearm/cartridge resonance can be damped, at the user’s option, by a viscous damping system supplied with the tonearm.

The suggested retail price of the SME 3009 Series III tonearm is $294.

**General Description.** The Series III features a knife-edge vertical pivot that is virtually frictionless and has an indefinite life. Its horizontal pivots are precision ball bearings. The tonearm has a fully adjustable sliding base that requires an elongated mounting slot. This permits the tonearm to be adjusted for minimum tracking error near the inner grooves of a record.

The structure on the rear of the tonearm is made from plastic that is reinforced with carbon to give it the desired strength and acoustical properties. The counterweight consists of a number of lead weights that are loaded into a plastic carrier that mounts on the rear of the tonearm. Since the balance range is limited to keep the mass of the counterweight near the pivots, only the proper number of weights needed to balance the cartridge and tonearm must be used. (Weights to provide the proper tonearm balance come installed for cartridges weighing 6 to 10.5 grams.) Balancing is performed by operating a knob that moves the entire counterweight structure. Then the tracking force is set by operating another knob that moves a weight on one side of the main weight. The stylus pressure force scale is calibrated in 0.25-gram intervals from 0 to 1.5 grams. A second weight on the other side of the counterweight can be moved forward against a stop to add exactly one gram to the weight indicated on the stylus pressure scale to obtain forces up to 2.5 grams. Then the entire counterweight system can be moved laterally by a third knob to allow the tonearm’s center of gravity to be placed over the center of the knife-edge pivot. Finally, the weight-and-string antiskating compensation system’s control, calibrated from 0 to 2.5 grams, can be adjusted as required.

Since the usual plug-in headshell contributes a large portion of the effective mass of a tonearm, it has been eliminated in the Series III tonearm. The entire “arm” plugs into a socket near the pivots. The headshell is a slim plastic cartridge mount that is permanently fixed to the arm tube, which also contains a finger lift.

A lever that extends from the tonearm’s base permits the height of the tonearm to be raised and lowered from the turntable and its distance from the center of the turntable to be adjusted. (A stylus protractor is supplied for setting the stylus overhang for minimum tracking error.)

The low-frequency tonearm-cartridge resonance damping system consists of a curved trough that clips around the

Illustrated is normal low-bass response vs. flattened response with viscous damping.
metal housing that contains the tonearm's lift linkage. A small plastic paddle moves through the trough as the tonearm traverses the record's surface. A tube of silicone damping material is supplied with the tonearm. (If damping is to be used, the damping material must be emptied into the trough by the user.) Three different-size paddles are furnished to permit the user to optimize the tonearm for different compliance ratings.

**Laboratory Measurements.** We installed the tonearm on a turntable that had previously been fitted with an early model SME tonearm. While this simplified installation (the two tonearms require identical mounting cutouts), the setup procedure for the Series III tonearm is lengthy and made practical only by one of the best manuals we have seen. It took some two hours for actual installation plus two more hours later on when the damping fluid was added (it takes that long for the fluid to flow from the tube and fill the trough).

We installed a new Shure V15 Type IV cartridge in the tonearm for our tests. A piece of clay-like material supplied with the tonearm was placed between the cartridge and shell to damp out any resonances in the forward end of the tonearm. Since the cartridge has its own integral viscous damping system in its hinged brush assembly, we performed our low-frequency response tests with and without having the damping fluid in the tonearm.

Setting the tonearm tracking error to zero at a 29/" (60.3-mm) radius resulted in less than 0.7°/in. tracking error over the entire surface of the record. The accuracy of the tracking force calibration was perfect, within 0.05-gram resolution of our measurement balance over its full range.

The tonearm is supplied with a very high-quality signal cable that is fitted with gold-plated plugs at both ends. It plugs into jacks in the base of the tonearm. The capacitance to ground in each channel was 280 pF, and interchannel capacitance was a very low 2 pF. The effective mass of the tonearm with the Type IV cartridge was only 11.5 grams, which means that the tonearm's basic mass was an incredible 5 grams! By comparison, most contemporary tonearms have masses of 15 to 25 grams.

We measured the 4-to-100-Hz frequency response of the tonearm and cartridge with a Denon 7001 test record to evaluate the effect of the arm's damping system. To simulate the tonearm's operation with a conventional cartridge, we did not use the cartridge's damping system. Having obtained the response curve, we filled the damping trough and repeated the tests. The two curves we obtained were dramatically different and should convince anyone of the efficacy of the tonearm's damping system. Undamped, the bass response began to rise at about 25 to 30 Hz. It was +3.5 dB at 15 Hz, -1.5 dB at 10 Hz, and +3 dB at 8 Hz. It fell off steadily below 8 Hz. (Less compliant cartridges than we used will resonate at higher frequencies and could have larger response peaks at resonance.)

Operating with the damping system of the tonearm in use, the total variation in response was ±0.6 dB from 9 Hz to the 100-Hz upper limit of the test record. We have no doubt that, with sufficient patience and the selection of the proper damping paddle, the response of almost any cartridge could have been flattened as effectively as was this one.

One obvious benefit of the tonearm's damping system, which could be appreciated even without listening to a record, was the isolation it provided from external jarring and vibration.

**User Comment.** The Series III tonearm has the lowest mass by far that we have ever measured for a tonearm. Hence, it will move the resonant frequency of most cartridges installed in it to a point well above the critical 5-to-7-Hz warp range. Furthermore, the tonearm's damping will effectively wipe out any remaining resonance on the frequency-response curve. In our tests, the tonearm tracked warped records that had proved to be unplayable with conventional arms.

The immunity of this tonearm to external vibration and shock was so extraordinary that we must conclude that it would be an effective remedy for a severe or persistent case of acoustic feedback. We were able to pound and jar the turntable quite violently without causing the cartridge to skip grooves or even lose contact with the record. Since feedback can muddy the sound long before it causes audible oscillation, it can also be a valid reason for expecting cartridge sound to be improved.

The aural aspects of the tonearm/cartridge combination was impressive. We felt we heard every last nuance of the material on our records, with nothing left out and nothing added. Of course, the tonearm is not perfect. The lift and descent mechanism does not prevent the arm from drifting out during descent as a result of the anti-skating force. We found the drift to be great enough to obviate the usefulness of the lift as a cueing device. In partial compensation, the viscous damping lets the tonearm descend in an especially smooth manner.

This is an expensive tonearm, to be sure. Teaming it with a cartridge of highest quality, however, should result in a winning combination. Additionally, it will likely reduce record wear.

**Product Focus**

A major design goal of the new SME 3009 Series III tonearm was to reduce its effective mass, referred to the stylus position, to the lowest possible value. This requires that as much as possible of the arm's actual mass be located near the pivots, where it does not contribute as much to the arm's moment of inertia, which is what affects the interface with the cartridge stylus and the record groove. In a counterbalanced arm, this means that the counterweight cannot extend far behind the pivot axis; in the Series III, it is in fact concentrated directly over and just behind the pivots.

Another requirement is that the mass of the forward extension of the arm, where the cartridge is mounted, be an absolute minimum. In the Series III, this is an S-shaped tube with a fixed cartridge mount that is little more than a thin piece of perforated plastic containing "~" (12.7-mm) spaced mounting holes and a finger lift instead of the customary massive headshell and its socket and locking ring. The entire arm plugs into the pivoted section, so that the mass of the socket is as close as possible to the pivots.

Aside from its physical configuration, the "secret" of the SME design lies in the materials used for its construction. The arm's tube is tin-walled titanium that is extremely light and rigid. It is filled with a light damping material to control resonances. The rather strange looking rear section of the arm, which contains the counterweight and the many arm adjustments, is a black carbon reinforced plastic (although it looks like cast and machined metal). The actual counterweight is composed of a number of lead plates in a removable plastic holder. Only as many plates are used as are actually needed to balance the mass of the cartridge, in the interest of low mass.

Another feature of the Series III not found on previous SME tonearms is its optional viscous damping device. It can be used to damp arm motion, both horizontally and vertically, by means of a paddle attached to the arm.
The Realistic SCT-30 tells it like it is:

**Why 3 heads are better than 2.**

**Why 2 capstans are better than 1.**

**Why double Dolby* is better than single.**

### 3 Heads.
Two independent record and play heads eliminate the compromises of one combined r/p head, and the head assembly is integrated to eliminate azimuth error. The result: cleaner sound. The third head lets you monitor your recording an instant after it's made, without interrupting the program. SCT-30 has 3 heads!

### 2 Capstans.
Dual capstans (instead of the usual 1) reduce wow and flutter to an inaudible 0.06% WRMS or less, and extend the audio frequency response. SCT-30 has dual capstans!

### Double Dolby.
You know the single Dolby system cuts noise and adds dynamic range. But let's examine double Dolby. You get Dolby on both record and monitor so you know exactly what your tape will sound like.

You get a decoder for recording superb Dolby FM stereo. And you get simultaneous listening enjoyment of the decoded broadcast on receivers with tape monitoring. The Realistic SCT-30 has double Dolby! About $380.

### PS. - Supertape® Gold.
To go with 3 heads, 2 capstans and double Dolby, you need a cassette tape that will enhance — not degrade — performance. That's why we design and manufacture Supertape Gold in our own Fort Worth factory. Like SCT-30, it's a playmate you can believe in at a price you can afford.

**Why Realistic®?**
Because Radio Shack has delivered quality audio at sensible prices since 1921, its Realistic tape and recorder line can point to over 5,000,000 customers as living proof of these claims. Add after-sale service that isn't lip service. Add in-house engineering and manufacturing of much of the Realistic line. And add the convenience of neighborhood shopping where you get "sound talk" from a specialist. That's Realistic!

*TM Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
If you're a communications buff or electronics experimenter who wants to try something really different, this construction project is for you! There's a whole new world of personal communications waiting to be explored—the world of microwaves. Now you can do just that with the compact, low-cost Mini-Wave Personal Communications system presented here. This inexpensive microwave link allows you to transmit and receive fast-scan television pictures and/or voice signals over paths of 20 miles or more. It can also be used to transmit digital information over similar paths at extremely high baud rates.

Relatively simple circuits are employed in the transmitter and receiver sections, which are available in kit form. The microwave portion of the project, called a Gunnplexer, is available factory assembled.

The Gunnplexer is the heart of the Mini-Wave system. It is a solid-state product of Microwave Associates, Inc., of Burlington, MA. The Gunnplexer (Fig. 1) consists of a Gunn diode (a microwave source) housed in a resonant cavity, one side of which has an output port called an iris. A short section of waveguide accepts energy from the iris and contains a low-noise Schottky mixer diode and a ferrite circulator (a type of microwave directional coupler).

When a certain level of dc bias is applied across a gallium-arsenide wafer, the current through it begins to oscillate at microwave frequencies. This is the Gunn effect, discovered in 1963 by John Gunn, a researcher at IBM. If a Gunn diode is operated in free space, it generates a train of current pulses whose period is proportional to, among other things, the thickness of the GaAs wafer. The disadvantages of this operating mode are very low efficiency and a fixed output frequency.

Mounting the Gunn diode in a resonant cavity, which behaves like a high-Q tuned LC circuit, allows the user to tune the microwave output (within limits) to a specific frequency. The Gunnplexer provides two methods of varying the output frequency. A mechanical tuning slug permits altering the characteristics of the cavity, resulting in a tuning range of ±100 MHz referenced to the center frequency of the Gunnplexer. Also mounted in the cavity is a Varactor diode for electronic tuning over a minimum span of 60 MHz. The Varactor is tuned by varying its bias from +1 to +20 volts dc. When the Varactor is operated in the most "sensitive" portion of its curve, a one-volt change in bias level results in a frequency excursion of 15 MHz.

The oscillating Gunn diode sets up an electromagnetic field in the cavity oscillating at (nominally) 10 GHz. A small opening in the cavity (the iris) scaled to the proper dimensions allows the energy to escape from the cavity and pass into a short section of waveguide. The waveguide plays the same role at microwave frequencies that coaxial line plays at hf, vhf and uhf—it couples signals from the source to the antenna. The output of the Gunn oscillator is relatively low (nominal 20 mW), but wavelengths are so small at these frequencies that highly directional antennas with large amounts of gain are physically practicable. Accordingly, the most convenient way to obtain a large effective radiated power (e.r.p.)
is to use a high-gain antenna. Microwave Associates manufactures several antennas which bolt directly to the wave guide of the Gunnplexer, including horn and parabolic dish antennas. (More on this in Part II of this article.)

In the transmit mode, the Gunn oscillator is frequency-modulated by applying a low-voltage baseband signal across the Varactor tuning diode. The characteristics of the cavity and thus the frequency of oscillation vary in step with the modulating waveform. The Gunnplexer can also be used as a microwave receiver. Here's how.

When the microwave energy generated by the Gunn oscillator escapes from the cavity and enters the waveguide, it passes by a circulator, a special ferrite rod. The circulator samples a small amount of the outbound signal (about 0.5 mW) and couples it to a Schottky diode mounted in the waveguide. Microwave energy from a remote transmitting Gunnplexer also enters the waveguide, but from the opposite direction (via the antenna). The circulator also passes this signal to the Schottky diode.

Because it is a nonlinear device, the diode causes the received signal and the local oscillator injection signal from
the cavity to heterodyne, resulting in sum and difference mixer products. A Schottky diode is employed. (Noise generated in the receiver can reduce range dramatically, so care must be taken to minimize it. One way to do this is to use low-noise components such as the Schottky diode.)

If the Gunn oscillator in the receiving unit is operating at 10.245 GHz and the oscillator in the transmitting Gunnplexer is operating at 10.2 GHz, the two signals will mix in the Schottky diode to produce a sum signal at 20.445 GHz and a difference signal at 45 MHz. For our purposes, we can ignore the sum signal and concentrate on the difference signal. This 45-MHz i-f signal contains all of the information used to modulate the transmitting Gunnplexer. Because it is at a relatively low frequency, we can employ more or less standard techniques to amplify the signal and extract the information from it.

**The Receiver.** The Mini-Wave video receiver with AFC is shown schematically in Fig. 2. As in the previous example, we shall assume that the Gunn oscillators in the transmitter and receiver are operating at frequencies displaced from each other by 45 MHz.

---

**Fig. 1. Cutaway view of the Microwave Associates Gunnplexer. Energy generated by the Gunn diode escapes through the iris of the cavity into a short section of waveguide.**

The Gunnplexers in the transmitter and receiver are identical, but they are operated at different frequencies (displaced by the chosen i-f). In one-way applications the microwave energy that escapes from the antenna of the receiving unit, which is actually the bulk of the Gunn oscillator’s output, is ignored. In the transmitting unit, the built-in receiving function and i-f output are ignored. Of course, you can use the Gunnplexers as transceivers by installing T/R switching to alternately connect the transmit and receive support circuits to the microwave units. You cannot duplex (send and receive at both ends simultaneously) video signals, but duplexing audio only is possible.

**Licensing.** Before we take a look at the support circuits schematically, a few words about microwave frequency allocations and licensing are appropriate.

This article is based on the use of Gunnplexer “transceivers” in the 10.0- to 10.5-GHz band, which has been allocated to the Amateur Radio Service. If you have a Technician or higher Class ham ticket, you can operate Gunnplexers for use in that frequency band. Gunnplexers designed to operate on other frequencies are available from Microwave Associates on a special-order basis. No-code Mobile and Experimenter licenses that allow you to operate Gunnplexers on bands slightly above 10.5 GHz can be obtained from the FCC. This will be covered next month in Part II.

---

**RECEIVER PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2, C8, C14, C12, C15, C17, C20, C21, C35, C36</td>
<td>0.001-µF disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C22, C24, C25</td>
<td>10-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>3-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>2.7-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>4-6 to 40-pF trimmer (Elmenco type 422 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>10.1, C13, C16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>0.003-µF disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>C31, C32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23</td>
<td>5-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C26</td>
<td>22-pF NPO disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C27</td>
<td>0.05-µF disc ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C28</td>
<td>C33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C29</td>
<td>1000-µF, 25 volt electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C30</td>
<td>1000-µF, 50 volt electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>through D4=HP5082-2800 hot carrier diode (Hewlett Packard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>10-volt, 1-watt zener diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1-1/2-amp fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1*</td>
<td>µ1-A7812CU 12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>MC1458V dual operational amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>F-type chassis-mount coaxial jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>2½ turns of No. 20 wire wound on an air-core 1/4-inch form, tapped 2 turns above ground end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>L10, L12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>18 turns of No. 22 wire wound on a Gowanda Electronics No. 71525 brass-slug form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>18 turns of No. 22 wire wound on a Gowanda Electronics No. 71528 ferrite-slug form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>14 turns of No. 22 wire wound on a Gowanda Electronics No. 71528 ferrite-slug form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>L9, L11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>2 turns of No. 30 wire wound on a Ferroxcube No. 56-590-65/4B ferrite bead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>L13, L14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L14</td>
<td>1.15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED1</td>
<td>20-mA light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>SD1006 nppn silicon transistor (Solid State Scientific)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Q4, Q5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>2N6122 nppn silicon transistor (Fairchild)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R9, R19, R20, R32, R38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R32</td>
<td>500-ohm trimmer potentiometer (Beckman No. 72PMR500 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are 0.01-watt, 10% tolerance carbon composition resistors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>100 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>10, R27, R37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1500 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>10, R16, R21, R22, R34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>6.2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>110 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>680 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**POPULAR ELECTRONICS**
R13—240 ohms
R15—560 ohms
R17, R18—51 ohms
R24—10,000 ohms
R25, R39—47,000 ohms
R26—1 megohm
R28, R33, R35, R42, R43—2200 ohms
R31—330 ohms
R36—180,000 ohms
R40—100,000 ohms
R41—8200 ohms
RECT1*—1-ampere, 100-PIV modular bridge rectifier
S1*—Spdt miniature toggle switch
S2*—Spst miniature toggle switch
T1*—30-volt center-tapped, 500-mA, transformer
Misc.—Printed circuit board*, standoffs*, ac line cord* and strain relief, suitable enclosure*, Microwave Associates Model MA-87140-1 Gunnplexer, shielded cable, hookup wire, terminal strips*, solder lugs*, fuse holder*, machine and self-tapping hardware*, solder, etc.
*—parts included in "non-standard parts" kit (see Parts Availability box).

Fig. 2. Schematic of the Mini-Wave video receiver with automatic frequency control. 1-f output of Gunnplexer is coupled to 45-MHz gain stage.
an LC network. It functions as a bandpass filter, shaping the receiver's i-f response so that it is flat from 40 to 50 MHz and rejects signals outside this range. The emphasis in this part of the receiver is voltage gain, but noise cannot be ignored. A Solid State Scientific SD-1006, neutralized for stability, is employed in this stage.

Following the SD-1006 are three gain stages utilizing 2N3563 bipolar transistors (Q3, Q4 and Q5). The overall gain of the first five active stages is approximately 50 to 52 dB. After the i-f signal has been amplified to this extent, it is ready to be "cleaned up" before being detected. That is, it is ready for limiting. The primary purpose of a limiter, which is found in just about every FM receiver, is to remove any amplitude variations from the signal before it is applied to the discriminator (FM demodulator). That's the major reason why FM is a much quieter mode of communications than AM.

The limiter in the Mini-Wave receiver employs a pair of Hewlett Packard HP5082-2800 Schottky barrier diodes, D1 and D2. Schottky barrier diodes consist of rectifying metal-semiconductor contacts in which current flows by means of majority carriers. Most are made of n-type silicon and a metal such as gold. When forward-biased (the metal being more positive than the n-type semiconductor), electrons are injected from the semiconductor into the metal. These electrons have greater velocities than thermally activated electrons of the metal and are called "hot electrons" or "hot carriers." Accordingly, Schottky barrier diodes are often called hot electron or hot carrier diodes. Hot carrier diodes exhibit voltage and current characteristics closely approximating those of an ideal diode. Because no minority charge carriers are involved, the diodes are faster and quieter than conventional pn junctions and have superior dynamic range and signal-handling abilities.

In the limiter stage, the hot carrier diodes are forward-biased to a predetermined level. As the signal from the last i-f amplifier increases in level, the diodes begin to detect (rectify) it. This creates a dc voltage which tends to reverse-bias the diodes, increasing their internal resistance. Further increases in signal level result in greater reverse bias and internal diode resistance, causing the signal level at the output of the limiter to remain constant once full limiting is reached. This is the limiting action necessary for good FM demodulation.

The output of the limiter is split into two equal signals by R17 and R18, two 51-ohm resistors. Each half of the limiter output is applied to a tuned circuit comprising L14 and C22 or L15 and C23. The L14C22 network is tuned by adjusting the inductor form's slug so that it resonates at 35 MHz. The L15C23 network is tuned to resonate at 55 MHz. Signals selectively passed by the tuned circuits are rectified by D3 and D4, another pair of HP 5082-2800 hot carrier diodes. A portion of each rectified signal is shunted to ground by R19 or R20, and the output signals from the two legs of the discriminator are recombined through R23, a 500-ohm balancing potentiometer. During alignment, R19 and R20 are adjusted so that an unmodulated carrier at exactly 45 MHz produces a zero-volt output, and R23 is adjusted so that there are equal positive and negative voltage swings produced by the two discriminator legs.

Before we examine the video amplifier, here's a note concerning D1, D2, D3 and D4. One might be tempted to substitute less expensive diodes for the HP5082-2800 components. Don't! The quality of the limiter and discriminator diodes is crucial to overall receiver performance. In fact, one of the major differences between this receiver and a commercial model that performs essentially the same function is the substitution of higher-grade and more expensive ($7.50 each) diodes in the limiter circuit. So do not substitute components in this project if you expect it to deliver the same level of performance as the author's prototype.

What the discriminator delivers is essentially pure video, or, to be more precise, the baseband (modulating) signal with a 0-to-5-MHz bandwidth. Most of the useful video information, however, is found between dc (0 Hz) and approximately 3.8 MHz. The detector output is capacitively coupled to a low-noise amplifier employing a J-310 JFET (Q6). Output signals from the drain of the JFET drive Q7, a 2N3563 npn silicon transistor operating as an emitter follower. The output of the follower is capacitively coupled to J1, the video output jack. When the limiter is fully limiting, an output signal of 1 volt peak-to-peak across a 75-ohm load will be produced.

The output signal will not contain a dc component because of the blocking action of coupling capacitors C27 and C29. It will, however, contain a 4.5-MHz audio subcarrier if one was introduced at the transmitter. The composite output can be tapped via R31 for application to the optional audio subcarrier demodulator, which will be examined later.

**Frequency Stability and AFC.** To receive signals from a transmitting Gunnplexer, the receiver must of course
**Fig. 3. Schematic of Mini-Wave video transmitter with optional 4.5-MHz subcarrier generator/modulator shown within dashed lines.**

**TRANSMITTER PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1000-µF, 50-volt electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>33-µF, 50-volt tantalum**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.1-µF disc ceramic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.9- to 7-pF trimmer** (Elmenco type 400 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>3.3 pF NPO disc ceramic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>39-pF NPO disc ceramic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>500-pF NPO disc ceramic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>5.0-pF NPO disc ceramic**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>1.5- to 20-pF trimmer** (Elmenco type 402 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>1000-µF, 25-volt electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>10-volt, 1-watt zener*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>5-volt, 1-watt zener**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>BB105G Varactor** (Amperex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1/2-ampere fast-blow fuse*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F9</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F13</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F14</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F17</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F18</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F19</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F20</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F21</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F22</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F23</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F24</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F25</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F26</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F27</td>
<td>Operational amplifier**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F28</td>
<td>11/2-ampere fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F29</td>
<td>12-volt regulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Required only if optional 4.5-MHz audio subcarrier generator/modulator is included in transmitter.
be tuned to the proper frequency. It also must stay tuned to that frequency. In our Mini-Wave system, the goal is to keep the receiver local (Gunn) oscillator exactly 45 MHz above the transmitting Gunnplexer’s output frequency. Initially, the Gunnplexers can be tuned to their respective frequencies by adjusting the coarse (mechanical) tuning control and fine-tuning them electronically by varying Varactor bias.

However, Gunnplexers will drift to an extent. The major cause of the drift is the effect of temperature upon the cavity in which the Gunn diode is mounted. As the ambient temperature increases, the cavity will expand slightly and the frequency of oscillation, which is very dependent on the resonant frequency of the cavity, will decrease. Conversely, cooling the Gunnplexer will cause the cavity to contract and the frequency of oscillation to increase. Each one degree (Celsius) change in temperature will cause the Gunnplexer frequency to shift by 0.35 MHz.

If both the transmitting and receiving Gunnplexers are located in roughly the same environment—say, outdoors reasonably close to each other—both units will drift in the same direction and will stay in tune. However, if one Gunnplexer is indoors, the other is outdoors, and there is a substantial difference in ambient temperature, the Gunnplexer output frequencies might drift considerably away from each other. A switchable afc circuit has been incorporated into the Mini-Wave receiver to help the user cope with this potential problem.

Directly after the 500-ohm discriminator balancing potentiometer (R23) there is a 10,000-ohm resistor (R24) which taps a portion of the discriminator output. This signal is applied to the noninverting input of IC2B, one half of an MC1458 dual operational amplifier. It is amplified by this stage and IC2A. In the second gain stage, the amplified discriminator output is applied to the inverting input. A positive dc voltage is applied to the noninverting input via R37 and R38. The trimmer potentiometer is adjusted during the alignment procedure so that a +4-volt offset appears at the output of IC2A under no-signal conditions. Trimmer R1 is also adjusted during alignment with S1 in the AFC OFF position so that +4 volts is applied to the Varactor diode. This is the normal reverse bias for the tuning diode in the Mini-Wave receiver.

If S1 is placed in the AFC ON position and one or both Gunnplexers start to drift so that the normal 45-MHz frequency offset is not maintained, an “error” voltage will be developed at the output of the discriminator. This error voltage is sampled, amplified, and level shifted by the afc circuit. The result is a change in Varactor bias and, thus, in the receiving Gunnplexer’s frequency of oscillation. The afc circuit allows the receiver’s local (Gunn) oscillator to track the transmitter over a ±10-MHz range with a worst-case error of 0.5 MHz. In this way, the 45-MHz offset can be maintained and the received signal kept in the center of the receiver’s i-f passband.

The temperature drift characteristic of the Gunnplexers was carefully considered when forming the “band plan” for the 10-GHz amateur band described in Part II of this article. (The band plan is a system of channelization intended to provide as many interference-free, si-
multaneous one-way video channels in a single area as possible within the 500-MHz wide allocation.) Normally, temperature-caused drift is an undesirable characteristic of communications equipment; good engineering practice is to make it as small as possible. However, there are applications which depend on thermally induced drift in the equipment employed.

For example, a transmitting Gunnplexer can be set up at a remote location and its frequency allowed to drift wherever (within band limits!) variations in temperature take it. A receiving Gunnplexer is then installed in an environment with a closely controlled ambient temperature. The difference frequency at the i-f output of the receiving Gunnplexer is sampled, counted, and scaled using the 0.35-MHz/°C thermal characteristic. Finally, the quantity obtained via the foregoing procedure is added to the ambient temperature at the receiver. These operations can be performed by suitable digital arithmetic circuits. The numerical result is the ambient temperature at the transmitting Gunnplexer, and the entire system forms a highly accurate, remote-sensing, wireless electronic thermometer!

The Mini-Wave receiver requires several operating voltages which are furnished by a line-powered, regulated supply. Transformer T1 and modular bridge RECT1 convert line-voltage ac into low-voltage bipolar pulsating dc. The positive bridge output is filtered by C30 and the negative output by C33. Regulator IC1 delivers +12 volts at pin 3, its output terminal. Most of the receiver is powered by this +12-volt line.

A few circuits call for other operating voltages. The operational amplifiers in the afc circuit require −10 volts dc as well as +12 volts. The negative voltage is derived by regulating the filtered negative bridge output by means of zener diode D5 and current-limiting resistor R34. The Gunn diode in the Gunnplexer requires +8 to +12 volts of pure dc at 500 mA maximum. The diode is supplied with +8 volts regulated by tapping the +12-volt output of the regulator IC via trimmer potentiometer R32. The potentiometer supplies base drive for pass transistor Q8 and is adjusted so that +8 volts appears between the emitter of Q8 and ground. The Varactor diode is normally biased by +4 volts, which is derived from either trimmer R1 (afc off) or the afc circuit (afc on).

The power supply is extensively bypassed and r-f decoupled. Tantalum capacitors C31 and C32 prevent noise from disturbing the regulator IC, and such components as L10, L12 and C13 provide decoupling. The supply is fuse-protected and has a LED pilot light.

**PARTS AVAILABILITY**

So that readers with varying levels of experience in building projects and/or parts procurement opportunities can get started in microwave communications, Mini-Wave hardware is available in several different versions.

- **Kit of parts for one Mini-Wave transmitter and one Mini-Wave receiver, including pc boards, all components, enclosures, etc., but not including Gunnplexers:**
  - video only, $140.00;
  - video and audio, $180.00
- **Non-standard parts kit including all components marked with single asterisks in the Parts Lists:**
  - video only, $105.00;
  - video and audio, $145.00.

The above items are available from Microwave Division, CSSC, Box 20335, Oklahoma City, OK 73120. Add $7 postage and handling for each kit shipped within U.S. Oklahoma residents please add sales tax.

**Gunnplexers and Antennas.** The following are available from Microwave Associates, Inc., 63 Third Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803, Attention: Dana Hapgood.

- **Two Gunnplexers with 17-dB gain horn antennas, Part No. MA-87141-1, $180.00. Specify operating frequency or channel number.**
- **One Gunnplexer with 17-dB gain horn antenna, Part No. MA-87140-1, $108.00. Specify operating frequency.**
- **Two Gunnplexers less 17-dB gain horn antennas, Part No. MA-87127-1, $160.00. Specify operating frequency.**
- **One Gunnplexer less 17-dB gain horn antenna, Part No. MA-87127-1, $85.00. Specify operating frequency.**

Prices of Gunnplexers operating outside the 10.0-to-10.5-GHz amateur band are slightly higher.

- **Two-foot diameter, solid-surface parabolic antenna with 32 dB gain and 4° half-power (~3 dB) beamwidth, mounts to 2-inch pipe, Part No. MA-86555, $165.00. Specify operating frequency.**
- **Four-foot diameter, solid-surface parabolic antenna with 38 dB gain and 2° half-power (~3 dB) beamwidth, mounts to 2-inch pipe, Part No. MA-86566, $265.00. Specify operating frequency.**

Prices include postage and handling for items shipped within U.S. Massachusetts residents please add sales tax.

**Additional Literature.** Gunnplexer data sheets, a compilation of application notes from prior users of Gunnplexer equipment, are available at no charge (include stamped, self-addressed business-size envelope) from Microwave Associates, 63 Third Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803, Attention: Dana Hapgood.

**The Transmitter.** The Mini-Wave video transmitter with optional 4.5-MHz audio subcarrier generator/modulator is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In the transmit mode, the Gunn oscillator output, except for the small portion sampled by the circulator, is radiated by the antenna. The receiving capabilities of the Gunnplexer and the small loss of output signal to the circulator are, for our present purpose, ignored. The typical 10-GHz Gunnplexer provides 12 to 20 mW of output power, drawing a maximum of 500 mA from an 8-to-12-volt dc source.

We have already seen that the Gunnplexer's frequency of oscillation can be varied by mechanical (coarse tuning) and electronic (fine tuning) means. The frequency can be shifted electronically by varying the bias applied across the Varactor tuning diode from +1 to +20 volts. If a modulating signal with an amplitude varying within these limits is applied across the diode, the amount of frequency deviation will depend on the amplitude of the modulating signal, while the rate of deviation will depend on the frequency of the modulating signal. In other words, it's possible to frequency modulate the Gunnplexer merely by applying an audio or video baseband signal across the Varactor diode. That's exactly what is done.

The transmitter is relatively simple—the bulk of the "hard work" has already been done by Microwave Associates in assembling the Gunnplexer. In fact, the major portion of the transmitter schematic is occupied by the optional 4.5-MHz audio subcarrier circuit shown within the dashed lines.

The video input signal, say, from a TV camera or video tape player is applied to jack J2. A portion of this signal is tapped by the wiper of level control R30 and capacitively coupled by C17 to the Gunnplexer's Varactor input port. The level control should be adjusted so that a 1-volt peak-to-peak modulating signal is obtained. This signal and a dc level are simultaneously applied across the Varactor. The dc level is derived from the transmitter power supply's 12-volt regulated output via trimmer R4 and R5. The trimmer should be adjusted during alignment for a +4-volt bias level.

The power supply is similar to that in the receiver. Line-voltage ac is stepped...
down by T1 and converted by RECT1 into pulsating bipolar dc. Positive and negative dc components are filtered by C1 and C4, respectively. The positive dc is regulated by IC1, a μA7812CU 12-volt regulator. This regulated voltage supplies the bulk of the audio subcarrier generator/modulator circuit. It is also tapped by R4 and R5 to provide dc bias for the Varactor tuning diode inside the Gun oscillator cavity.

Operating voltage for the Gunn diode (+8 volts regulated) is supplied by pass transistor Q1. The collector of Q1 is connected to the unregulated positive dc voltage. Base drive is derived from the regulated +12-volt output via trimmer R1, which is adjusted so that +8 volts appears between the emitter of Q1 and ground. The −10 volts regulated dc required by the op amp in the subcarrier generator/modulator section is provided by zener diode D1 and current limiting resistor R3.

Now let's examine the audio subcarrier generator/modulator. Input signals from a high-impedance (10,000 ohms or more) source are sampled by level control R7, which couples them to op amp IC1. The output of the op amp IC1 is applied across Varactor diode D3, whose capacitance varies in step with the amplitude of the audio waveform. Changes in diode capacitance cause the frequency of oscillation of Q2, a 2N3563 npn transistor oscillating at 4.500 MHz under no-signal conditions, to vary. Thus, the resulting output is frequency-modulated by the audio input waveform.

Common emitter amplifiers Q3 and Q4 boost the level of the 4.5-MHz frequency modulated audio subcarrier. Emitter follower Q5 buffers the amplified subcarrier, which passes through an LC network tuned for maximum response at 4.5 MHz to a resistive pad. Trimmer capacitor C15 tunes the LC network's response; trimmer C6 in the oscillator stage (Q2) allows the subcarrier frequency to be set at exactly 4.500 MHz.

When switch S2 is closed, the subcarrier is coupled to the Gunnplexer's Varactor diode via C16. The video input and the audio subcarrier simultaneously frequency modulate the Gunnplexer. However, the level of the audio subcarrier is 20 dB below that of the video input due to the attenuation introduced by the resistive attenuator. This difference in signal level (1 volt peak-to-peak video, about 0.1 volt rms audio subcarrier) prevents the subcarrier from adversely affecting the quality of video reception.

Switch S2 allows the user to disconnect the subcarrier generator/modulator from the rest of the transmitter if he wants to stop transmitting audio or employ a video source with built-in audio circuits. Of course, if audio capability is not desired or a video source with a built-in audio subcarrier generator/modulator is used to drive the Gunnplexer, the circuit shown within the dashed lines in Fig. 3 can be omitted. The components comprising the subcarrier generator/demodulator are denoted with two asterisks after their values or part numbers in the Transmitter Parts List.

**Audio Subcarrier Demodulator.**

The output of the Mini-Wave receiver is relatively broadbanded, and will contain a frequency modulated 4.5-MHz audio subcarrier if one was generated in the transmitter. The receiver's composite video output is tapped via R31 for application to the optional audio subcarrier demodulator shown in Fig. 4.

The circuit employs relatively inexpensive components, but delivers a high level of performance. Commonly available J.W. Miller type 801F "cans," designed for operation at 10.7 MHz, are padded down with external 200- and 250-pF disc ceramic capacitors to resonate at 4.5 MHz. The composite output of the receiver is applied to two cascaded i-f transformers (T1 and T2) which are tuned to pass only the frequency modulated audio subcarrier. This signal is amplified by IC1, an RCA CA3012 wideband amplifier, which drives T3, a tuned i-f transformer padded by C8. Supply voltage for IC1 and audio amplifier Q1 is derived from the receiver.

Transformers T4 and T5 and hot carrier diodes D1 and D2 form an FM demodulator or discriminator. The transformers are tuned to the extremes of the audio subcarrier passband and selectively route signals to the diodes. The recombined, demodulated audio is capacitively coupled to Q1, a 2N3563 common-emitter amplifier. Audio signals from the amplifier are coupled by C17 to J1, the audio output jack. The signal level at the jack is approximately 50 millivolts across 1000 ohms. That's enough to drive a pair of earphones, but is inadequate for a loudspeaker. If you want to use a speaker, signals should be coupled from J1 to a suitable audio amplifier, which will drive the speaker.

This concludes Part I. In Part II, we will present pc board guides, cover construction, alignment, set-up and licensing of the system, and discuss suitable antennas and their effect on communications range.
ANNOUNCING
... A New CREI Program:
Minicomputer & Microprocessor Technology
Including A Microprocessor Laboratory

Now you can learn at home the new technology that is revolutionizing electronics

The microprocessor has ushered in the age of microtechnology and electronics will never again be the same. The microprocessor has made possible the placing of an entire computer on a silicon chip one quarter inch square. The microprocessor "miracle chip" is in the process of changing the world. Soon all technical personnel in electronics will have to understand and work with the microprocessor. It is invading virtually every area of electronics. And it is profoundly affecting your electronics career.

Brand New Program
CREI has a brand new program to help you learn how to work effectively with this revolutionary electronics development. CREI's new program in Minicomputer and Microprocessor Technology is designed to prepare you for this field by giving you the education and practical experience you need.

The program provides solid preparation in electronics engineering technology with a specialization in minicomputers and microprocessors. In addition, it includes a microprocessor laboratory which features a fully programmable microcomputer which utilizes the Motorola 6802 microprocessor chip. This is an extremely important element of your program.

Programming Essential
As you may well know, you must learn how to program the microprocessor in order to design, service or troubleshoot microprocessor electronic systems. There is only one effective way to learn this all-important skill of programming, and that is by actually doing it. CREI's new program gives you this opportunity as you work with the exciting microprocessor laboratory.

Programming Is Easy
With CREI's new program, learning the skill of programming is simple. Within a few hours you'll be programming the microprocessor and in a short time you'll learn how to program it in three languages: BASIC, assembly and machine languages. In addition, you will learn how to interface the microprocessor with other systems and to test and debug specialized programs.
Preparation at Home

Wide Choice of Programs
Please note, however, that CREI's new program is only one of 16 state-of-the-art programs in advanced electronic technology offered by CREI. So even if you choose not to specialize in microprocessor technology, CREI has an advanced electronics program to meet your needs.

With CREI, you may choose from any of the following areas of specialization in advanced electronics:

- Microprocessor Technology
- Computer Engineering
- Communications Engineering
- Digital Communications
- Electronic Systems
- Automatic Controls
- Industrial Electronics
- Television Engineering
- Microwave Engineering
- Cable Television
- Radar and Sonar
- Nuclear Instrumentation
- Satellite Communications
- Aeronautical and Nautical
- Solid State Theory
- Nuclear Engineering

Unique Lab Program
An exclusive option available with CREI programs in electronic engineering technology is CREI's unique Electronic Design Laboratory program. It gives you actual experience in designing practical electronic circuits. It also helps you to understand the theories of advanced electronics and gives you extensive experience in such areas as tests and measurements, breadboarding, prototype construction, circuit operation and behavior, characteristics of electronics components and how to apply integrated circuits. Only CREI offers this unique Lab Program.

Practical Engineering
CREI programs give you a practical engineering knowledge of electronics. That is, each part of your training is planned for your "use on the job." By using your training, you reinforce the learning process. And by demonstrating your increased knowledge to your employer, you may qualify for faster career advancement.

Free Book
There isn't room here to give you all of the facts about career opportunities in advanced electronics and how CREI prepares you for them. So we invite you to send for our free catalog. This fully illustrated, 56 page book describes in detail the programs, equipment and services of CREI.

Qualifications
You may be eligible to take a CREI college-level program in electronics if you are a high school graduate (or the true equivalent) and have previous training or experience in electronics. Program arrangements are available depending upon whether you have extensive or minimum experience in electronics.

Send for this FREE Book describing your opportunities and CREI college-level programs in electronics

Mail card or write describing qualifications to

CREI CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20016

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

GI Bill
CREI programs are approved for training of veterans and servicemen under the G.I. Bill.
In 1977, the Federal Communications Commission broke with 50 years of tradition that had required all candidates for an Amateur radio license to prove proficiency in receiving Morse code by copying a solid minute of code without error. Instead, the FCC introduced new "comprehension" exams. Here, a five-minute-long message is sent in CW and the applicant answers ten multiple-choice questions about the message's content. If the applicant correctly answers at least eight questions, he passes the test. Sounds easy, but is it?

When the new exams were introduced, some old-timers thought the FCC had virtually eliminated Morse code as a requirement for an Amateur license. Hams-to-be were almost universally relieved at the prospect of taking an "easier" code exam. Yet, many persons still failed the code portion of the Amateur exams after the introduction of the comprehension exams. Dark rumors soon began to circulate that the FCC had "pulled a fast one" on Amateurs; that the new exams were actually tougher than the old straight-copy tests!

This author attended the 1978 Met-

What recent changes have been made in the ham radio license exam and how to study for it.

BY HARRY HELMS
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SAMPLE TEXT OF TYPICAL FCC COMPREHENSIVE CODE EXAM

VVV VVV VVV K2XXX DE WB2XYZ OK JACK TXN FOR CL. NAME HR IS JACK ES QTH IS NEW BEDFORD, CONN. TXN FOR THE RST 579 RPT, UR RST IS 589. MY XMTR IS A DX60, 90 WATTS INPUT, INTO 40 MTR INVERTED L. RCVR IS A DRAKE 2C WITH NINE TUBES. TEMP HR IS 35 DEGREES C. ES WX IS CLOUDY ES WARM. I AM AN ATTORNEY, 47 YRS OLD. I ALSO WORK SSTV ES HAVE A SKED AT 0230 GMT WITH VU6DZZ. I HOLD A GENERAL CLASS LICENSE ES PLAN TO TAKE THE EXTRA EXAM IN JULY. JUST RCVD MY WAC CERTIFICATE IN THE MAIL. AR K2XXX DE WB2XYZ K

Sample Questions

1. The call sign of the transmitting station is:
   A. WA2XYZ
   B. K2XXX
   C. WB2XYZ
   D. WB2XXX
   E. K2XYZ

2. The names of the two operators are:
   A. Jack, John
   B. Jack, James
   C. Jack, Jackie
   D. Jack, Jack
   E. Jackie, John

3. The location of station transmitting is:
   A. New York, New York
   B. New Bedford, New York
   C. New Bedford, New Jersey
   D. New Bedford, New York
   E. New Bedford, Connecticut

4. The RST signal report sent by the transmitting station is:
   A. RST 579
   B. RST 569
   C. RST 599
   D. RST 559
   E. RST 599

5. The input power used by the transmitting station is:
   A. 60 watts
   B. 70 watts
   C. 80 watts
   D. 90 watts
   E. 150 watts

6. What type of antenna is the transmitting station using?
   A. Dipole
   B. Inverted V
   C. Vertical
   D. Longwire
   E. Inverted L

7. The temperature at the transmitting station's location is:
   A. 35 degrees Fahrenheit
   B. 45 degrees Fahrenheit
   C. 35 degrees Centigrade
   D. 45 degrees Centigrade
   E. 30 degrees Centigrade

8. The operator of the transmitting station is an:
   A. accountant
   B. advertiser
   C. attorney
   D. actuary
   E. adviser

9. The transmitting station has a schedule with which station and at what time?
   A. VU6DZZ at 0130 GMT
   B. VU6DZZ at 0230 GMT
   C. VU6DZZ at 0300 GMT
   D. VU6BZZ at 0130 GMT
   E. VU6DZZ at 0230 EST

10. The transmitting station just received which of the following certificates?
    A. WAS
    B. DXCC
    C. WAZ
    D. WAC
    E. WAE

What It Involves. As noted earlier, previous Amateur code exams were split into separate sending and receiving tests. Five minutes of CW were sent, and the applicant had to copy at least one solid minute without error to receive a passing score. The sending test was similar, with the applicant required to send at least one minute of perfect CW.

Today, there is only a receiving exam. The FCC is now using personnel who do not know CW to themselves to administer some Amateur exams, thus making elimination of the sending test a necessity. The use of such personnel also forced a conversion to the new receiving tests. When an exam is graded, the examining officer ignores the applicant's copy. Only the answers to the multiple-choice questions are graded. In fact, there is no requirement to write down any of the code received. You can copy in your head or merely make notes on what you hear. Of course, you may still copy everything received if you wish.

When you report for the code exam, the examiner gives you a sheet of paper with space to copy the message and spaces for answering the multiple-choice questions. One minute of CW is sent as a warm-up exercise, after which the examiner asks if anyone had problems hearing the code. If everyone heard the warm-up material satisfactorily, the examiner sends a five-minute message. The content of the message is a typical amateur QSO. All code tests are on tape cassettes, and each group examined on a particular day gets a different test.

At the end of the message, the examiner distributes a sheet with 10 multiple-choice questions about the material sent. Each question has five choices for answers. You can refer to the copy or notes you made during the message. Upon completing the test, the examiner grades your paper. If you answer at least eight out of 10 questions correctly, you pass. The examiner keeps your answer and question sheets and any notes or copy you made.

The Pitfalls. One of the biggest problems encountered by many applicants on the new exams is a misunderstanding of what the FCC means by the term "comprehensive." Many people apparently interpret this to mean that test questions will involve only generalities. This is not so! The questions deal with details. Some people would even term the exams "picky." The fact is, however, that you cannot pass the new exams without knowing specifics of the message sent.

Among the items you must copy are station call signs, names of operators, signal reports, locations, types of gear and antennas used, ages of the operators, transmitter power, and virtually everything else involving a number. That's quite a bit to keep straight in your head. So, you're well advised to copy down what you hear unless you are blessed with total recall from memory.

One frequent complaint is that the
new exams are deceptive. This seems to be justified, judging from some of the examples told to this author. The various answer possibilities offered are so similar that copying one letter or number wrong could result in an incorrect response. Exam questions must be read very carefully if one is to avoid an incorrect response owing to confusing the transmitting and receiving stations and their call signs.

The message must be followed very literally when answering questions. Some of the information in the message may be improbable, but it is the only information on which your responses should be based. Here are some examples: A station with a W4 prefix, normally assigned to the Southeast, may be located in the Northwest. Both operators may have the same first names. The weather may be inappropriate for a station's location, such as "snow in Florida." Yet, all responses must be based on the message.

Other Considerations. Many applicants express surprise at the pitch at which the code in these tests is sent. The pitch is fairly high in comparison to many commercial code-practice tapes. Consequently, you will find it worthwhile to spend some time copying high-pitched CW.

Many people seeking the 5-WPM Technician license are startled to discover the CW sent at about 13 WPM, but spaced out between characters for 5 WPM. Only 25 characters are sent in each minute, yet the speed of each character is such that it is virtually impossible to count the dots and dashes that make up each character. In contrast, many commercial code practice tapes for 5 WPM are sent at a speed slow enough to allow such counting and may therefore harm the prospects of passing the Technician tests. Fortunately, the widely heard code practice transmissions of the American Radio Relay League on W1AW send CW at 5 WPM in the same manner as does the FCC.

Taking the Test. Though you must mark your answers to the multiple-choice questions with a pencil, you can copy by pen if you like. Having a pencil point break while copying CW for your license is not a pleasant experience! Since the exams are a "typical amateur" QSO, you can anticipate some of the items that will be sent, such as signal reports, descriptions of gear, locations, etc. But be prepared for some "clunkers." Items such as call signs and frequencies may pop up unexpectedly in the middle of the text. When you miss a character, resist the temptation to dwell on it. Concentrate on copying the remaining characters. Chances are you'll be able to "fill in" any missing letters by guesswork.

Studying for Tests. Since the exams simulate Amateur QSO's, the best practice is to actually copy Amateur contacts that you hear on your receiver. Proper tapes can be an asset, of course. Finally, don't overlook the previously mentioned ARRL's W1AW transmissions. (For a complete schedule of W1AW transmissions, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to the American Radio Relay League, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111.) When copying, be sure to practice for full five-minute periods. Writer's cramp can develop in a hurry when you're not used to writing rapidly without interruption.

Good luck on your exams!
Energy Leak Detector Reveals Home Heat and Cooling Losses

BY RALPH TENNY

CONSIDERING the high price you pay for the energy to air condition and heat your home, you should be aware of how much of your expensive cooled air escapes and how much cold air leaks into your house at the wrong times of the year.

Large air leaks can be easily felt with the hand, of course. But what about those smaller leaks that can add up to a large, expensive one? Now you can find these leaks with the "Energy Leak Detector," described here, and take corrective action.

The Detector, or ELD, is a low-cost differential temperature detector that can be built in an evening. This useful instrument features a new solid-state temperature sensor that has a positive temperature coefficient (PTC). This means that the sensor's resistance increases linearly with temperature.

Circuit Operation. The current-mode amplifier (LM3900) used in the detector amplifies the difference between the current flowing in the two inputs to produce a voltage change at the output.

The input circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Note that there is an arrow between the inverting and noninverting inputs in the diagram for this type of amplifier. Also observe that the inputs are simply base-emitter junctions of grounded emitter transistors.

Provides instantaneous readings of temperature changes to check leaks around doors, windows, etc.
Rear view of the detector's front panel with perforated board mounted on meter and battery attached.

Photo of internal construction shows board attached to meter.

This leads to a very important consideration regarding current-mode amplifiers. Never apply voltage directly to the inputs that can cause a current flow of 5 mA or more. This limitation allows for some unusual circuitry that can be an advantage under some circumstances. Two other limitations must also be mentioned. The open-loop gain (gain without feedback) can be as low as 1000:1, and the amplifier will not respond to voltages lower than 0.6 volt.

The amplifier maintains correct operation over a wide variety of power supply voltages, and uses about the same amount of power supply current (exclusive of load current), regardless of the power supply voltage. Thus, the amplifier is well suited for battery operation.

As shown in Fig. 2, temperature sensor TH1 is connected in a bridge circuit consisting of R1, whose value is nominally equal to the TH1 resistance at 25°C (1000 ohms) plus R2, R3, and R12. Potentiometer R12 is used to balance the bridge when the sensor is at any given temperature. Voltage for the bridge (+3 volts) is furnished by IC1C operated in conjunction with zener diode D1 as a reference. The resulting +3 volts is stable since the current amplifier regulates the zener current. Power is applied only when pushbutton switch S1 is depressed, thus extending battery life.

A change in bridge balance that occurs whenever TH1 changes resistance is amplified by IC1A. The output of IC1A serves as the reference voltage for one input of IC1B, which is used as a current amplifier. When there is a bridge unbalance, the output current of IC1A flows through R7, forcing IC1B to drive Q1 until the current through feedback resistor R10 equals the current through R7. Since meter M1 is in series with the Q1 collector, any current passed through R11 to bias R10 also passes through the meter. Resistor R11 is selected so that M1 indicates about half scale with the bridge balanced at 25°C. If a different sensitivity is required for the ELD, the ratio of R7/R10 can be changed and, most likely, the value of R11 too.

Construction. The circuit can be assembled by any desired method, using perforated board, Wire-Wrap, or a small pc board. A conventional 14-pin socket may be used for IC1.

The author's prototype pictured in this article illustrates how the perforated board (in this case) mounts on the meter lugs. The meter, in turn, is mounted to the metal cover of a small plastic box.

Balance control R12 and pushbutton switch S1 are mounted beside the meter. The battery is mounted in a holder affixed to the bottom of the plastic case. A small hole in the cover plate allows the temperature sensor leads to exit.

The temperature sensor (TH1) can be mounted at the end of a length of plastic, wood, or even thin metal rod. Make sure the sensor is not surrounded by a large mass that can slow the response of the device.

Use. Although this sensor can be used to measure temperature directly (more on this later), for use as a relative temperature sensor, depress switch S1 and adjust balance control R12 for a mid-scale meter indication.

Touching the sensor with your fingertips, which are relatively warm, should cause an up-scale meter movement. Cooling the sensor should cause a down-scale movement.

With the sensor exposed to ambient air, and the meter adjusted to mid-scale, place the sensor near a suspected air
leak. If there is cold air leaking in, the meter will show a sharp drop as the sensor gets closer to the air leak. Conversely, if there is a warm air leak, it can be pinpointed with great accuracy by watching the meter move upscale.

Keep in mind that in this configuration you are measuring relative temperature. Also remember that there is a temperature differential between the ceiling and the floor in a room even without an air leak.

**Thermometer.** The basic probe can be modified to create a thermometer by using the circuit shown in Fig. 3.

Potentiometer R12, used to balance the circuit, is still a 1000-ohm, 10-turn potentiometer. But now it has a turns-counting dial. Trimmer potentiometer R13 is a 1000-ohm, multi-turn type, while R7 and R11 have been changed to 10,000-ohm, multi-turn potentiometers.

Since the circuit has now become a thermometer, it must be calibrated. The basic technique is to create two water baths at each end of the desired temperature range. Since water and ice reach an equilibrium at 0°C, and water boils at 100°C (at sea level), these are convenient to duplicate.

Assuming a linear sensor, the circuit is adjusted to 0°C and 100°C with the sensor immersed in the appropriate water bath. With the linear control and turns-counting dial, intermediate temperatures can be read from the dial after the meter is again center-scaled. Compensation for the 100°C range must be made if you live at high altitudes.

To calibrate the circuit, set up the ice and boiling water baths. Set potentiometers R7 and R11 to their maximum resistance, and R12 to its minimum resistance. Be sure that the counter on R12 indicates zero when R12 is at its minimum resistance.

Immerse the sensor in the ice water, short the bridge at points A and B, and adjust R7 and R11 until the meter indicates at center scale. Remove the short across the bridge and adjust R13 to center the meter again.

Then immerse the sensor in boiling water and set the turns counter of R12 to 10.0. Adjust R7 until the meter is centered, then return the meter to the ice water. Rotate the R12 dial to 0.0 and adjust R11 for a meter center. Return to the hot water and adjust R7, repeating the actions until the meter indicates the temperatures at each end of the scale.

Other temperature ranges may be calibrated, but the dial will no longer indicate the temperature directly. A chart can be created to transcribe dial indications into temperature.

If you wish to use the ELD as a remote thermometer, the circuit will tolerate a considerable length of lead between the circuit and the sensor. Just be sure that you calibrate the system using the long leads so that resistance will be taken into account.

Happy energy savings!
Designing Circuits for Worst-Case Operation

How to choose components with tolerances to insure that circuits work properly.

ONE CONSTANTLY recurring problem for many hobbyists is that some circuits in the projects they build fail to work properly. Other than improper assembly and bad components, the most probable cause of this problem is that a "typical" circuit design was used. A typical circuit design might be sound on paper, but unless component characteristics are taken into account, the design may not produce a working circuit. And the cause is normal component parameter variations. It is important, therefore, that when you design or build a project, you take into account the possible variation range of the components you will be using to ensure that the project works properly.

In this article, we will discuss why component characteristics vary and what can be done to circumvent possible problems. Stated differently, we will discuss how to design for worst-case conditions.

Why They Vary. Component characteristics can vary for any number of reasons. For example, IC's are manufactured in "batch" lots, wherein a number of identical chips are fabricated simultaneously on a single silicon wafer. This approach results in significant manufacturing savings and a very low cost per circuit element. Unfortunately, the parameters of the individual components can vary greatly from one wafer to the next, even though component characteristics on a single wafer will "track" very closely.

It is not uncommon to find a circuit that contains components whose parameters fall anywhere between their worst-case limits. If the circuit was designed around devices that have typical parameters, there is the possibility that it will not function because it contains a device that operates at an extreme end of its parameters. Here is an example.

Assume a circuit has 50 components. Of these, 80% have typical parameters and 10% are sensitive to parameter variations. That means 20%, or 10 components, have atypical characteristics and 5 components are parameter sensitive.

The probability of an event occurring can be defined by the equation \( P = \frac{M}{N} \), where \( P \) is the probability, \( M \) is the number of times the event is expected to occur, and \( N \) is the number of trials. Hence, the probability of a sensitive component occurring per circuit is 1/10, while the probability of a component having atypical performance is 1/5.

By the Law of Multiplication Probability (compound probability), when an event is regarded as occurring if a number of subevents independently occurs, the compound probability of occurrence of the event is equal to the product of the individual probabilities of the subevents. This can be expressed in a mathematical way by the equation \( P = P_1 \times P_2 \) or \( P = (M_1 \times N_1) \times (M_2 \times N_2) \). Therefore, 1/5 times 1/10 or one out of every 50 circuits may not function due to the typical design technique used in our example.

In all likelihood, the figures used in the example are applicable to many hobbyist-built projects and account for the occasional project that fails to work even when all the wiring is correct. It should also be noted that this condition is worsened when "surplus" components are used, since the probability of using a component that is just barely within its specifications increases. Using such components, it becomes possible for a designer to produce a working design prototype that when duplicated by others will fail to operate.

Given the above conditions, it becomes mandatory for all circuit designs to be subjected to worst-case design analysis if the circuit is to be duplicated by others. Any circuit can be so analyzed. The most convenient method is to use worst-case parameter values during the initial design phase to insure proper operation from the start.

Defining the Problem. It is essential to recognize which parameter or combination of parameters create the worst case for a particular circuit. Unfortunately, these conditions and how they affect circuit performance vary from circuit to circuit. Also, there may be different performance specs for any given circuit.

Most modern circuits contain both IC's and discrete components. When an IC and a number of discrete components can be combined to make a subcircuit, it is acceptable and may even be desirable to consider the subcircuit thus formed as a self-contained entity. This is...
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also true for combining gates and other elements of IC's. When circuit elements are so combined, a block diagram is created. The self-contained entities can then be individually analyzed and the results combined to analyze total circuit performance. This approach also allows system partitioning and interconnection methods to be considered, as well as such problems as impedance matching, level shifting, and fan-out.

The entire circuit's specifications can be divided down to the individual blocks that are sufficiently detailed to be treated on a stand-alone basis. All characteristics must be considered. If the circuit block does not satisfy the detailed requirements (input and output impedance, temperature range, threshold levels, propagation delay, hold times, etc.), the circuit must be modified.

Every component in a circuit must be allowed to vary over its full range of values, as specified by its tolerance, and still allow satisfactory circuit operation. It is the tolerance range that specifies the worst-case parameter range. Every component contains parasitic components, such as capacitance, inductance, and resistance. In many circuits, the parasitic components are observed only during worst-case conditions. For example, consider a capacitor. A capacitor cannot simply be added to a high-frequency circuit with the expectation that the circuit will behave as if a theoretically pure capacitor were added. This simple component is actually quite complex, as can be seen in Fig. 1A. An inductor is even more complex, as shown in Fig. 1B. Therefore, for proper worst-case operation, these parasitic effects must be considered when designing and building circuits.

Fixed resistors also have broad tolerance specifications that can range up to ±10% (±20% in older resistors) of their specified nominal values.

The Spec Sheet. Manufacturer specifications sheets for a particular IC should be consulted for pinout and to gain a working knowledge of the device itself. A typical spec sheet, this one for a 74123 dual retriggerable monostable multivibrator IC, is shown in Table I.

Assume you require a 50-ns pulse and desire to use the 74123 to generate it. Note in the table that twQ(min) (minimum output pulse width) has a typical value of 45 ns and a worst-case value of 65 ns when external capacitance Cext is zero and external resistance Rext is

| TABLE I—SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS, \( \text{V}_{\text{CC}} = 5 \text{ V}, T_A = 25^\circ \text{C} \) |
|--------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Parameter*               | From input                      | To input        | Test            | Min.            | Typ.            | Max.            | Units |
| \( t_{PH} \)             | A                               | Q               | \( C_{\text{ext}} = 0 \) | 22              | 23              | 23              | ns    |
| \( t_{PLH} \)            | B                               | Q               | \( R_{\text{ext}} = 5 \text{k} \) | 19              | 28              | 28              | ns    |
| \( t_{PHL} \)            | A                               | Q               | \( C_{L} = 15 \text{ pF} \) | 30              | 40              | 40              | ns    |
| \( t_{PL} \)             | B                               | Q               | \( R_{L} = 400 \)  | 27              | 36              | 36              | ns    |
| \( t_{PHL} \)            | Clear                           | Q               | \( C_{\text{ext}} = 1000 \text{ pF} \) | 18              | 27              | 27              | ns    |
| \( t_{PLH} \)            | Q                               | Q               | \( R_{\text{ext}} = 10 \text{k} \) | 30              | 40              | 40              | ns    |
| \( t_{WQ} \)             | A or B                          | Q               | \( C_{L} = 15 \text{ pF} \) | 45              | 65              | 65              | ns    |
| \( t_{WQ} \)             | A or B                          | Q               | \( R_{L} = 400 \)  | 2.76            | 3.03            | 3.37            | \( \mu \text{s} \) |

*\( t_{PHL} \) = propagation delay time, low- to high-level output  
*\( t_{PH} \) = propagation delay time, high- to low-level output  
*\( t_{WQ} \) = width of pulse at output Q  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II—RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage, ( \text{V}_{\text{CC}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-level output current, ( I_{OH} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level output current, ( I_{OL} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating free-air temp., ( T_A )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Voltage values are with respect to network ground terminal.
5000 ohms. (If you were making only one circuit, you could hand-select the components to make it work, but this is not a safe approach to use in a construction article.) Now note that when $C_{ext}$ is 1000 pF and $R_{ext}$ is 10,000 ohms, the width of the pulse can be between 2.76 and 3.37 $\mu$s. Hence, the value can range from +8.9% to −11.2% of the typical specified value for the given $R$ and $C$ values. Note also that the spec sheet does not tell you that this error is linear throughout the $I_{OL}$ range. For all we know, this may be the best point on the curve. So, when designing such a circuit, make certain that your design can accommodate this type of tolerance.

Note the column in Table II headed Nom (nominal). This value is the one for which you should strive, but you may find that it is not possible to obtain or hold it through the design.

It should be understood that one parameter may affect another. For example, consider the effect of varying the power supply voltage on the output sinking current ($I_{OL}$). The output sinking current is a linear function of the power supply voltage, as shown in Fig. 2. When the supply potential is 4.75 volts, the output can sink 15 mA. A similar condition can be observed in Fig. 3, where the maximum input forward current ($I_{F}$) is shown as a function of input voltage.

Here again, the variation of one parameter can cause a variation in another.

At this point, you should realize that you must know which characteristics are important so that you can design with a knowledge of their probable variations. To do this, you must know just what will affect a given parameter.

All of the parameters thus far discussed have been of the type that can cause circuit failure, not failure of a component. Most IC data sheets carry a set of catastrophic characteristics, such as those listed in Table III. With resistors and capacitors, characteristics like maximum power dissipation and breakdown voltage should never be exceeded. Never come close to these specifications in your circuit designs.

**Summing Up.** If you use the techniques detailed in this article, or keep them in mind, your circuits will work and so will other circuits built from your design. If you build projects from magazines, steer clear of broad-tolerance components, especially in critical components. Do not be afraid to test semiconductors and passive components before using them.
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BUILD A STEREO ROTO-BLENDER

Most stereo recordings made in a professional studio begin as a number of “tracks” (usually 16 or more) on tape, which are subsequently mixed down to two channels. During mixing, the apparent location of each instrument and vocalist is fixed in the left and right channels by its relative loudness. Usually, the listener cannot alter the mix other than by transposing or by blending the two channels to reduce stereo separation. With the “Stereo Roto-Blender,” however, he can remix the recording, within certain limitations, to improve the mix and emphasize previously “buried” sounds. It also allows him to blend and transpose the two resulting channels in the conventional manner. The new mix will have roughly the same channel separation as the original program.

The Basic System. The Roto-Blender is made up of two basic parts: a stereo rotate control, which is the heart of its remixing capabilities, and a stereo blend control (Fig. 1). The rotate control “rotates” the performers in a circle around the listener. With the control centered, the mix is unaltered. As it is rotated clockwise, the sounds originating from the left and center shift to the right. The sound originating from the right moves over to the left to complete the rotation.

The above effect is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that, with the rotate control centered (normal), a vocalist is centered between a guitar on the left and a piano on the right. By rotating the control to the left, the vocalist and piano shift one position to the left and the guitar comes over to the right. Exactly the opposite rotation occurs when the control is rotated in the clockwise direction. The control alters both the sonic directions and relative loudnesses of each sound. Normally, when a sound is shifted to the center, it becomes louder, and when it is shifted away from center, it becomes quieter. This allows the listener to emphasize interesting or previously unnoticed sounds.

The blend control allows you to reduce channel separation down to monaural as it is turned from fully clockwise to center. Rotating the control counterclockwise causes the separation to increase, this time with the left and right channels transposed. This transposition provides additional flexibility in the remixing process.

About the Circuit. The left- and right-channel inputs to the Roto-Blender in Fig. 1 are buffered by IC1A and IC1B and passed to differential amplifier IC1C whose output is an R-L signal. This signal is similar to the combined left- and right-channel signals minus the center-channel material. Null ADJ control R13 permits the center-channel material to be precisely cancelled to achieve optimum results.

The R-L signal is inverted by IC1D to produce an L-R signal. The left- and right-channel signals plus the composite signals are applied to rotate potentiometer R14. Figure 3 illustrates the signals applied to R14 and indicates how the resulting output signals on each control wiper vary over the range of the potentiometers. An important feature of this arrangement is the cancellation of one channel when the control is at its center of rotation, leaving only the remaining channel, attenuated by one half. In this manner, normal stereo is obtained at center of rotation. The attenuation is counteracted by IC2A and IC2B, whose boosted outputs are added to the R14 outputs through R11 and R12. This does not affect the signal at the extreme positions of the rotate control, due to the potentiometer’s zero source impedance, but increases in effect as the pot is adjusted to its center position. This results in a nearly constant loudness at all positions of the potentiometer for most stereo signals.

After rotation occurs, the signals are applied to buffer amplifiers IC2C and IC2D. Blend control R15 mixes the signals in varying proportions to achieve
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Fig. 1. The left and right stereo signals are buffered in IC1A and IC1B and combined in IC1C. Potentiometer R13 adjusts the null.

PARTS LIST

B1, B2—9-volt battery
C1, C2—0.022-µF disc
C3 through C10—0.01-µF disc
IC1, IC2—4136 quad op amp
IC3A, IC3B—741 op amp

S1—Dip switch
S2—Dip switch
Misc.—Holders for B1 and B2, printed circuit or perforated board sockets for IC’s, control knobs (3), suitable enclosures, lettering, etc.

Fig. 2. With R14 centered, as in middle diagram, vocalist is between piano and guitar. With R14 rotated to either extreme, relative positions are changed.

either normal or reversed stereo, mono, or anything in between. These signals are then buffered by IC3A and IC3B, after which they are delivered to the Roto-Blender’s outputs. Capacitors C3 and C4 are optional and are required only if the input to the amplifier to which the Roto-Blender is connected does not have similar capacitors. Their values should be chosen to have a low impedance at 20 Hz, compared to the impedance of the amplifier.

The Roto-Blender can be either battery powered as shown in Fig. 1 or driven by a ±6-to-±15-volt ac operated supply, which should be decoupled using capacitors C5 through C10 located close to the +V and -V pins of each op amp used. (The op amps used in the author’s prototype were 4136 quad types, which required only three IC packages. If you use a different op-amp type, and almost any other type will work in this circuit, you will have to increase the number of 0.01-µF capacitors so that two capacitors are used for each IC package.)
Construction. The circuit can be assembled on a printed circuit board of your own design or on a perforated board using pencil wiring techniques. In either case, it is a good idea to use sockets for the IC's. Mount the potentiometer controls, input and output jacks, and power and in/out switches on the box in which the circuit is housed. Use a dry-transfer lettering kit to label the controls, jacks, and switches according to function and operation.

Application. The Roto-Blender unit should be connected to suitable high-level inputs and outputs for optimum results. You can connect it between a preamplifier and power amplifier or, lacking this facility, into the tape-monitor loop. It is a good idea to hook it up ahead of the headphone amplifier, since the Roto-Blender is best appreciated using headphones.

For proper operation, the Roto-Blender should be nulled to counteract imbalances in the source material and preceding electronics. This can be done by disconnecting the right channel output of the Roto-Blender and, with the rotate and blend controls fully clockwise, adjusting the null adj control to exactly cancel the center sounds of the program source. If a mono source is used, adjust for minimum sound. Excessive distortion heard at this time indicates either a worn record or stylus or some other deficiency in the source material or amplifier's electronics.

Cancellation of center sounds with some recordings is not possible when the sounds are reproduced differently in each channel, using reverberation techniques. This case should not be confused with the case where distortion prevents nulling with a raspy sound.

Once nulling is accomplished, the right channel can be reconnected and the rotate pot should be centered for normal stereo reproduction. If an instrument on the left—a trombone, for example—is to be emphasized, rotate the sound to the right by turning the rotate control clockwise. This moves the trombone to the center, where it will be more dominant. At this point, if the blend control is rotated fully counterclockwise, the trombone will remain centered while the left and right channels will be effectively transposed.

The effects achieved by the Roto-Blender are a function of the source material and cannot be fully described here. Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of the Roto-Blender is its ability to bring forth sounds that were never noticed before.
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How to Measure THE RESISTANCE OF HOT ELEMENTS

**BY ALVIN G. SYDNOR**

A CONVENIENT means of measuring the hot resistance of lamp filaments, or other elements whose resistance changes with operating temperature is a highly desirable item for the electronics experimenter. This is especially true in cases where these elements are used in circuits requiring close voltage tolerances.

Although there are several ways to measure hot resistance, excellent results can be obtained from the simple circuit shown here.

Using conventional components, the circuit has a range from one or two ohms, up to several thousands.

The transformer should have a secondary voltage and current sufficient to fully illuminate the lamp under test. In the case of a 117-volt lamp, T1 should be a 1:1 isolation type whose secondary can handle the required lamp current.

If the lamp must be measured at full operating voltage, measure the voltage across the lamp. Then increase the input voltage to overcome the voltage drop across R2.

With the circuit connected as shown in the schematic (R3 not installed), adjust R1 until the ac voltmeter indication is at a minimum. Switch to a lower volt meter range as the minimum is approached. Record the value indicated on the ac voltmeter.

Without disturbing the setting of R1, remove the lamp under test, and substitute potentiometer R3 for the lamp. This potentiometer can have a value between 100 and 1000 ohms.

Adjust R3 until the ac voltmeter indicates the same value as that previously recorded. Remove R3 from the circuit and measure its resistance. This will be the hot resistance of the lamp.

---

This circuit can be used to measure resistances up to several kilohms.
BUILD AN
ACTIVE POWER

Converts any resistor into a 40-watt unit for load measurements.

it is OFTEN necessary to simulate a wide range of load conditions when building and repairing power supplies. To perform such a task, a large supply of power resistors or a power-resistor substitution box would normally be required. However, the “Active Power R Box” described here reduces the demand to a minimum. The R Box can convert any resistor, whether fixed or potentiometer, into 40-watt power resistors.

The R Box’s active circuitry is programmed by an external resistor, connected across terminals A and B in the schematic diagram, so that it functions as a power resistor with a value that is 1/1000 of the external resistor’s actual value. There is also a 1-ohm resistance preprogrammed into the circuit that adds to the resistance programmed in. Hence, if an 8000-ohm resistor is placed across programming terminals A and B, the resulting power resistance will be 

$$\text{Resistance} = \frac{8000}{1000} + 1 = 9 \text{ ohms}.$$  

The R Box can be programmed to serve as a constant-current load if desired. This is accomplished by replacing the programming resistor with a dc bias voltage between terminal B and the negative (–) terminal. It is important that the positive side of the biasing source be connected to terminal B. The magnitude of the programming current load will be 1 ampere per volt on terminal B. For example, if terminal B is biased at 150 mV, the positive terminal of the R Box will take in 150 mA for all supply potentials.

The input potential must be restricted to 40 volts, and maximum power (input voltage times input current) must be limited to 40 watts. Also, the proper polarity must be observed or the R Box will not operate. The R Box will operate for supply outputs as low as 3 volts. The maximum allowable current is 3 amps.

When assembling the R Box, use 12-gauge wire for the high-current path (shown with heavy line in schematic diagram) and minimize the length of this wiring. Since the current drain of the dual operational-amplifier circuit (IC1) is only about 5 mA, a pair of 9-volt batteries for B1 and B2 will do fine. Mount the 10-watt, 0.5-ohm resistor (R5) so that the heat generated in it does not increase the heat of power-Darlington transistor Q1.

The heart of the R Box is transistor Q1. It can be a Motorola MJ1000 or any other suitable power-Darlington npn transistor. During assembly, Q1 must be mounted on an adequate heat sink, such as the Wakefield No. NC-403-2.

The dual op amps in IC1 sense both the input voltage and the potential across the 0.5-ohm resistor and compute the required base drive for Q1 so that the desired performance is obtained. The accuracy of the R Box will be very good if 1% tolerance resistors are used throughout the circuit. The resistors can be rated at 1/4 or 1/2 watt, except for R5, since little current flows through the circuit.
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Use Quick-Wedge to fasten leads, wire in panelights, connect test equipment, install components
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Salt Lake See BUY Unconditionally QUWCN Screw Screwdrivers They connect test equipment, install components leads, Use their three-state enable pins bussed together with these lines serving as the X-inputs to the decoder chip. The row (Y) signals are also bussed to form the Y-inputs to the decoder.

ESSENTIALLY, there are two types of keyboards available for the digital experimenter. These are column-row types, and low-cost keyboards having independent spst switches with one side of the switches sharing a common bus. There are several decoder chips (such as the 74C922 16-key and the 74C923 20-key decoder) that provide all the logic necessary to fully decode a column-row device. The circuit shown here converts an independent spst keyboard into the column-row format that can be used with the above mentioned decoder chips.

The circuit requires three DM8097, DM7097 or SN74367 noninverting hex three-state buffers. The columns have their three-state enable pins bussed together with these lines serving as the lines (X) are scanned by one input at a time going low, or becoming active with the next one becoming active and the others inactive, etc., until all columns have been scanned (tested). This action enables a column, and each individual keyswitch enables its associated buffer (within the enabled column). The column-row enabled input is applied to one of the 16- or 20-key decoder logic where it is latched at the output. The output of the decoder is also three-state.
CHIRP, JANGLE, WOOSH, BOOM!

VERSATILE and unusual IC, virtually made-to-order for the experimenter and hobbyist, has been introduced by Texas Instruments, Inc., Box 84, Sherman, TX 75090. Designated the SN76477 complex sound generator, the new device is a monolithic IC combining both bipolar analog and PL digital circuitry on a single silicon wafer. It includes basic circuit “blocks” which can be interconnected to produce an almost unlimited number of special sound effects ranging from a dog’s bark or bird chirp to a gunshot or explosion. With the proper choice of external components, the SN76477 is capable of developing either familiar sounds such as a train whistle or futuristic sounds such as a “talking computer” or firing “phaser” ray gun. Offered in both standard 0.6-inch (1.5-cm) wide type N and the smaller 0.4-inch (1.0-cm) type NF 28-pin DIP’s, the SN76477 can be powered by either a 5-volt regulated dc supply or well-filtered dc at 7.5 to 10.0 volts.

Not only is the SN76477 capable of producing a virtually unlimited variety of special sound effects, but the number of ways in which these may be used is limited only by the imagination and skill of the circuit designer and builder. In fact, a more experienced hobbyist might easily assemble a wide-range “Sound Effects Generator” by combining the SN76477 with a power amplifier, loudspeaker, and dc power supply. Such a project would also require multiple input and output jacks for the device terminals, potentiometers, various control switches, and a broad assortment of external components, selectable by means of appropriate rotary or toggle switches.

The functional block diagram of the new device is shown in Fig. 1. The SN76477 comprises a super-low-frequency (SLF) oscillator, a programmable logic circuit permitting a choice of inputs to a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), a noise clock, noise generator, noise filter, mixer, logic circuits for both systems inhibit and envelope selection, a one-shot, an envelope generator and modulator, an output buffer amplifier, and voltage regulator. Most of the circuits can be controlled or programmed externally by suitable components or signals. Circuit inputs identified with circles are programmed by using different capacitor values, squares identify programming by means of various resistors, triangles via logic levels and diamonds by analog voltages. Device pinout is shown in Fig. 2.

The SLF oscillator has a nominal range of 0.1 to 30 Hz, depending on the R and C values used for programming, but can be used to generate frequencies as high as 20,000 Hz. It supplies two output signals, a 50% duty-cycle square wave which is applied to the mixer and a triangle wave which can be routed to either an external vco or, through the SLF select logic circuit, to the on-chip vco which can supply a fixed or frequency-modulated output over an almost 10:1 frequency range. Its lowest frequency is established by the values of the external resistor and capacitor connected to pins 18 and 17, respectively. The vco’s output signal also is coupled to the mixer. A noise clock generates clock pulses to control the noise generator which, in turn, develops pseudo-random white noise that is applied through a variable-bandwidth, low-pass noise filter to the mixer. Accepting input signals from one or more sources (SLF, VCO, noise filter), the mixer performs a logical AND function and delivers the resulting signal to the envelope generator and modulator circuit. The mixer output is estab-

![Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of Texas Instruments' new SN76477 Complex Sound Generator integrated circuit.](image-url)
slished by the logic levels applied to its three SELECT terminals, pins 25, 26 and 27.

System inhibit logic circuit controls the system’s output and also triggers a separate one-shot used to develop short-duration momentary sounds such as gunshots, bells or explosions. The duration of the one-shot’s output is determined by the values of the control resistor and capacitor connected to pins 24 and 23, respectively, with the maximum period of approximately 10 seconds. The one-shot does not generate a sound signal itself, but is coupled through the envelope select logic circuit to the envelope generator and modulator, which provides an envelope for the signals from the mixer.

The envelope select logic circuit establishes the overall shape of the envelope which amplitude modulates the combined signal obtained from the mixer. Depending on the logic signals applied to ENVELOPE SELECT control pins 1 and 28, one of several operating modes can be selected, including vco, mixer only, one-shot, and vco with alternating cycles. The final shaping of the generated signal is performed by the envelope generator and modulator circuit, where the sfl, vco, and filtered noise signals from the mixer are controlled by the system inhibit logic and modulated with the envelope established by the envelope select logic. This circuit also acts to modify the resulting signal's attack (rise time) and decay (fall time) characteristics.

Developing a maximum 2.5 volts, peak-to-peak, the output amplifier buffers the signal so that it can be applied to an external modulator or power amplifier. The buffer has a low output impedance. Finally, the regulator is designed to operate from either of two power sources. If available, 5 volts regulated dc can be applied to pin 15 (VREG). Alternatively, 7.5 to 10 volts unregulated dc can be applied to pin 14 (VCC), in which case the on-chip regulator will furnish a 5 V regulated output at up to 10 mA to power other circuits.

In summary, the SN76477 generates complex audio signal waveforms by combining the outputs of a low frequency oscillator, variable frequency (voltage controlled) oscillator, and noise source, modulating the resulting composite signal with a selected envelope and, finally, adjusting the signal's attack and decay periods. At each stage, the process can be controlled at the programming inputs of the signal modification and generation circuits, using control voltages, logic levels, or different resistor and capacitor values.

Representative signal waveforms developed during the process are illustrated in Fig. 3. The mixer output in the example shown in Fig. 3A is a variable-frequency signal containing filtered noise elements. This is modulated with a pulse envelope obtained from the one-shot and then shaped to form different types of sounds by altering the signal's attack and decay. In the second example (Fig. 3B), the mixer output is modulated by a repetitive pulse derived from the vco.

Different sounds are developed by varying the attack or decay, or both. The attack and decay can be modified by connecting different capacitor values to pin 8 and different resistor values to pins 10 and 7 which control the attack and decay, respectively.

Practical circuits featuring the SN76477 are illustrated in the figures. These were selected from among many circuits described in TI’s data sheets. All feature a simple but effective audio amplifier to provide a low-level loudspeaker output and are designed for operation on a standard 9-volt transistor battery. At those points in the circuits where 5 V is required, it

---

**Fig. 3. Complex signal waveforms showing different attack and decay characteristics with (A) one-shot and (B) voltage-controlled oscillator modulation envelopes.**
can be derived from pin 15 of the IC. All can be assembled using standard, readily available components. Except where potentiometers are specified, all resistors are either 1/4- or 1/2-watt components. Small capacitors can be ceramic, plastic film, or tubular paper units; larger capacitances are 15-volt electrolytics.

Neither layout nor lead dress are critical in any of the circuits, which can be duplicated using a solderless breadboard, perforated or printed circuit board. The usual precautions should be observed when soldering to avoid overheating the semiconductors, and all polarities must be observed.

When duplicating a normally loud sound such as a gunshot or explosion, it will be necessary to couple the circuit to a high-power audio amplifier driving a large loudspeaker. However, a 4-to-6-inch (10.2-to-15.3-cm) loudspeaker and the push-pull amplifier shown in the schematics should be adequate for most applications.

Designed to simulate the sounds of either a gunshot or explosion, the circuit shown in Fig. 4A is triggered by applying a 5-volt pulse through a momentary-contact, normally open pushbutton switch to the system inhibit logic and one-shot circuit (pin 9). The 5-volt dc level required here as well as for the envelope select logic (pin 1) and mixer select (pin 25) is obtained from the IC’s VREG output (pin 15). Different resistor values are used to program the noise filter circuit (pin 5) to simulate the two sounds, (82,000 ohms for a gunshot and 330,000 ohms for an explosion).

Several different sounds can be simulated by the circuit shown in Fig. 4B, including a siren, space war, or “phaser” gun, depending on the adjustment of the 200,000-ohm RATE CONTROL potentiometer. For increased realism, the IC’s oneshot (pins 9, 23, 24) and decay (pins 8, 7) functions can be implemented. As before, +5 volts dc needed for pins 1, 19, 22 is obtained from VREG (pin 15).

Circuits for simulating the sounds of a racing car motor or crash and a chugging steam engine or reciprocating airplane engine are shown in Fig. 5A and 5B, respectively. In the first circuit, the racing car motor’s rev rate is adjustable by means of a 100,000-ohm potentiometer which varies the dc voltage applied to the external vco control input (pin 16). The maximum and minimum rev rates are set by fixed resistors in series with the potentiometer. A crashing sound is initiated by
Fig. 5. Two circuits using the SN76477: (A) simulating a racing car's rev rate or a crashing sound; and (B) a chugging steam engine or reciprocating airplane.

depressing a spst normally open pushbutton switch, which applies a voltage pulse through a 10-μF capacitor to the system inhibit logic and one-shot circuits (pin 9), simultaneously changing the envelope select (pin 1) and mixer select (pin 25) settings.

In the second circuit, the sfr oscillator frequency is controlled by a 1-megohm potentiometer connected to one of its programming input (pin 20). As this RATE CONTROL is adjusted from a very low to a moderately low frequency, the generated sound is like that of a steam engine gradually increasing in speed. At higher frequencies, the sound approximates that of a propeller-driven airplane.

From a technical viewpoint, there's virtually no limit to the number and types of sounds that can be generated using one, two, three or more SN76477 IC's in conjunction with multiplexing and external programming networks. By using programmable analog switches to select outputs from different units, for example, a clever experimenter easily could create circuits to generate background jungle noises, night sounds, complete battlefield or eerie haunted-house sounds, or even musical selections interspersed with unusual sound effects. In commercial and industrial alarm applications, different sounds could be used to identify various danger conditions, such as illegal entry, fire, basement flooding, or power failure. The IC's are available through TI franchised dealers and are relatively inexpensive. The rest is up to your imagination!

Reader's Circuit. Alan Peter Allegra (218 11th Ave., Bethlehem, PA 18018) was intrigued with J. Fortuna's "Digitart" project in our column of April 1977. One of his friends, Frank Resul, had designed a "combination lock" digital ignition switch for his '75 VW sometime earlier.
Although it is based on the same operating principle as Fortuna's design (flip-flops must be actuated in the proper sequence for operation), the Resul/Allegra circuit shown in Fig. 6 is different in a number of details. First, the dual J-K flip-flops (IC1 through IC5) are wired as simple toggles rather than in the J-K configuration. Second, there is no interlocked timer, permitting the operator ample time to set the combination, because reader Resul felt that the odds were against a thief hitting the right sequence by pure chance. Third, a LED indicator has been provided to alert the operator when the proper sequence has been completed. Fourth, a nine, rather than five, number (letter) sequence is required for operation.

Referring to the schematic diagram, the dual flip-flops, IC1
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M & R ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 61011, Sunnyvale, CA 94088

The starter solenoid K2 which, of course, supplies current to starter motor M. Diode D1 is included to suppress switching transients as K1 is switched on and off. Voltage divider R1-R2, bypassed by C1, furnishes a voltage to hold the clear (CL) pins of IC1 and IC5 high.

The 5-volt dc source required by the flip-flops is obtained from the auto's 12-volt electrical system using a standard 3-terminal voltage regulator, IC6, as shown in Fig. 7A. Capacitor C3 serves as a noise filter and bypass and R6 provides the minimum load needed to assure reliable regulation. A normally closed pushbutton switch, S2, is the system's reset control. Alan recommends that "debounce" RC networks similar to those shown in Fig. 7B be provided for each of the normally open pushbutton switches used to enter the digital code.

Neither parts placement nor lead dress is overly critical, and the circuit can be duplicated using perforated board, pc or Wire-Wrap construction techniques. All components are standard types, readily available through both local and mail-order outlets. Digital devices IC1 through IC5 are 74107 dual J-K flip-flops, IC6 is an LM309K regulator, the SCR type MCR 103, D1 1N5400, and transistor Q1 any npn power type with (at least) a 20-volt VCEO rating and the ability to handle the current required by K1. Any standard LED can be used as an indicator. All resistors are half-watt types and all capacitors 15-volt electrolytics. The code entry switches SA through SH can be an inexpensive calculator or telephone touchpad or standard normally open pushbuttons. Normally closed pushbuttons are required for S1 and S2.
SPEAKER IMPEDANCE

Q. How does one measure the impedance of a speaker system to determine, for example, if it is 4, 8 or 16 ohms? If a manufacturer states that his amplifier is designed for use with 8-ohm loads, is it possible to use 4- or 16-ohm speakers instead? What matching techniques, if any, can be used to make the amplifier and speakers compatible?—Ronald L. Williams, Ithaca, NY.

A. When a loudspeaker’s impedance is given as 4, 8, or 16 ohms, a nominal rating is being reported. In actuality, a speaker’s impedance will vary dramatically with frequency. The absolute value of a representative two-way speaker system’s impedance is plotted against frequency in Fig. A. Immediately obvious is a peak in the system’s impedance at its resonant frequency, here about 55 Hz. A secondary peak occurs at about 800 Hz.

A loudspeaker’s impedance is far from constant over the audio frequency range. How then, do manufacturers arrive at an 8-ohm rating? The EIA standard specifies that the rated impedance is the minimum value noted as the driving signal’s frequency is increased above that of resonance. This is sometimes referred to as the trough impedance. For modern speakers, the trough is usually located at about 400 Hz.

Impedance is the vector sum of resistance, inductive reactance and capacitive reactance. To fully describe its variation with frequency, impedance must be plotted in the complex plane (Fig. B). You might not be familiar with the operator "j". This symbol is used by electrical engineers in place of the mathematician’s "i" (the square root of negative one) to avoid confusion with current terms, which are traditionally expressed by "i" or "I". If a reactance is written as "+j10," it is 10 ohms of inductive reactance. A reactance expressed as "-j10" is 10 ohms of capacitive reactance.

You might be surprised by the relatively large incursions into the capacitive region. Although part of the reason for this is the intrinsic capacitance of the voice coil, a larger contribution is due to the back emf generated by the speaker. This voltage is 180° out of phase with the applied signal, so it "looks" like the product of a capacitive reactance.

Clearly visible in the polar impedance plot is the resonant frequency of the system (55 Hz), at which point the impedance is 25 ohms resistive. The complex nature of the system’s impedance is also obvious. The rated "nominal" impedance of this system is 5 ohms, the minimum value it attains above system resonance.

Contemporary solid-state power amplifiers have low output impedances. They usually work well into 4-, 8-, or 16-ohm (nominal) loads without requiring any impedance matching. Of course, an amplifier will produce more output power when coupled to a lower output impedance. This is a fact well known to those who follow Julian Hirsch’s Audio Reports. Test results of a new superpower amplifier indicate the following output power levels at clipping: 207 watts into 16 ohms (per channel); 312.5 watts into 8 ohms; 458 watts into 4 ohms.

Fig. A. Impedance vs. frequency for a typical two-way speaker system.

Fig. B. Speaker impedance plotted in complex plane.

On the other hand, vacuum-tube circuits usually have high output impedance, necessitating the use of impedance-matching output transformers. These transformers usually have selectable taps to provide the right match for 4, 8 and 16 ohms. When impedances are matched, maximum power transfer occurs.

As noted earlier, transistorized amplifiers will usually work with loads in the 4-to-16-ohm range. They will work a little harder driving 4-ohm speakers, producing somewhat greater output levels. Rarely, however, will trouble result when 4-ohm loads are used. This is not true when the load impedance is reduced to, say, 2 ohms—a condition which results when two 4-ohm speakers are wired in parallel. To avoid such problems, follow the manufacturer’s guidelines concerning output impedance. Most amplifier designs now include protective circuitry to prevent excessive output levels. This protection can be supplemented by properly fusing the speaker lines.

Have a problem or question on circuitry, components, parts availability, etc? Send it to the Hobby Scene Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Though all letters can’t be answered individually, those with wide interest will be published.
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS, PART 2

In our first look at A/D converters, we briefly examined several ways of converting analog information such as a variable voltage into the binary format that microprocessors and other digital circuits understand. We also developed a homebrew parallel or flash A/D converter made from a voltage divider and a series of comparators. Now we're going to increase the resolution of our homebrew A/D converter from two bits (00-11) to four BCD digits (0000-1001). We’re also going to substitute a single IC for the complicated network of gates we previously used to encode in binary form the output of the comparators.

Parallel A/D Converter with BCD Output. Figure 1 shows the circuit of the simplified A/D converter with increased resolution. The heart of the new circuit is the 74147 priority encoder. This chip is not often used in experimenter circuits. It’s a standard 7400 series TTL part, however, and is available from many mail-order suppliers in the "Electronics Marketplace" section of POPULAR ELECTRONICS.

The technical designation for the 74147 is 10-line-to-4-line priority encoder. It’s an MSI (medium scale integration) device comprising 31 gates, and is available in both conventional and low-power (74LS147) versions.

The 74147 has ten inputs and four outputs. It’s called a priority encoder because it encodes only the highest priority or most significant input and ignores all others. In other words, if inputs 1, 3, 5 and 7 are active, only input 7 will be encoded since it has the highest priority. The binary output will then be 0111. This feature makes the 74147 ideal for use as a simple single-chip encoder for calculator and telephone keypads.

Figure 2 shows both the pin outline and truth table of the 74147. Notice that an active input is low (L) while an inactive input is high (H). The status of each input below that with the highest priority is irrelevant. Therefore, these "don't care" states are indicated by X's.

In Part 1 we covered the operation of the voltage-divider and comparator portions of the homebrew parallel A/D converter. Now that you know how the 74147 works, look back at Figure 1 again and note how simple the complete A/D converter becomes when the encoding network used in the original circuit is replaced by the 74147. Keep in mind that this simplification is accompanied by an increase in resolution from two bits to four BCD digits.

The circuit in Figure 1 employs four LED's to indicate the BCD output. The highest-order comparator is connected to an additional LED to indicate an overrange condition. You can use this basic circuit for such A/D converter applications as a single-digit voltmeter, storing analog data in a RAM for later retrieval, and supplying analog data to a 4-bit microprocessor.

In operation, an analog voltage is connected to the circuit's input. The potentiometer (at the top left) is then adjusted to give the desired calibration factor, which can range from a few millivolts/LED to one volt/LED (see Part 1). As the input voltage is gradually increased, one or more of the output
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Fig. 1. Parallel A/D converter.

Fig. 2. Pin outline and truth table for the 74147.

Fig. 3. Adding a digital readout to the A/D converter.
LED's may tend to oscillate on and off at certain critical points. This is caused by the highest priority comparator rapidly switching on and off as the voltage applied to it via the resistive divider just reaches its turn-on threshold.

This is usually not a major problem when only LED's are connected to the outputs because the oscillating LED's just glow dimmer than those that are fully on. Oscillation can cause major problems, however, if the circuit is coupled into another digital circuit as false readings can occur. One way to reduce or eliminate the oscillation is to reduce the gain, hence the sensitivity, of the comparators. This can be done by connecting a 100,000-ohm resistor between the noninverting (+) input and the output of each comparator.

**Single-Digit Voltmeter.** It's easy to use the basic A/D converter in Fig. 1 as a simple single-digit voltmeter with the help of a 7404 hex inverter, a 7447 BCD to 7-segment decoder and any common-anode LED display. Figure 3 shows how the new components are connected together and added to the circuit in Fig. 1.

The inverters are necessary to change the BCD data from the 74147 to the logic levels accepted by the 7447. The decimal point of the display is used as an overrange indicator. The four LED's connected to the 74147 in Fig. 1 can either be removed or left in place when the 7-segment readout components are added. They will not affect the operation of the circuit, although they will increase current consumption.

The single-digit voltmeter has some interesting and very practical applications. It's great for checking approximate voltages in battery-powered equipment. It also allows you to check quickly the approximate voltage level of rechargeable cells and batteries. It can even be assembled into a miniature probe and used as a hand-held voltmeter.

As you will recall from Part 1, the parallel A/D converter can be used as a timer by connecting a capacitor directly across its inputs. Try this with the single-digit voltmeter and you'll have a 0-9 (plus overrange) timer that can indicate fractions of a second to several minutes per count. Larger capacitors provide longer intervals. You can also measure resistance with the single-digit voltmeter.
Moving-Dot Readout. You can use solid-state electronics to simulate a mechanical meter movement with the help of the circuit in Fig. 4. This circuit, like the previous one, is connected directly to the A/D converter of Fig. 1.

In operation, a voltage increasing from zero lights each LED in succession until the overrange LED glows. Note that only one of the LED's connected to the 74145 glows at any instant. This produces a moving-dot effect that draws less current than a bargraph or "thermometer" readout made by connecting LED's directly to the outputs of the comparators in the A/D converter (see Part 1). Because only one LED is on at any instant, a single current-limiting series...
resistor is all that’s required for all ten LED’s connected to the 74145.

The moving-dot readout has all the applications of the single-digit voltmeter with the added benefit of showing trends. If you’re familiar with the operation of both conventional (mechanical) meter movements and digital readouts, you know that the latter are totally unacceptable for monitoring quickly fluctuating changes in an input signal.

For example, it’s easy to watch the rate of charge on a capacitor with a mechanical meter movement, a simple and routine task for which a digital display is almost totally unsuited. Likewise, a mechanical meter indicates the passage of a pulse with a quick bounce of its needle (assuming that the inertia of the meter movement is small enough and the pulse width sufficiently large). Digital readouts are not suited for this.

Mechanical meter movements, are of course, inherently fragile. By contrast, the A/D converter with a moving-dot readout provides simulated analog readout and solid-state reliability.

**Solid-State Oscilloscope.** The moving-dot readout in Fig. 4 can be used to replace the traditional cathode-ray tube (CRT) with an array of LED’s. An obvious application for such an LED array is a fully solid-state oscilloscope.

One way to make a solid-state scope is to assemble a series of ten-element moving-dot readouts on a single card. A counter circuit is then used to sequentially connect each readout to the A/D converter. An incoming voltage that varies with time is then displayed as a waveform on the array of LED’s.

The speed of the counter circuit must be synchronized with the frequency of the incoming signal to freeze the waveform being displayed. This can be done by manually adjusting the frequency-control potentiometer of the clock that supplies pulses to the counter.

A better way to synchronize the scope is to use an automatic trigger that initiates the sweep when an input arrives. This is easily done with a few gates.

![Diagram of solid-state oscilloscope](image)

**Fig. 5. Block diagram of solid-state oscilloscope.**

I recently assembled a Wire-Wrapped solid-state scope based on the parallel A/D converter shown in Fig. 4. A block diagram of the scope is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 is a photograph of the scope’s “screen” showing the positive half of a triangle wave.

The screen has 160 yellow LED’s organized as 16 columns of 10 rows. A single red LED at the upper left side of the screen indicates an overrange condition. The LED at the lower right corner glows brighter than the other LED’s in the screen because the trigger is connected to it.

As you can see, the resolution of the 160-element screen is limited. Also, up to three LED’s in a single column can appear to be on when a sloping waveform is displayed. Fortunately, the human eye is usually able to integrate the information displayed by the array so that the true shape of the waveform is apparent. Waveforms with flat tops are even easier to visualize.

The circuit for the scope shown in Fig. 6 uses thirteen IC’s and is reasonably straightforward. Its construction details, however, are much too involved to be included here. The 160-LED screen, for example, requires more than 650 solder connections and several hours of tedious work.
Sencore's Model TF46 "Super Cricket" transistor/FET tester is designed to test signal and power transistors for gain and leakage, determine whether they are npn or pnp, and identify their leads. It also tests for leakage and $I_{DSS}$ in both normal and enhanced FET's and identifies their leads and whether they are n- or p-channel. All tests can be performed both in and out of circuit.

The tester measures $10\text{H} \times 5.5\text{W} \times 3.5\text{D}$ (25.4 x 13.8 x 8.9 cm) and weighs 4.5 lb (2 kg) with battery installed. Suggested retail price is $225.00.

**General Information.** Devices to be tested are connected to the instrument through color-coded "E-Z-Mini-Hooks." There are no sockets on the instrument to fatigue and fail. The E-Z Hooks connect directly to component leads and apply a positive, secure grip. There is no need to determine beforehand which leads are the emitter, base, and collector (or source, gate, and drain) on the device being tested.

To make a test, the E-Z Hooks are simply connected to the device under test in any order at all. Then the large Permutator switch is rotated until a tone is emitted by the instrument and the meter's pointer deflects into the good area of the scale. At this point, the device is identified as either an npn or a pnp bipolar transistor or an n- or p-channel FET and its basing will be known.

Imprinted on the bar of the Permutator switch are the legends EBC and SGD for emitter / base / collector and source / gate / drain. On the panel surrounding the switch are the legends for the various combinations of the green, yellow, and red color code of the test-lead cable's E-Z Hooks. The code combinations are repeated on both the n and p sides of the dial. Hence, if the tone is emitted when the Permutator switch is in the GRY position on the n side of the dial and the device under test is a bipolar transistor, it is an npn type and the leads of the test cable are connected green to emitter, red to base, and yellow to collector.

Once the type of device—bipolar transistor or FET—is known, the remaining tests on it can be performed. To do this, the Permutator switch is left in the proper position and the type of device is fed in by depressing the SIG TRANS, OUTPUT TRANS, NORMAL FET, or ENHANCE FET switch to the left of the rotary switch. Then by momentarily pressing the GAIN and LEAKAGE switches to the right of the rotary switch and observing the meter's pointer, the condition of the bipolar transistor can be determined. To determine the condition of a FET, one presses the GAIN and then $I_{DSS}$ buttons.

Although the Model TF46 is not specifically designed to test silicon controlled rectifiers, it will test many types of SCR's. The SCR specification that determines whether or not it can be tested is the gate trigger voltage or current. Diodes are tested by connecting the red and green test leads to it and rotating the Permutator switch alternately between the two DIOE positions (YGR and YRG on the P side) of the dial, simultaneously pressing the LEAKAGE button. A good diode will indicate high leakage in one position of the Permutator switch and low leakage in the other position. If the meter indicates high leakage in both positions, it is shorted, and if it indicates no leakage in both positions, the diode is open. Lead identification is spelled out in the instrument's manual.

The instrument's test currents have been chosen to provide the best balance between high testing accuracy and protection for the device under test. In addition, protection circuits prevent the application of bias signals if the Permutator switch is not in one of the positions that produce the gain test. This makes the instrument safe for testing any transistor or FET.

The Super Cricket's 4½" (11.4-cm) meter movement has five easy-to-read scales. The topmost scale is a simple BAD/GOOD indicator. The next two
scales are for gain over ranges of from 0 to 500 beta and from 0 to 25K µmhos. Finally, the two leakage scales are calibrated from 0 to 2.5K µA (Icbo or Isss) and 0 to 50 mA Isss. Built into the instrument's case is a metal plate that one can slide over the meter movement to protect it from damage when not in use.

The test cable folds up and fits into a well at the bottom front of the instrument when not in use. Also in this well are the SPEAKER ON/OFF (which can be set to OFF to defeat the tone and conserve battery power) and BATT. TEST switches. A door swivels up to enclose the well when the instrument is not in use. At the top of the instrument's case is a convenient carrying handle that doubles as a tilt stand on the service bench.

The Super Cricket is normally powered by six AA cells that fit into a well in the rear of its case. An optional No. PA202 ac adapter is available for operating the instrument on line power and recharging Ni-Cd cells installed at the user's option. The Model TF46 has a built-in circuit that automatically defeats the power after 10 minutes of no use to conserve battery power.

Technical Details. The specifications for the Super Cricket are excellent. The good/bad gain test uses Sencore's patented square-wave approach, which employs a test frequency of 2000 Hz and a Vce of ±4 volts dc and a Vbe of 7 volts peak-to-peak on a zero reference. Test currents are 12 mA maximum Ic with 2 to 3 mA average and 7 mA maximum Ib with 3 mA average.

The dynamic beta test operates with the good/bad tests with a 25 mA maximum Ic for signal transistors and 150 mA maximum for power transistors. The respective Ib's are 50 and 300 µA max.

The bipolar leakage-key tests measure the reverse-collector-to-base leakage (Icbo) and all other paths (Iebo, Ieoe, Ieoo, and Icso) with the Permutator switch. Test levels are ±3.5 volts for Vcb, with emitter open, and 0 to 2500 leakage range.

FET's are tested using the dynamic mutual-conductance approach. The test frequency is 2000 Hz, and the test potentials are ±4 volts dc VDS and 0 volt VGS. The signal level is 0.4 volt peak-to-peak, while the Gm range is 0 to 25,000 µmhos. The open-source Isss FET leakage test potential is ±3 volts and the Isss zero-bias drain current test uses a ±4-volt dc VDS.

User Comment. Having worked with the Model TF46 Super Cricket at our workbench for a couple of months, we can readily attest to the instrument's accuracy and ease of handling. It did not take us long to test and sort several hundred transistors and FET's we have accumulated over the years. The connecti-

The test tone was perhaps the most helpful indicator for the tests we performed. Backed by the meter indications obtained, we performed all our tests with complete confidence.

Once we had our transistors tested and sorted, we proceeded to test the multitude of diodes we had lying around. We did not have many SCR's to test, but those we did have were easily tested and appeared to be good.

The price of the Model TF46 Super Cricket is a bit steep, but if you work with a lot of transistors, FET's, diodes, and SCR's, it can pay for itself in short order in time saved.
KEYS, KEYERS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

OF ALL station accessories, the telegraph key is usually given the lowest priority and the smallest budgetary allocation. Actually, it should not be considered an accessory at all, but an integral part of the station. In the CW-only Novice installation, the "straight" or hand key is (forgive the pun) the key piece of telegraphic equipment. Until the hand key is mastered, it's wise to keep away from semiautomatic "bugs" or fully automatic electronic keyers. Using such a key enables the Novice to develop a sense of timing and rhythm invaluable in attaining the proficiency needed to successfully tackle the General and Extra Class code requirements.

Straight Keys. Many different straight keys are available commercially, ranging from the old military surplus J-38 that many old timers (including this columnist) used to pound their first brass, to the newer but essentially similar models of Japanese manufacture distributed by Radio Shack and others. Also of interest to Novices and higher-class licensees who are straight-key buffs is the relatively new line of keys manufactured by the Wm. N. Nye Company, Inc. (1614 130th Ave, N.E., Bellevue, WA 98005).

Nye Viking’s heavy-duty Speed-X straight key with Navy knob.

Nye Viking standard Speed-X keys feature adjustable bearings, silver contacts and are mounted on an oval die-cast base with a black wrinkle finish. They are available with standard or Navy knob, with or without switch, with nickel or brass-plated key arm and hardware and are priced under $10.00. Nye Viking’s slightly more expensive heavy-duty Speed-X keys are mounted on a die-cast rectangular base with baked black wrinkle finish. Features include a Navy knob mounted on a 1/4-inch (6.4-mm) square brass key arm, adjustable bearings and silver contacts. The keys come with brass, chrome, or nickel-plated hardware and with or without switch. Those who really want something special in a straight key might be interested in Nye Viking’s special “presentation” model Speed-X key. It has the smooth action of the other Nye keys, but all metallic elements are gold-plated and the key is mounted on a jet black plastic sub-base. Price is $60.

Any of these straight keys is suitable for Novice work, but some brass pounders prefer the feel (and/or look) of one particular model. If possible, you should visit a radio store that carries a wide variety of keys and try each one yourself. No matter what key you choose, it should be properly mounted and adjusted so that you can use it to send good code, comfortably. It should be mounted on a sub-base that will not “walk” across the table while you’re sending code, or it can be secured directly to the operating table. In any event, the key should be positioned so that you can rest your elbow and forearm on the table while you are using it.

The key’s contacts should be clean and free of oxidation. Careful experimentation should be made to discover the optimum combination of the various key adjustments—contact spacing and vertical travel, side bearing adjustments and spring tension. When making these adjustments it’s best to enlist the aid of an experienced CW operator. He can not only help you adjust the key properly but also audition your sending off the air through a code oscillator and suggest ways to develop a good “fist.”

A good straight key should see you through your Novice days. However, sooner or later, the CW operator gives thought to the use of a semi-automatic “bug” or fully automatic electronic keyer. You should not make the switch until you can send at 15 WPM for sustained periods using your hand key with very few mistakes. The bug, very popular during the 50’s and early 60’s, generates dits automatically by means of a vibrating metallic reed and permits good sending up to about 40 WPM, a code speed adequate for most amateur applications. Actually, the limiting factor is the dafs which can be sent just so fast manually. Bug adjustments can be a bit tricky and, with the advent of relatively inexpensive electronic keyers, the Novice should consider sticking with his straight key until he has sufficient proficiency to try the electronic keyer. Usually the change to a keyer is made after the General ticket is won. (The old-fashioned CW purist will undoubtedly disagree with this recommendation and will say that real CW operators never abandon their Vibroplex bugs!)

Heathkit Model HD-1410 electronic keyer with adjustable volume.

The fully automatic keyer is a sensible progression beyond the bug if the operator wants cleaner, faster signals with much less physical effort and strain (“glass arming”). Keyers are more costly than straight keys with prices starting at about $20 for basic assembled circuit boards which are less paddle (mechanical “heart” of the unit, a sensitive single-pole, double-throw switch) and enclosure to several hundred dollars for very sophisticated units with memories which are actually keyers plus a microprocessor all rolled into one.

Keyers contain complicated circuitry, including IC’s and other exotica to generate the dits and dahs electronically. This makes possible virtually perfect CW if properly used by an experienced operator. Listening to good keyergenerated CW is a genuine pleasure. The key to the intelligent use of a keyer lies with the operator, who must learn to synchronize himself with his keyer and...
required to build equipment and the need to develop construction skills.

On the receiving side, the addition of the usually optional CW i-f filter accessory to the transceiver or receiver will work wonders in helping you separate and work closely spaced CW signals which would otherwise not be possible to copy. Many rigs on the market today are designed primarily for SSB operation, sporting i-f selectivity on the order of -6 dB at ±1200 to ±1500 Hz, usable on CW but much too broad for serious work on today's Novice bands.

Complementing the i-f filter is the CW audio filter. Some of the more advanced designs are truly amazing in their ability to bring down effective receiver selectivity to 50 Hz or less. MFJ and Autek Research offer sharp active audio filters and their products are also available in circuit-board form to fit into one corner of a receiver or transceiver or in a separate enclosure.

The SWR bridge is another useful accessory, and a necessary one if an antenna coupler is used. Many inexpensive CB-type bridges are designed to...
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**A remarkable listening experience**

The phenomenal realism of binaural sound recording is demonstrated by Stereo Review’s

**BINAURAL DEMONSTRATION RECORD**

Created specifically for playback through stereo headphones, this unique record presents the listener with sound of unsurpassed realism.

It recreates at each of the listener's ears the precise sound that each ear would have heard - independently - at the original scene.

Binaural recording re-creates the directions, distances and even the elevations of sounds better than any other recording method. The super-realism of binaural recording is accomplished by recording the acoustical input for each ear separately, and then playing it back through stereo headphones. Thus the sound intended for the left ear cannot mix with the sound for the right ear, and vice versa.

Binaural recording offers the listener the identical acoustical perspective and instrument spread of the original. The sound reaching each ear is exactly the same as would have been heard at the live scene.

"MAX"-GENIE OF BINAURAL RECORDING. "Max" a specially constructed dummy head, cast in silicone rubber, duplicates the role of the human head as an acoustical absorber and reflector of sound. Super-precision capacitor microphones were installed in Max's ears so that each microphone would pick up exactly what each human ear would hear. The result is a demonstration of phenomenal recorded sound.

STARTLING REALITY. The Binaural Demonstration Record offers 45 minutes of sound and music of startling reality. You'll marvel at the eerie accuracy with which direction and elevation are recreated as you embark on a street tour in binaural sound - Sounds Of The City, Trains, Planes & Ships - a Basketball Game; a Street Parade; a Street Fabrication Plant, The Bird House at the Zoo - all demonstrating the incredible realism of binaural sound reproduction.

MUSIC IN BINAURAL. The musical performances presented on the Binaural Demonstration Record transport you to the concert hall for a demonstration of a wide variety of music. Selections total 23 minutes, and include examples of jazz, organ, and chamber music.

Although headphones are necessary to appreciate the near-total realism of binaural recording, the record can also be played and enjoyed on conventional stereo systems.

Only $6.95
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work well with power levels up to 1000 watts. Some, however, are capable of operation up to only about 200 watts and should not be acquired if you entertain notions of getting high-power gear after upgrading your license. The Dentron Model W-2 is a very handy unit as it doubles as a direct-reading wattmeter as well as an SWR bridge.

Also highly recommended is a crystal calibrator to provide known reference marker signals for receiver dial calibration and as insurance that one is operating within the band—the FCC frowns on out-of-band operation! In selecting a calibrator, if one is not already an integral part of the receiver or transceiver, be sure that it is capable of putting out markers a maximum of every 100 kHz. A calibrator requires a simple initial adjustment—zero beating the calibrator output with the carrier of the National Bureau of Standards' time and frequency station, WWV. If your receiver doesn't cover the frequencies on which WWV transmits (2.5, 5, 10, and 15 MHz), you can use a general-coverage receiver to trim the calibrator. A very interesting calibrator is that produced by Rainbow Industries, Indianapolis, Ind. It is capable of generating markers as low as 25 Hz, making it useful as an audio generator and oscilloscope calibrator in addition to its primary function. It is available in an attractive cabinet or as a wired circuit board for custom installation in the receiver.

A receiving preamp is generally not necessary if you are using contemporary solid-state equipment with good sensitivity [1 microvolt or less for 10 dB (S + N)/N]. A preamp can even cause receiver overloading and cross-modulation if used improperly. However, the gain of even some of the best receiving gear tends to decrease on 10 meters and, to a lesser extent, on 15 meters. A preamp may be of some value in compensating for this roll-off in gain. Whether a hombrew or commercial unit is selected, make sure that, if you are using it with a transceiver, there is a positive means of switching the preamp out of the circuit (by either a relay or electronic switching) to prevent its ruin by application of the rig's r-f output on transmit. Ameco's PC-series of preamps and MFJ's Model 1030BX are popular and highly effective commercial units. Building an equivalent preamp is not too difficult even for the beginner. There are many designs to choose from in the ARRL Handbook and other amateur radio publications.

If your Novice transmitter is crystal-controlled, a vfo (variable frequency oscillator) would most certainly be a valuable addition, providing considerable operating flexibility and convenience. Anyone contemplating vfo construction should have some mechanical ability and good tools to make a mechanically rugged unit, plus enough circuit knowledge to troubleshoot any key clicks or chirps (common maladies in poorly designed vfo's) which may develop. A number of good vfo's are on the market and they can be made to work with a wide variety of transmitters. The old Heath Model HG-10 or Johnson Viking vfo's are good companions for the crystal-controlled Heath DX series transmitters or such old-timers as the Johnson Adventurer and Challenger.

Most operators can send better code if they can actually hear what they are sending. Many beginners using equipment which doesn't contain a built-in sidetone oscillator simply use the station receiver or an auxiliary receiver as an on-the-air monitor. Employing the main receiver for code monitoring is inconvenient because you must constantly retune the receiver and "ride the gain" to prevent blasting and overloading. There are many different ways to monitor your keying, such as using a small r-f-actuated audio oscillator or simultaneously keying both the transmitter and a separate code practice oscillator. If your transmitter or transceiver doesn't have a built-in monitor, your best bet is to buy a keyer which contains its own sidetone (most do). This will allow you to practice your sending off the air without connecting the keyer to a practice oscillator.

**Necessities.** Two accessories which belong in every ham shack are a low-pass filter and a dummy load. Although the use of a good antenna coupler can add 10 to 20 dB of harmonic suppression, this still might not be enough in "fringe" TV reception areas. Also, the use of a multi-band antenna, such as a trap dipole, actually increases the possibility of harmonic radiation. A good TVI filter, such as a Drake, Nye Viking or Barker and Williamson model can provide 70 to 90 dB of harmonic suppression. That should make the rig "clean" as far as TVI harmonics are concerned, assuming the rig itself is well shielded and grounded.

A dummy load absorbs the power output of the transmitter and allows you to make practically any transmitter adjustment without actually radiating a signal and interfering with other hams. Most dummy loads are nothing more than 50-ohm air- or oil-cooled resistors. In a pinch, an ordinary light bulb can be used to absorb the transmitter's power output. One disadvantage of using the light bulb is that its resistance changes with filament temperature, causing transmitter loading to change as the bulb gets warm. Various commercial products are available, some of which include a direct-reading wattmeter to indicate actual transmitter output power so you can keep a continuous check on transmitter performance. However, the simpler units should be adequate for most purposes, such as the Heathkit Cantonna. This load, if filled with oil coolant, can handle a full kilowatt at frequencies up to 30 MHz and sells for under $15. It can be used in conjunction with your SWR bridge or directional wattmeter to tune the rig for maximum power without conducting excessive on-the-air tuning—something the FCC frowns upon.

A grid-dip meter and field-strength meter are also useful additions to the ham shack and, if bought in kit form, offer good construction practice. They are especially helpful when you are tuning a directional antenna such as a Yagi or cubical quad.
ANOTHER GRAPHICS SYSTEM

THERE IS no doubt that the next advancement in personal computing will be in graphics. Alphanumeric systems are great if the program you are running has to be read or printed out. However, the old adage about one picture being worth 10K words still applies.

Currently, most computers use either their associated CRT terminal or a "plug-in" video module to display a coarse form of graphics that uses character-generator types of symbols. Resolution, in such cases, is fine for games. In many other instances, however, higher resolution is desirable.

A couple of manufacturers have indeed made high-resolution plug-ins, especially for the ubiquitous S-100 bus that can create up to 256 x 256 pixels (picture elements) for an excellent image on a monitor CRT screen.

Now, another company has entered the lists: Vector Graphics Inc., 790 Hampshire Rd., Westlake Village, CA 91361 (Tel: 805-497-6853). They introduced a "High Resolution Graphics" board at $335 assembled, and $195 in kit form. This S-100 bus plug-in is raster scan and can operate in either of two modes—digital with 256 horizontal by 240 vertical screen elements or a 16-level gray scale having 128 horizontal by 120 vertical elements. In either case, the video output conforms to RS-170 to allow interface with any raster-scan video monitor.

Special circuitry on the new board allows the video screen to be updated without "glitches."

The board, specifically designed for the Vector Graphic 8K static RAM memory board, is used for both screen refresh memory and as conventional memory. The two boards are interconnected by five small cables.

The graphics board has all the circuitry required to multiplex the address and data signals to the associated 8K memory board. This logic allows the memory to be addressed by the MPU and the video counters, thus delivering both conventional data transfer and video to the monitor.

Software provided includes the source listing for a callabile alphanumeric: U/L case character generator set that could also be used to create special symbols and graphics. A North Star diskette is also provided, and includes a robot control language by Dr. LiChen Wang, and some demo graphics.

We installed the graphics/memory pair in our computer and ran the demo program. Some of the images generated were of excellent quality. We understand that these photographic demos were created by digitizing a slow-scan TV camera.

The robot language was interesting. The cursor forms a "bodyless" robot that can be programmed to move around the screen in almost any pattern desired. Routines within the language can be called to make the "robot" move around. We assume that once a robot is built, the bits that position the cursor can then be transmitted to the robot mechanics to make the machine physically move in the same programmed manner.

This is the second high-resolution graphics board that we have had the opportunity to work with. We feel that such graphic displays open up new application areas for the computer enthusiast.

Hard Copy Stuff. If you have, or are going to get, a Selectric Model 731 or 735 I/O Writer, then take a look at "Typeaway." This is an S-100-to-Selectric Interface from Micromation, Inc., 524 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94133 (Tel: 415-398-0289). This $350 assembled ($275 in kit) board includes a single S-100 plug-in that has solenoid drivers, I/O ports, complete software in PROM, all necessary cabling and connectors, and a power supply.

Software is supplied in two 1702A PROM's; all code conversions and control functions are included.

SWTP Board. National Multiplex Corp., 3474 Rand Ave., Box 288, South Plainfield, NJ 07080 (Tel: 201-561-3600) is now selling a 280 board that plugs into the SWTP bus. Costing $190 assembled and tested (plus $3 shipping and handling), the new board uses a 2-MHz clock and a Z80 board that is running at 1.6 MHz. It is somewhat slower than the old board, which operated at 2 MHz. It has an addressable memory of 96K, reads and writes 8K at a time, and can be expanded to 65K (the old board could only read 32K). The board can be made to run with either a Z80 or an 8080 CPU, with either the North Star or a Z80 bus. A version of this board is being used for the Apple II (this is a chip that can have two CPU's on the same board). The board also features selectable parity, number of stop bits, and has a jumper-selectable address. Data rate is to 30,000 baud.

The board is available as an assembled and tested unit for $62, or as a kit for $42. Full documentation and software is included with each board. The circuit board is available for $15.

Other available kits include a tape interface, modem, r-f modulator, power supply, 8K static RAM for the S-100 bus, UART and baud-rate generator, tape interface DMA board for the S-100 bus, a TVT, and RS-232 to TTL or TTY.

Micronproducts, 1024 17th St., Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 (Tel: 310-778-3311) has announced its "Micron 200," a complete system that includes an Apple II computer, a video terminal, a printer, and a network interface. The system is priced at $1995.

This is the kind of resolution obtained from Vector Graphics video board.
file-name directories, storage capacity of 116K per diskette, and use of the present Apple power supply.
Each track contains 13 sectors of 256 bytes, and data transfer is 156K bits/second. Track access time is 200 ms average and disk latency is 100 ms.

Apple Lists, Too. Until now, only S-100 bus systems could have speech input. Now, Heuristic, Inc., 900 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos, CA 94022 (Tel: 415-948-2542), introduces the Speechlab 20A ($189 assembled and tested) for the Apple II computer. With a 20-word "vocabulary," the new Speechlab plugs directly into an Apple connector, where it is addressed as a keyboard. Several games, like Shooting Star, Blackjack, and Mastermind, are available for this new vocal interface.

Take AIM. Rockwell International has now come on the one-board computer scene with its AIM 65 general-purpose microcomputer. Priced at $375 for the 1K version and available at any Hamilton Avnet supplier, this new machine features an on-board 20-character printer and display, and a 54-key terminal-style keyboard. Its R6502 processor can address up to 64K with 13 addressing modes and both decimal and binary functions. An 8K ROM resident monitor provides all peripheral control and user programming functions. Spare sockets are provided for expansion.

A separate application connector on the computer interfaces a TTY and two conventional cassette recorders. It also includes a user-enabled adapter that has three 8-bit bidirectional ports (two parallel and one serial) and two 16-bit interval timer/event counters. The 4K version is $450, the assembly is $100, and BASIC is also $100.

Pet Peripherals. If you have a Pet and wish to increase its memory capacity to 16-, 24-, or 32K bytes, then take a look at the Pet Store from Computer Mart Systems, 13 E. 30th St., New York, NY 10016 (Tel: 212-686-7923). Priced at $550 for the 16K, $650 for the 24K, and $750 for the 32K version,

Software Sources

CP/M Disk Sort/Merge. QSORT is a CP/M-compatible sort/merge program which can sort and merge files with fixed record lengths under 256 bytes, up to a full diskette of data. Output is written to a temporary file which is renamed after the sort has been completed. Therefore, the previous output file will remain intact in case of power failure or malfunction. Files may reside on any drive, independent of each other. Sort parameters can be filed separately for later reference, so they need only be entered once. Up to five sorting keys can be specified, and upper- and lower-case letters are treated equivalently for sorting. Single-density diskette of object code with 20-page user's manual, $95. Structured Systems Group, 5615 Kales Ave., Oakland, CA 94618.

TDL Software for Digital Group Z80. Z80 software written by Technical Design Labs is available in a version for Z80-based Digital Group systems. The programs are provided in self-loading cassette, look and feel, and do not require disabling the EPROM. Programs are available with hard-copy routines for 110-baud TTY, Baudot TTY, and Digital Group Printer. Programs, prices and requirements are: MICRO Monitor (requires 2K memory starting at page 340), $40; Reallocating Macro Assembler (requires 9K, controlled reader and Micro-Monitor), $40; Zapple Text Editor (requires 7K plus text space), $30; Zapple Text Output Processor (requires 8K, controlled reader, Zapple Text Editor and Micro-Monitor), $40; Zapple 8K BASIC (requires 12K plus program space), $40; Zapple 12K Super BASIC (requires 16K plus program space), $79. Micro-Com, 1261 Southwest 11th Ave., Deerfield Beach, FL 33441.

8080 Floating-Point Math Package. For 8080- or Z80-based systems with any peripheral configuration, this new floating-point package contains less than 2K bytes. It includes floating-point routines for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, plus routines to place the floating-point accumulator anywhere in memory, and for conversion from BCD to binary and vice versa. Also included are square root, natural logs and anti-logs, sine and cosine, hyperbolic sine and cosine, arctangent, and base-10 logs. The package is available as object or source code. The machine-language, object-code version, on Intel hex-format paper tape, loads from address 1k. It is $10, complete with annotated source listing. Two source-code (mnemonic) versions are available, both on paper tapes in Intel assembly language, for $25 each. For the commented version, requires about 40K bytes if the whole program is resident in memory. Version II, with comments stripped, requires about 15-20K bytes. Write: Burt Hashizume, Box 447, Maynard, MA 01754.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>STATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00-4:15 a.m.</td>
<td>BBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00-5:20 a.m.</td>
<td>R. Japan, Una Radio, V. of Norway, V. of Germany, V. of China, CBC Northern Service, (\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00-7:13 a.m.</td>
<td>CBC Northern Service, (\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00-9:12 a.m.</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-11:05 a.m.</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00-13:05 a.m.</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00-15:05 a.m.</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Than a Preamplifier**

 McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why the “more than a preamplifier” C 32 has been selected for these unique honors.

Send us your name and address and we’ll send you the complete product reviews and data on all McIntosh products, copies of the international awards, and a North American FM directory. You will understand why McIntosh product research and development always has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date. Send now - - -

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

Name ____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. For non-rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

CIRCLE NO 35 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
YOU'RE READING POPULAR ELECTRONICS. That already says a lot about you. That you're fascinated by the diversity of electronics. Everything from microcomputers to audio. From construction projects to ham radio. Who knows what area of electronics will catch your interest next?

That's why you read F.E. To keep in touch with all that's new and best in the many worlds of consumer electronics.

DON'T BUY IMITATIONS! YOU DESERVE THE BEST CB ANTENNA

SEND FOR FREE PAL FULL-LINE CATALOG AND DECAL

DEALER & DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

PAL 'Firestik' Antenna Corp.
2614 East Adams • Phoenix, Arizona 85034
(602) 273-7151

Our 16th Year Serving the CB Market

"To original purchaser with receipt after 1 yr

CIRCLE NO 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
1979 Electronic Experimenter’s Handbook

Published each year by the editors of Popular Electronics, this is the one publication that helps you get it together… with a score of build-it-yourself projects.

The all-new 1979 edition goes on sale nationally November, 1978. It will again be packed with features and articles and complete lab-tested instructions that are sure to guarantee successful days and months of mind absorbing projects for fun and practicality.

RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW AT THE PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE OF ONLY $1.95

This offer is being made to readers of Popular Electronics only. Newsstand price is $2.50; mail order $3. Save money and enjoy the convenience of having the 1979 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER’S HANDBOOK mailed to you from first-off-the-press copies when published. Complete the Reservation Form and return it promptly with your remittance.

PRE-PUBLICATION RESERVATION FORM

Electronic Experimenter’s Handbook, Dept. 01052
P.O. Box 278, Pratt Station
Brooklyn, New York 11205
Enclosed is $1.95* (outside U.S.A. $2.50) for the 1979 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER’S HANDBOOK to be mailed to me in November, 1978 when published.

Print Name
Address
City
State
Zip

*Residents of CA, CO, DC, FL, IL, MI, MO, NY STATE, and VT add applicable sales tax.

Explanatory Notes.
1. Times in first column are CDT or EST. For ADT add 2 hours; EDT or AST, add 1 hour. MST or PDT, subtract 1 hour. CST or MDT, subtract 2 hours. PST, subtract 3 hours. Days of week are in GMT.
2. Quality. A—strong signal and very reliable reception. B—regular reception. C—occasional reception under favorable conditions. D—rarely audible. These ratings are for locations in the central USA. European and African stations are in general, more reliably received in eastern North America. Asian and Pacific stations are more reliably received in western North America. North American stations are received well except in areas too close to the transmitter site.
3. The information in this listing is correct to press time. However, frequencies and schedules are constantly changing. Listen to “DX Digest” on Sunday broadcasts of R. Canada International for late changes.
4. R—Radio; V—Voice

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
APPLE II SERIAL I/O INTERFACE *

Part no. 2
Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0 to 30,000. Plugs into any peripheral connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input and output. On board switch selectable to 5, 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no parity either odd or even. jumper selectable address. SOFTWARE input and output from monitor or BASIC to teletype or other serial printer. Program for using an Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal. Also can output in correspondence code to interface with some selects. Board only $15.00, with parts $42.00, assembled and tested. $62.00

T.V. TYPEWRITER

Part no. 106
- Stand alone TVT
- 32 char./line, 16 lines. modifications for 64 char./line included.
- Parallel ASCII (TTL) input
- Video output
- 1K on board memory
- Output for computer controlled cursor
- Auto scroll
- Non-destructive cursor
- Cursor inputs: up, down, left, right, home, EOL, EOS. Scroll up, down. Requires +5 volts at 1.5 amps. and -12 volts at 30 mA. All 7400, TTL chips.
- Char. gen. 2513
- Upper case only. Board only $39.00, with parts $145.00

MODEM *

Part no. 109
- Type 103
- Full or half duplex
- Works up to 300 baud
- Originates or Answer
- No coils, only low cost components
- TTL input and output-serial
- Connect 8 ohm speaker and crystal mic. directly to board
- Uses XR FSK demodulator
- Requires +5 volts
- Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

8K STATIC RAM

Part no. 300
- 8K Altar bus memory
- Uses 2102 Static memory chips
- Memory protect
- Gold contacts
- Wait states
- On board regulator
- $100 bus compatible
- Vector input option
- TRI state buffered
- Board only $22.50, with parts $160.00

DC POWER SUPPLY *

Part no. 6085
- Board supplies a regulated +5 volts at 3 amps. +12, -12, and -5 volts at 1 amp.
- Power required is 8 volts AC at 3 amps.
- 24 volts AC or 1.5 volts AC
- Board only $12.50, with parts excluding transformers $42.50

MODEM *

Part no. 109
- Type 103
- Full or half duplex
- Works up to 300 baud
- Originates or Answers
- No coils, only low cost components
- TTL input and output-serial
- Connect 8 ohm speaker and crystal mic. directly to board
- Uses XR FSK demodulator
- Requires +5 volts
- Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

MODIFIED * 

Part no. 109
- Type 103
- Full or half duplex
- Works up to 300 baud
- Originates or Answers
- No coils, only low cost components
- TTL input and output-serial
- Connect 8 ohm speaker and crystal mic. directly to board
- Uses XR FSK demodulator
- Requires +5 volts
- Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

MODIFIED * 

Part no. 109
- Type 103
- Full or half duplex
- Works up to 300 baud
- Originates or Answers
- No coils, only low cost components
- TTL input and output-serial
- Connect 8 ohm speaker and crystal mic. directly to board
- Uses XR FSK demodulator
- Requires +5 volts
- Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

TIDMA *

Part no. 112
- Tape Interface Direct Memory Access
- Record and play programs without bootstrap loader (no prom) has FSK encoder/decoder for direct connections to low cost recorder at 1200 baud rate, and direct connections for inputs and outputs to a digital recorder at any baud rate.
- S-100 bus compatible
- Board only $35.00; with parts $110.00

UART & BAUD RATE GENERATOR *

Part no. 101
- Converts serial to parallel and parallel to serial
- Low cost on-board baud rate generator
- Baud rates: 10, 150, 300, 600, 1200, and 2400
- Low power drain +5 volts and -12 volts required
- TTL compatible
- All characters contain a start bit, 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and either odd or even parity.
- All connections go to a 44 pin gold plated edge connector
- Board only $12.00; with parts $35.00 with connector add $3.00

RF MODULATOR *

Part no. 107
- Converts video to AM modulated RF, Channels 2 or 3
- Powerful almost no tuning is required
- On board regulated power supply makes this extremely stable
- Rated very highly in Doctor Dobbs' Journal
- Recommended by Apple
- Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or +5 volts DC
- Board $760; with parts $13.50

RENEWAL *

Part no. 107
- Converts video to AM modulated RF, Channels 2 or 3
- Powerful almost no tuning is required
- On board regulated power supply makes this extremely stable
- Rated very highly in Doctor Dobbs' Journal
- Recommended by Apple
- Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or +5 volts DC
- Board $760; with parts $13.50

TIMES * 

Part no. 107
- Converts video to AM modulated RF, Channels 2 or 3
- Powerful almost no tuning is required
- On board regulated power supply makes this extremely stable
- Rated very highly in Doctor Dobbs' Journal
- Recommended by Apple
- Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or +5 volts DC
- Board $760; with parts $13.50

RS 232/TTY *

INTERFACE

Part no. 600
- Converts RS-232 to 20mA current loop, and 20mA current loop to RS-232
- Two separate circuits
- Requires +12 and -12 volts
- Board only $4.50, with parts $7.00

RS 232/TTL *

INTERFACE

Part no. 232
- Converts TTL to RS-232, and converts RS-232 to TTL
- Two separate circuits
- Requires +12 and -12 volts
- All connections go to a 10 pin gold plated edge connector
- Board only $4.50; with parts $7.00 with connector add $2.00

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Dept. PE, R.O. Box 21638, San Jose, CA. USA 95151

To Order:

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. In USA, shipping paid for orders accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number, expiration date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Outside USA add 10% for air mail postage, no C.O.D.'s. Checks and money orders must be payable in US dollars. Parts kits include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with all products. All items are in stock, and will be shipped the day order is received via first class mail. Prices are in US dollars. No open accounts. To eliminate tariff in Canada boxes are marked "Computer Parts." Dealer inquiries invited.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
SHUGART 801R
8" FLOPPY DISC DRIVE.
$495.00

MODEL 801R Shugart Disc
with Cabinet
Includes Cabinet, Drive, Power Supply, Cable, Fan & Data Cable. Has AC line filter. Cabinet size 10"H x 10"W x 16"D
MODEL DM 2700-5 $750.00

FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE
JADE Floppy Disc (Tarbell Board) Kit $175.00 ea.
S.D. Computer Products Versa Floppy Kit $159.00 ea.
Assembled & Tested $189.00 ea.

KIM-1
Assembled and Tested $245.00

MEMORY PLUS
for KIM-1
BK RAM (27120)
BK EPROM
ASSY, PRICED & TESTED $245.00

APPLE II
One of the best "Total Package" home and business computers on the market. "Basic" in ROM, Color Graphics, Floating Point Basic Package, etc.
IGK version only $1,095.00

MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
4116 (16Kx1,200NS)
Dynamic Ram Chip can be used for expanding Apple II Memory or the TRS-80 (200ns)
8 for $128.00
CONTAINS INSTRUCTIONS
Call for quote on larger quantities

FULL ASCII
PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS
- full 128 Character ASCII
- Tri-Logic V0S Encoding
- MOS/DTL/TTY Compatable Output
- Two-key Rollover
- Level and Pulse Strobe Model
- Shift and Alpha Lock
- Selectable unit (56 keys)
- Positive or Negative Logic.

PRICING INFORMATION
Model 756 (assembled) $7595
Model 756K (kit) 6495
Model 702 enclosure 2995

ZIP DIP® II Socket
This new type of zero insertion force dual inline package socket (ZIP DIP II) is perfectly suited for both board test and burn-in requirements.

The ZIIP DIP II socket has been designed for the lowest resistance to an entalloy action. It is constructed to the original design of a ZIF socket with the contacts held in the up position when the device is inserted. The UL94V-2 compliant contacts can suitably be inserted with the device in the ZIF position. Upon release of the ZIF handle the socket is ready to operate with unusually low contact resistance. This makes for low profile applications and the device may be used in zero insertion force or with zero insertion force being applied on the leads by the socket contacts.

PRICES:
16 pin Zip Dip II $5.50
24 pin Zip Dip II $7.50
40 pin Zip Dip II $10.25

MCS DFD 0 CABINET for two Shugart 801 or 850 standard size floppy disc drives plus regulated power supply for same.
$495.00

MCS TFD 0 CABINET for three Shugart 8A400 drives plus regulated power supply for same.
$295.00

MS-15 MINISCOPE $289
With Rechargeable Batteries & Charger Unit

ZIP DIP II SOCKET $34.95

APPLE II
Price Breakthrough! $17.50
MA1003 CAR CLOCK
Bright Green Fluorescent Display Crystal Time Base Assembled, just add battery and VCC

CONNSCTORS
DB-25P $2.25 DB-25S $3.25
COVER $1.50
44 Pin - PC & ELECT $1.95
44 Pin - WW $2.50
86 Pin - (6000) PC $5.00
86 Pin - (COMSAC ELF) PC $5.00
100 Pin - (Altair) PC $4.50
100 Pin - (IMSAI) PC $4.25
100 Pin - (IMSAI) PC $3.25

AMERICAN RADIO HISTORY
800/262-1710 inside California
800/421-5809 all other states
MICROPROCESSOR CRYSRTALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>CTS</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>M070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65 MHz</td>
<td>M18</td>
<td>M018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 MHz</td>
<td>M020</td>
<td>M020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.09152 MHz</td>
<td>M021</td>
<td>M021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4536 MHz</td>
<td>M024</td>
<td>M024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.666 MHz</td>
<td>M026</td>
<td>M026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 MHz</td>
<td>M030</td>
<td>M030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 MHz</td>
<td>M032</td>
<td>M032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.57554 MHz</td>
<td>M036</td>
<td>M036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 MHz</td>
<td>M040</td>
<td>M040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5 MHz</td>
<td>M045</td>
<td>M045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.91502 MHz</td>
<td>M042</td>
<td>M042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 MHz</td>
<td>M050</td>
<td>M050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0688 MHz</td>
<td>M055</td>
<td>M055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.185 MHz</td>
<td>M051</td>
<td>M051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7143 MHz</td>
<td>M057</td>
<td>M057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0 MHz</td>
<td>M060</td>
<td>M060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.144 MHz</td>
<td>M061</td>
<td>M061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.40 MHz</td>
<td>M064</td>
<td>M064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5558 MHz</td>
<td>M065</td>
<td>M065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0 MHz</td>
<td>M080</td>
<td>M080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>M100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0 MHz</td>
<td>M120</td>
<td>M120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.32 MHz</td>
<td>M140</td>
<td>M140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0 MHz</td>
<td>M200</td>
<td>M200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.1184 MHz</td>
<td>M221</td>
<td>M221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.0 MHz</td>
<td>M270</td>
<td>M270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0 MHz</td>
<td>M300</td>
<td>M300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.0 MHz</td>
<td>M360</td>
<td>M360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.0 MHz</td>
<td>M480</td>
<td>M480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TU-1
Convert T.V. set to Video Monitor KIT . . . $8.95

SELECT-A-TERM is a brand new IBM Selectric II* typewriter which has been fully converted for direct connection to your computer. A special typewriter key gives you full ASCII and upper/lower case alphanumerics.

Complete electronics package, cable sets and documentation are supplied.

MODEL 9710 $1,850
MODEL TRS-80 $1,925

EXPANDO-32 KIT
Uses 4115 (8KX1) Dynamic RAMs, It can be expanded in 8K increments up to 32K

8K  $179.00
16K $260.00
32K $579.00
64K $925.00

EXPANDO-64 KIT
Uses 4116 (16KX1) Dynamic RAMs, It can be expanded in 16K increments up to 64K

16K $225.00
32K $579.00
16K $695.00

PARALLEL SRIUER SYSTEMS INC.
16K STATIC BOARD with memory management can be used with Alpha Micro or Cromemco Systems.

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
RAM 65 (250ns) $390.00
RAM 66B (450ns) $350.00

JADE Z80

ULTRAVIOLET EPROM ERASER
$34.95
* Erases up to 48 I.C.'s at a time
* Uses popular (and readily available) 12" shortwave UV bulbs.

VIM-909
9" Solid State Video Monitor $215.00
500 lines horizontal resolution
200 lines vertical resolution
High voltage 10KV

VIM-129
12" Solid State Video Monitor $370.00
200 lines horizontal resolution
Includes black line clamping, DC restoration circuit (switchable). Ext sync provision (optional)

EXPANDABLE E-PROM - S.D. Computer Products
16K or 32K EPROM $99.95 without EPROM
Allows you to use either 2708's or 16K of Epron or 2716's for 32K of EPROM.

JADE Computer Products
4901 W. Rosecrans,
Department P
Hawthorne, Ca. 90250

Discounts available at OEM quantities.

JADE 8080A KIT $100.00
A-T $149.95
BARE BOARD $30.00

THE PIGGY IS COMING

CIRCLE NO. 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIODES/ZENERS</th>
<th>SOCKETS/BRIDGES</th>
<th>TRANSISTORS, Leds, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1N914 100V 10mA .05</td>
<td>8-pin pcb .20 ww .35</td>
<td>2N2222 NPN (2N222 Plastic) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4005 600V 1A .08</td>
<td>14-pin pcb .20 ww .40</td>
<td>2N2907 PNP .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4007 1000V 1A .15</td>
<td>16-pin pcb .20 ww .40</td>
<td>2N3906 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N414 75V 1mA .05</td>
<td>18-pin pcb .25 ww .75</td>
<td>2N3904 NPN (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4733 5.1v 1W Zener .25</td>
<td>22-pin pcb .30 60V .95</td>
<td>2N3954 NPN .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N753A 6.2v 500mW Zener .25</td>
<td>24-pin pcb .35 9.5V .95</td>
<td>2N3955 NPN 15A 60v .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N756A 10v .25</td>
<td>28-pin pcb .45 1.25</td>
<td>T1P125 PNP Darlingtron .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N759A 12v .25</td>
<td>40-pin pcb .50 1.25</td>
<td>LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N5243 13v .25</td>
<td>4066 4050</td>
<td>D.L 747 T80 4-pin 5/8&quot; High-cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N5244B 14v .25</td>
<td>4042 4035</td>
<td>MAN72 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N5245B 15v .25</td>
<td>74342</td>
<td>MAN3610 7seg com-cathode (Orange) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4MOS</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN7A 7seg com-cathode (Yellow) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4069/74C04 .25</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN74A 7seg com-cathode (Red) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4071 .25</td>
<td></td>
<td>FND359 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4081 .30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4082 .30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC14409 14.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC14419 4.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4511 .95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4517/15 1.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2112 2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000 SERIES</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2222 NPN (2N222 Plastic) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9301 .85 95H03 1.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2907 PNP .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9309 .35 9601 1.20</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3905 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9322 .65 9601 45</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3954 NPN .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T1P125 PNP Darlingtron .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D.L 747 T80 4-pin 5/8&quot; High-cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN72 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN3610 7seg com-cathode (Orange) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN7A 7seg com-cathode (Yellow) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN74A 7seg com-cathode (Red) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FND359 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO'S, RAMS, CPU'S, E-PROMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2222 NPN (2N222 Plastic) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7S4188 3.00 8214 8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2907 PNP .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A 4.50 8224 3.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3905 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS314 3.00 8228 6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3954 NPN .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS316 3.50 8251 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3955 NPN 15A 60v .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2102-1 1.45 8255 1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>T1P125 PNP Darlingtron .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2102L-1 1.75 BT23 1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114 9.50 BT23 1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>D.L 747 T80 4-pin 5/8&quot; High-cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR1602B 3.95 BT24 2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN72 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMS444- 3.95 BT37 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN3610 7seg com-cathode (Orange) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN7A 7seg com-cathode (Yellow) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN74A 7seg com-cathode (Red) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FND359 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2222 NPN (2N222 Plastic) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92111</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2907 PNP .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(714) 278-4394 (Calif. Res.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3905 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3954 NPN .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3955 NPN 15A 60v .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T1P125 PNP Darlingtron .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D.L 747 T80 4-pin 5/8&quot; High-cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN72 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN3610 7seg com-cathode (Orange) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN7A 7seg com-cathode (Yellow) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN74A 7seg com-cathode (Red) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FND359 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL DISCOUNTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2222 NPN (2N222 Plastic) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Order Deduct</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N2907 PNP .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35.00 $99 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3905 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.00 $300 15%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3954 NPN .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$301.00 $1000 20%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2N3955 NPN 15A 60v .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-888-854-2211</td>
<td></td>
<td>T1P125 PNP Darlingtron .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Express / BankAmericard / Visa / MasterCharge</td>
<td></td>
<td>LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D.L 747 T80 4-pin 5/8&quot; High-cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN72 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN3610 7seg com-cathode (Orange) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN7A 7seg com-cathode (Yellow) .125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAN74A 7seg com-cathode (Red) .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FND359 7seg com-cathode (Red) .125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Radio Shack: No. 1 Parts Place
Low Prices and New Items Everyday!

Top-quality devices, fully functional, carefully inspected. Guaranteed to meet all specifications, both electrically and mechanically. All are made by well-known American manufacturers, and all have to pass manufacturer's quality control procedures. These are not rejects, not knockouts, not seconds. In fact, there are none better on the market! Always count on Radio Shack for the finest quality electronic parts!

**Linear ICs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3S11</td>
<td>276-007</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S48</td>
<td>276-171</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SA11</td>
<td>276-172</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366CN</td>
<td>276-173</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353CN</td>
<td>276-174</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553CN</td>
<td>276-175</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566CN</td>
<td>276-176</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S101</td>
<td>276-177</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725CN</td>
<td>276-507</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741CN</td>
<td>276-040</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7401ON</td>
<td>276-310</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381IN</td>
<td>276-316</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5403CN</td>
<td>276-036</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74391</td>
<td>276-701</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74392</td>
<td>276-703</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74393</td>
<td>276-770</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74395</td>
<td>276-1277</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Motorola and**

**.swagger.**

**2102 8080A**


**Address**

**WHY WAIT**

**STOCK NOW**

**Static Memory**

up to 65K bytes memory.

**Low power may vary and save!**

**OUR STORE NEAR**

**Ideal**

and pulse narrow pulses.

**REQUIRES**

5-15VDC

**MINI - SOCKET.**

- Logic connections

**Solder Lugs**

each.

**NEW**

**IC Boardread Sockets**

Modular boards snap together and feature standard 0.3" center. Accepts 22 through 30-gauge solid hook-up wire.

8-500 connections in 2 bus strips of 40 tie points each with 47 rows of 5 connected tie points. 29KGC: 276-174 - 9.95

4270 connections in 2 bus strips of 40 tie points each with 23 rows of 5 connected tie points. 29KCD: 276-175 - 5.95

**NEW**

**Metal Project Cabinets**

**NEW**

**IC Breadboard Sockets**

**Digital IC Logic Probe**

Multi-Logic Family Compatibility from 5-15VDC


22-300 - 24.95

**Digital IC**

**Wire Wrapping Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC Socket Wrapping Test Strips</th>
<th>276-265</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>276-192</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-193</td>
<td>6.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-194</td>
<td>16.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IC Pin Wrapping Sockets**

| 276-195 | 6.99 |
| 276-196 | 8.99 |
| 276-197 | 9.99 |

**50 Red 30-ga. Kynar Wire**

276-501 - 1.95

**50 White 30-ga. Kynar Wire**

276-552 - 1.95

**50 Blue 30-ga. Kynar Wire**

276-585 - 1.95

**Low-Cost Power Transformers**

- Primaries Designed to Operate from 120VAC, 60 Hz
- Solder Lugs for Easy Wiring or PC Board Mounting

**Radio Shack Reference Books**

- Voltage Regulator Handbook.
- Applications. Fully indexed and cross-referenced.
- CMOS Integrated Circuits. Covers 74C series. CD4000 with data specs.
- Memory Data Book.
- Intel Data Catalog. 928 pages of complete specs. All major intel standard devices.
- Electret Mike Element

Condenser mike element for new or replacement use. Built-in FET preamp. 30-15,000 Hz audio response. Requires 2 to 10VDC.

270-092 - 2.49

**Epoxy-Glass Plug-In PC Boards**

For 22-pin connectors. 4x4" 0.1" grid. 3 styles available. Standard: 276-155 - 4.49

Digital: 276-156 - 4.49

Op Amp: 276-157 - 4.49

22-Pin Dual Connector: 276-1551 - 2.99

**8-Rocker DIP Switch**

Standard: 100K. 3900 DIP

**Test Lead Jumper Cables**

Low As 269 Pack

**Handy Hookups Easily**

Set of 10 Color-Coded Leads. 14" long with Insulated clips.

8-Pack of 24" Cables. 4 colors.

276-1156 - 2.69

OCTOBER 1978
POLY PAKS®

INFLATION REVOLT

WE'RE FIGHTING BACK INFLATION WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE 1C SALE!
BUY 1 AT SALE PRICE, GET 2ND FOR 1C MORE!!

LED WATCH GUTS
$1.95 2 for $1.56

Factory "day seconds." They work well enough. The complete guts are there with plastic cases used.

7-SEGMENT READOUTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 pin</td>
<td>117250 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 1.95</td>
<td>6 segment LED matrix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSD</td>
<td>117252 1</td>
<td>100.00 1 1.95</td>
<td>7 segment LED matrix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARTS & SEMI "ONE-CENTERS"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order No.</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>117253 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.10</td>
<td>100uF 16V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>117254 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.10</td>
<td>100uF 25V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>117255 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.10</td>
<td>100uF 35V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IC SOCKETS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order No.</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117256 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.50</td>
<td>114-pin DIP IC socket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117257 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.50</td>
<td>148-pin DIP IC socket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIP SWITCHES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order No.</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117258 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.50</td>
<td>2x4 DIP switch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117259 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.50</td>
<td>4x4 DIP switch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TTL’S AT “CENT-CIBLE” PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117260 5</td>
<td>200.00 5 0.25</td>
<td>305-8 volt, 1 milliamp, 0.1 second</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POP-AMPS AT "CENT-CIBLE" PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117261 5</td>
<td>200.00 5 0.25</td>
<td>305-8 volt, 1 milliamp, 0.1 second</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PENNIES FOR YOUR MEMORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117262 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.20</td>
<td>1K dynamic pentode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 AMP SCRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117263 1</td>
<td>200.00 1 0.50</td>
<td>1 amp SCR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEDS: YOUR CHOICE $1.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117264 1</td>
<td>200.00 1 0.50</td>
<td>Red LED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMPLIFIERS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117265 2</td>
<td>200.00 2 0.50</td>
<td>1 2 watt stereo amplifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REMEMBER, WE FIGHT INFLATION

Order today and save on our special "one-centers"!

We offer a wide variety of electronic components at "cent-cible" prices. Whether you're a hobbyist or a professional, our parts are priced to fit your budget. Don't miss out on these incredible deals. Order now and enjoy the benefits of our low-pricing policy on our whole line of electronic components.
TTL PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE I.C.'s

Lowest Prices Ever Offered Anywhere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock level</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11300</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29600</td>
<td>7406</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37000</td>
<td>7412</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46000</td>
<td>7414</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17000</td>
<td>7415</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31000</td>
<td>7416</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21000</td>
<td>7417</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29000</td>
<td>7418</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>7419</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GENERAL INSTRUMENT

1 AMP Rectifiers (Epoxy)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock level</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 MHz</td>
<td>1N4001</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>1N4002</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>1N4003</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MHz</td>
<td>1N4004</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MHz</td>
<td>1N4005</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MHz</td>
<td>1N4006</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11000</td>
<td>1N4007</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 AMP Single Phase

Silicon Bridge Rectifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock level</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>WDWM</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>WDWM</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>WDWM</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11000</td>
<td>WDWM</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWITCHING DIODES

Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1N914</td>
<td>100V 4NS .027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4148</td>
<td>100V 4NS .027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UV EPROM

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18800</td>
<td>2708</td>
<td>$47.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOS Static RAM's

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57600</td>
<td>26200</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOS Dynamic RAM's

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4K 3000NS</td>
<td>15600</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPU's

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33000</td>
<td>8000A</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interface Support Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock level</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17700</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UART's

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4060</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1K CMOS RAM

Stock level | Part No. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13800</td>
<td>5101</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dual In-line Sockets

Finest Quality Sockets Available Anywhere

- PLUGGABLE SOCKET FOR IC PACKAGES WITH LEADS
- HIGH RELIABILITY GAS TIGHT JOINT
- FULLY QUALIFIED TO MIL-STD-883
- COMPACT LOW PROFILE DESIGN
- NO WICKING WHEN SOLDERED TO PC BOARD
- FLAMMABILITY RATING UL-94V-0

1978 IC MASTER


Free quarterly updates: $24.95

Lowest price available

Minimum order $10.00: add $2.00 to cover postage & handling. Canadian customers add 30% for exchange and handling. All federal and provincial taxes extra. Foreign customers please remit payment on an international bank draft or international postal money order in American dollars.
SUP 'R MOD II
UHF Channel 33 TV Interface Unit Kit

- Wide Band B/W or Color System
- Converts TV to Video. Display for: home computers, CTV camera, Apple II, works with Commodore Dizer, SOL-20, RS-80, Challenger.

- N99 II is pre-tuned to Channel 33 (UHF)
- Includes cable, coaxial and antenna transformer.

MOD II $29.95 Kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CY2-68</td>
<td>1.8225MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-70</td>
<td>2.3MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-71</td>
<td>2.5MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-72</td>
<td>2.65MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-73</td>
<td>2.7MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-77</td>
<td>3.7MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-78</td>
<td>4.2MHz</td>
<td>HC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY2-91</td>
<td>4.61MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-5</td>
<td>5.155MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-14</td>
<td>6.14MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-40</td>
<td>6.4GHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-55</td>
<td>6.55MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-12A</td>
<td>10.22MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-14A</td>
<td>14.31MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-19A</td>
<td>18.32MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-20</td>
<td>20.35MHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY1-12D</td>
<td>32.5GHz</td>
<td>HC18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTO-TEL KITS
As Featured in August - Popular Electronics

An Electronic Warning Device
For Temperature and Oil Failure

AUTOTEL — An audible alarm indicating potential engine damage. An audible signal (70 db pulsing) immediately indicates a malfunction or failure. There is no sound during normal operation. Features CMOS circuitry. Complete kit with all components, hardware.

$4.95/ea

1/16 VECTOR BOARD
8192 Words
Printed and wired

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREDL/12</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPDR/16</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPDR/14</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPDR/20</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOLEX CONNECTOR PINS
25 Pin-D Subminiature

DB25 (plax pictured) $3.25
DB25 SOCKET $4.95
DB252-1 Conector for DB25 $5 or 1.75

MOLEX CONNECTOR PINS
25 Pin-D Subminiature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-530-1</td>
<td>1.95/100 pins (minimum order) $18.00/100 pins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSTRUMENT/ CIRCUIT CASE
Contact melt resist not good for n = 1-5 ohm.

$3.49

KEYBOARDS
Hexadecimal Key Pad Unencoded

63-Key Unencoded

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070
Advertised Prices Good thru October

The Incredible

"Pennywhistle 103"

$139.95 Kit Only

The Pennywhistle 103 is a must have recording tool that is both low cost and with ample quick access volume post and with other useful digital effects. The Pennywhistle 103 is not only a musical instrument, but also a toy for the child. It is a great tool for adding digital effects and can be a valuable addition to your music collection. With its unique design and simple operation, the Pennywhistle 103 is sure to delight both the beginner and the experienced musician.

Data Transmission Method
- Frequency Modulation
- Full-duplex, half-duplex, simplex

Regulation
- FCC: For sale in U.S.A.
- CE: For sale in Europe

Power Requirements
- 110 VAC, single phase, 15 W

Popular
- All components require a 10.5 by 10.5 cm board whose components require a 10.5 by 10.5 cm board.

DIGITAL STOPWATCH

- 3/8 Digit DM Kit
- Heavy Duty Carry Case $5.95

- Stop Watch Circ Only $7.95

JETO CLOCK

- 115VAC $16.95

JEBO3 PROBE

- TEC 5V 1A Supply

PROTO BOARDS

- PROTO BOARD $15.95

PHONE CLIPS

- 14 PIN $4.50
- 16 PIN $4.75
- 24 PIN $8.50
- 40 PIN $12.75

Popular

America's Radio History

www.americanradiohistory.com
7400 TTL

RESISTORS

C/MOS

DISCRETE LFRs

/*

DRIVER

16

/*

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1.75 PER ASST.

6

ASST. 2

6

ASST. 3

6

ASST. 4

6

ASST. 5

6

ASST. 6

6

ASST. 7

6

ASST. 8R Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (5050 PCS) $9.95 ea.

5.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax

Spec Sheets 25c

1978 A Catalog Available — Send 4c stamp

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS • WORLDWIDE

1521 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070
Advertised Prices Good thru October
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WIRE WRAP KIT — WK-2-W

WRAP = STRIP = UNWRAP

- Tool for 30 AWG Wire
- 300 ft. of 30 AWG Wire
- 3 x 4 inches — pre-stripped wire

$12.95

WIRE WRAP WIRE — 30 AWG

25 ft. reel $25.00 • 100 ft. roll $65.00 • $15.00

SPECIFY COLOR — White, Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Black

WIRE DISPENSER—WD-30

50 ft. roll $25.00 • 100 ft. roll $65.00 • $3.95 ea.

- Cuts wire to desired length
- Ships 1 of insulation
- Spec—Blue, Yellow, White-Red

REPLACEMENT THERMISTORS FOR WD-30

Specify blue, yellow, white or red $1.98 each

XR22564 $14.95
XR22068 $19.95

EXAR

XR-555 $1.50
XR-2220F $1.50

ZENERS — DIODES — RECTIFIERS

OFFSET VOLTAGE (mV) ± 10

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

TRANSISTORS

CAPACITOR 50 VOLT DIALED DISC CAPACITORS

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

1000 VAC 125° C 125° C

470uf 15 11 10 47KVR 12 10 11
470uf 22 10 9 47KR 22 10 9
330uf 15 10 9 33KVR 12 10 9
330uf 22 10 9 33KR 22 10 9
220uf 15 10 9 22KVR 12 10 9
220uf 22 10 9 22KR 22 10 9
100uf 15 10 9 10KVR 12 10 9
100uf 22 10 9 10KR 22 10 9
47uf 15 10 9 4.7KVR 12 10 9
47uf 22 10 9 4.7KR 22 10 9
22uf 15 10 9 2.2KVR 12 10 9
22uf 22 10 9 2.2KR 22 10 9
10uf 15 10 9 1KVR 12 10 9
10uf 22 10 9 1KR 22 10 9
4.7uf 15 10 9 0.47KVR 12 10 9
4.7uf 22 10 9 0.47KR 22 10 9
2.2uf 15 10 9 0.22KVR 12 10 9
2.2uf 22 10 9 0.22KR 22 10 9
1uf 15 10 9 0.1KVR 12 10 9
1uf 22 10 9 0.1KR 22 10 9
0.47uf 15 10 9 0.047KVR 12 10 9
0.47uf 22 10 9 0.047KR 22 10 9
0.22uf 15 10 9 0.022KVR 12 10 9
0.22uf 22 10 9 0.022KR 22 10 9
0.1uf 15 10 9 0.01KVR 12 10 9
0.1uf 22 10 9 0.01KR 22 10 9

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
New Tone Electronics  
Quality components at fair prices

**HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS**

8-INCH COAXIAL  
Combines a high quality 8" woofler and a tweeter into a pre-phased sound reproducer. Built-in cross-over network. Excellent choice for a low cost Hi-Fi system for autos, vans, or in your home. Frequency response is a smooth 100-20,000 Hz. 8 ohm voice coil, 25W rating.  
NT577 $13.99 plus 40 cents postage

10-INCH WOOFER  
The speaker for your "big sound" system. Frequency response is 20-40,000 Hz, 8 ohm aluminum VC, powerful 2 oz. ceramic ring magnet and a rubberized chrome-dust edge suspension for excellent compliance. Handles 50W max. Use with the NT577 for a super system.  
NT578 $17.99 plus 40 cents postage

50W DOME TWITTER  
Here is the super tweeter. A rugged 10 cm dome tweeter which handles 50W max. Frequency response is 4000-20000 Hz. 8 ohm VC, 8 oz. ceramic magnet. Your system can have a brilliance you never imagined.  
NT576 16.99

Resistors  
Standard values, ±5%, first quality. Packed 5 of one value.  
$0.25 for 2.5, $0.38 for 5

Capacitor Special  
3000 mfd, 40Vdc Sprague "Powerlites" $1.89

Relay SPDT, 12Vdc - 5A contacts NT565 $1.79

Sound Activated Switch  
Complete, ready to use. Built-in microphone's output triggers a Triac which acts as a switch. Measures only 1" x 3". Requires 5V dc.  
NT527 $1.29

And, the largest inventory of domestic and Japanese transistors and ICs in the United States.

ALL PARTS GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Minimum Order $5. Add $1.50 Postage and Handling  
Canada add $2.00. N.J. Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

---

**NEW TONE ELECTRONICS**  
PO BOX 1738  
Bloomfield, N.J. 07003

---

**SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74xx TTL</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7400 to 7409</td>
<td>$0.30 to 0.80</td>
<td>$0.15 to 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7410 to 7419</td>
<td>$0.80 to 1.50</td>
<td>$0.35 to 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7420 to 7429</td>
<td>$1.35 to 2.55</td>
<td>$0.55 to 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7430 to 7439</td>
<td>$2.10 to 5.05</td>
<td>$0.85 to 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7440 to 7449</td>
<td>$3.05 to 8.50</td>
<td>$1.25 to 3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7450 to 7459</td>
<td>$4.35 to 16.95</td>
<td>$1.75 to 6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7460 to 7469</td>
<td>$5.85 to 24.95</td>
<td>$2.35 to 9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7470 to 7479</td>
<td>$7.85 to 31.95</td>
<td>$3.15 to 12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7480 to 7489</td>
<td>$9.95 to 41.95</td>
<td>$3.95 to 16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7490 to 7499</td>
<td>$12.95 to 54.95</td>
<td>$4.95 to 21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**20% additional discount for the orders over $100.00.**

**VOLUME DISCOUNT SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>No Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>5% Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-49</td>
<td>10% Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-99</td>
<td>15% Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-199</td>
<td>20% Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200+</td>
<td>25% Discount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDARD SHIPPING CHARGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Shipping Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-20</td>
<td>2-20 lbs</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-40</td>
<td>21-40 lbs</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-60</td>
<td>41-60 lbs</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL SHIPPING CHARGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Shipping Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-25</td>
<td>25 lbs</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-30</td>
<td>30 lbs</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-35</td>
<td>35 lbs</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL COMPONENTS CORPORATION**

P. O. BOX 1837  
COLUMBIA, MO 65201

PHONE: (314) 874-1150
Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS is maintained on one of the world’s most modern, efficient computer systems, and if you’re like 99% of our subscribers, you’ll never have any reason to complain about your subscription service.

We have found that when complaints do arise, the majority of them occur because people have written their names or addresses differently at different times. For example, if your subscription was listed under ‘William Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona,’ and you were to renew it as ‘Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona,’ our computer would think that two separate subscriptions were involved, and it would start sending you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each month. Other examples of combinations of names that would confuse the computer would include: John Henry Smith and Henry Smith, and Mrs. Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in addresses can also lead to difficulties. For example, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the same as 100 2nd St.

So, please, when you write us about your subscription, be sure to enclose the mailing label from the cover of the magazine—or else copy your name and address exactly as they appear on the mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance of error, and we will be able to service your request much more quickly.

**INTEGRATED CIRCUITS**

- Sinclair 3½ Digit Multimeter
- RCA Cosmac Super "ELF"
- New Cosmac Super "ELF"
  - RCA CMOS expandable to 64K microcomputer with HEX keypad input and video output for graphics. Just turn on and start listing your program using the resident monitor or ROM. Pushbutton selection of all four CPU modes. LED indicators of current CPU mode and four CPU states. Single step op. for program debug. Built in printer, 256 bytes of RAM, audio amp & speaker. 100 page, detailed assembly manual, new external software section. PC board solder masked & all parts fully pocketed. Comp. Kit $118.95. High address display option $8.95. Low address display option $8.95. Custom hardwood case $11.75.
- 60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit
  - $4.43 converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to crystal time base.
  - Outstanding value. Kit includes PC board, MM5369, crystal, resistors, capacitors and trimmer.

**Clock Calendar Kit**
- $23.95
- C7015 direct drive chip displays date and time on 6 LEDS with AM-FM indicator. Alarm indicator feature includes buzzer. Complete with all parts, power supply and instructions, less case.

**2.5 MHz Frequency Counter**
- Kit Complete kit less case $17.50
- 30 MHz Frequency Counter
  - Kit Complete kit less case $47.75
- Pressure Kit to 350 MHz $19.95

**Stopwatch Kit**
- $26.95
- Full six digit battery operated, 7-5 volt, 3.27 Volts to crystal accuracy. Times to 59 min., 59 sec., 99.110000 sec. Times split, stopwatch and Taylor 7200 chp, all components included, case Sold

**Auto Clock Kit**
- $15.95

**NEW! Super 8 Film Kit**
- $5.95

**NEW! RCA 6030 Teleprompter**
- $99.95

**NEW! RCA 6030 Teleprompter**
- $99.95
ECONORAM™: THE PLUG-IN-ANYWHERE MEMORY.

Econoram works with IMSAI, Altair, Commco, and Apple II. Sockets of any size are available (up to 800 in our memory boards). Econoram is expandable. Our memory boards are assembled, tested, guaranteed to run at 4 MHz, burned in for 200 hours, and serial numbered. We exchange (not replace) the board if failure occurs within one year of invoice date.

These boards are available in 3 forms: unkit tockets and bypass caps wave-soldered in place, one simply solders in a few parts and looks OK assembled and tested; or qualified under the TS-100 component parts standard. Econoram boards are prebuffered, tested, guaranteed to run at 4 MHz, burned in for 200 hours, and serial numbered. We exchange (not replace) the board if failure occurs within one year of invoice date.

16K ECONORAM IV "$279 unit
Assembled $414, CSC $414.

Our most cost-effective choice for a large block of memory. Current prices are $400 per 4x4 matrix; manual write switches for 4K blocks; use with or without phantom line. Also includes all regular Econoram features.

24K ECONORAM VII "$445 unit
Assembled $685, CSC $685.

Full feature, dense memory with our usual features plus the following: each 256 bytes of 4K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary and two 2K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary. Full feature, dense memory with our usual features plus the following: each 256 bytes of 4K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary and two 2K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary. Full feature, dense memory with our usual features plus the following: each 256 bytes of 4K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary and two 2K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary. Full feature, dense memory with our usual features plus the following: each 256 bytes of 4K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary and two 2K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary. Full feature, dense memory with our usual features plus the following: each 256 bytes of 4K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary and two 2K blocks addressable on one matrix per 4K boundary.

OTHER 9-100 BUS PRODUCTS:

10/11 SLOT MOTHERBOARD $50 (kit form, with all edge connectors wave-soldered in place) includes all Econoram features.

2959.50
2859.50
2759.50
2659.50
2459.50
2359.50
2259.50
2159.50
2059.50
1959.50
1859.50
1759.50
1659.50
1559.50
1459.50
1359.50
1259.50
1159.50
1059.50
959.50
859.50
759.50
659.50
559.50
459.50
359.50
259.50
159.50

TR-80 CONVERSION KIT: $190 (3/M) Upgrade your 4K TRS-80 mainframe with our Conversion Kit; chips are also compatible with Memory Expansion Module. Includes eight UTP-16K RAM, DIP sockets, and instructions for mainframe conversion. (Many dealers additionally report using these chips to expand memory in APPLE). We back up these parts with a 1 year warranty.

SOLID STATE SALES
P.O. BOX 744
SOMERVILLE, MA 01434 TEL. (617) 547-1535

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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MA1003 clock module $16.50

Needs only 12V DC and 3 time-setting switches for operation in boat, home, or home. 4 digit, 0.3" green fluorescent display with blinking colon. Inserted wired in display turns on when ignition is off. Accurate to ± 0.1 second a day thanks to built-in crystal timebase.

Finally... here is a clock that is simple to build, good looking, and at our price, inexpensive.

LOTS AND LOTS AND LOTS OF LOTS AND LOTS AND LOTS OF PARTS.

That's what we sell when we're not selling computer or music stuff. Our fine lots of capacitors, resistors, ICs, transistors, inductors, power supply kits, and lots more ... all at very low prices, thanks to our volume buying. Send us your name and address, we will take care of the rest.
Operation Assist

H. G. Boemer, 3401 W. Osborne Ave., Tampa, FL 33614.
Elco 460 oscilloscope. Operating and service manual. Don Billey, VEG 88A, Box 442, Millet, Alta, Canada TOC120.
Precision Electronics signal tracer model 102. Schematic and parts list. Andrew Lee, 5322 W. 34th St., Houston, TX 77018.


White noise generator. Schematics and parts list. Anthony R. Juliano, Box 32, Claymont, DE 19703.


Mercury model 1000 model dynamic mutual conductance tube tester. Need power transformer and latest tube chart. Jeff Brown, 1431 Jonah Dr., North Huntington, PA 15642.
Friden electronic calculator model 130-5N #6314. Service manual and schematic. Lester C. Viles, 21255 Bon Huer St., Glendale, CA 91211.

Meganavox electrostatic headphone power supply. Model 140217 or part #140224. Ken Mossman, #3 1205 Day Victo- ria, B.C., Canada V8T1S7.


CRISTAL CONTROLLED DIGITAL CROSSHATCH GENERATOR Kit $31.95, built $41.95. Free Catalog, PHOTOLUME CORP., 118 East 28 Street, New York, N.Y. 10016.

FREE CATALOG of flags, pennants, banners. Send $1.00 for postage. Products International, 599 Connie, Manchester, MO 63011.

ROHN TOWERS buy wholesale from national distributor, 25 G sections $32.66 each, 40 foot follower freight paid $71.50 each. All products available. Hi-Radio, 2503 G.E. Road, Bloomington, Ill. 61701. 309-663-2141.

AMAZING NEW LIGHT WEIGHT SPEAKERS. Plans $10.00. Guaranteed lighter. SASE for INFO. Lewis TV Electronics, 6710 W. 30th St., L.A. 39, Calif.

CIRCUIT BOARDS from camera-ready artwork. Free details. CM Circuits, 22 Maple Avenue, Lackawanna, New York 14218.

PLASTIC BAGS. All sizes. Buy in small quantities. Free Catalog, Sakit, 6191-D Cobalt, Van Nuys, CA 91403.


FREE CATALOG of flags, pennants, banners. Send $1.00 for postage. Products International, 599 Connie, Manchester, MO 63011.

FREE CATALOG of flags, pennants, banners. Send $1.00 for postage. Products International, 599 Connie, Manchester, MO 63011.

THE BEST CB ANTENNA SEND FOR FREE PAL FULL LINE CATALOG AND DECAL (P.AL "Firestik" Antenna Corp. 2614 E. ADAMS - PHOENIX ARIZONA 85034

PHONE CALL RECORDER MODEL 3000
Record incoming and outgoing calls automatically with this all solid state unit connected to your telephone jack. Size: 4" long x 2-1/2" x 3/4". Permanent record. Send $4.95 for more details. 10-day money back guarantee.

AMAZING ELECTRONIC MICRO MINI MIKE World's smallest, solid state, self contained with 1.3F Micro. Bst. fare. Pick up most sounds and transmits without wires up to 300 ft. thru FM radio. Transmits on 400, 600, 800, 1400 MHz. Special low price. Encoders /decoders "Firestik".

FREE CATALOG. unbelievable savings, antennas, stereo's, ham, cable RS88U RS69U $5.95/100', RS69U Foam $16.95/100' $2100' Postage. BankAmerican. Namal Electronics, Box 128, Minlay, N.J.

CHESS COMPUTER. World's most advanced portable unit. Free Literature, Centervale Advertising, 6556 Willock, Centerville, OH 45459.


NEW ELECTRONIC PARTS. Continuously stocked. Stamps bringers, Soduro Electronics, 3209 Wilshire Ln., Ar- lington Hts., Ill. 60004.

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from sketch or artwork. Affordable prices, free details. DANOINCHS INC., Box 261, Westland, MI 48185.

PORTABLE AKAI Videotape System, zoom camera, Best offer over $800.00. Roy Stout, Box 1104, North Little Rock, AR 72115.

Make your CB a car telephone and a perfect burglar alarm

Those two kits will allow you to receive and transmit 500 different coded calls per channel, so that at 40 ch. 20,000 different CB stations can be selected, as well as garage door openers with your special code. Burglar alarm from your windshield, and parking car, babysit- ing etc. Unlimited applications. Easy installation without any modification of your CB. The call is coded into different tone bursts that are transmitted through the microphone. Your decoder is simply put into the CB earphone socket. "Roody" Kits with board and at parts without case $12.95 Encoder (transmitter) $28.50 Decoder (receiver) $38.50

S & M Electronics, 229 Washington St., San Francisco, CA

TUNE IN HIDDEN FM-SCA PROGRAMS OF TALK AND MUSIC. Adapter modifies FM radio or tuner to double as an SCA receiver. Complete instructions, including article "SCA: Radio the FCC Doesn't Want You to Own." $13 kit: $18 wired unit from FM-SCA, Adjolph, Minn. 55701.

NEW, ADJUSTABLE, THREE OUTPUT, REGULATED POWER SUPPLY plus 500 parts worth over $400 in complete CARTERVISION TV. Complete television electronic assembly Documented included. Perfect for MICROPROCESSOR and all electronics applications. $16.95 plus $4.50 S.A.S. inst. Charge. VISA. Free brochure. Madison Electronics, 369 Madison, Alabama 35758. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

BEER LOVERS

PLANS AND KITS
QUALITY KITS, over 7,000 schematics. $1 (refundable) for illustrated catalog, Tek-Devices, Box 19154c, Honolulu, Hi 96817.

AMAZING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
LASERS SUPER POWERED! FM RADIO, TV, FM/AM, UHF/VHF TV TUNER, FM-AM OR DIGITAL ELECTRIC CIGARETTE, UBICOMMERCIAL, SANT T. STEAMWOOD TV OSCILLATOR, VHF FM Generating, SCIENTIFIC DETECTOR, LABORATORIAL OIL, GAS AND METHanol DETECTORS, MICROPEER, MANY MORE, COMPLETE SYSTEM; ALL NEW Plus solderable parts on site.

FREE KIT Catalog contains Test and Experimenter's Equipment. Dage Scientific Instruments, Box 1054, Livmore, CA 94550.

BUILD YOUR OWN SYMPHONY OF SOUND! It's fun and easy - takes just minutes a day! Complete kits for organs, pianos, strings, rhythms, amplifiers, synthesizers. Also factory assembled. 104-page catalog $2.00

CB/HAM HIGH GAIN ANTENNAS. Modulation boosting VOX-COMPRESSOR. Portable 300Hz COUNTER with memory! Plans $3.00 ea. $7.50/all. Many others, catalog with order, PANAXIS, Box 130-A10, Paradise, Calif., 94596.

ELECTRONIC HELP JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY. We'll help you design projects, find components, advice. Low rates, first 2 minutes free. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. BAC, VISA, MASTERCHARGE. Don Brinton Enterprises, (808) 395-7458.


"FUNDAMENTALS OF ROBOT DESIGN" $10.00. Write: Advanced Research Scientific, P.O. Box 19041-A, Detroit, Michigan 48219.

BUILD YOUR OWN FM TRANSmitter. Be your own FM disc jockey and transmit to any FM radio. Plans and parts list $2.00, or complete kit for beginners $15.95. Send to: JRC Electronics Corp., Box 711-E, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137.


DIGITAL AUTOMOTIVE KITS: Digital lonometer $19.00, automatic headlights $68.00, Burglar Alarm $15.00. Order, Information, Write: DAK Electronics, 49 Holiday Blvd., Center Moriches, N.Y. 11934.


TAPE - SLIDE Synchronizer, multiprojector, lap-dissolve plans, $5.50. Audiovisual group, $8.50. Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121.

ALARMS
QUALITY BURGLAR-FIRE ALARM EQUIPMENT at discount prices. Free Catalog! Stevens, Box 624K, Cranford, N.J. 07016.

DON'T PURCHASE alarm equipment before getting our free value packed catalog. Sasco, 5619-C Rd., Staten Island, NY 10303.

BURGlar - Fire - Smoke Alarm Catalog

- Billions of dollars last annualy due to lack of protective warning alarms.

FREE CATALOG Shows you how to protect your home, business and person. Wholesale prices. Do-it-yourself. Free engineering service.

Burdez Security Co., Inc.
Box 82802 PE-108, Lincoln, Ne. 68501

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
UP TO 60% DISCOUNT, Name brand instruments catalog. Freeport Music, 11619-C St. John, Kansas City, MO 64123. (816) 483-4612.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA7028M</td>
<td>2S409, 2S410</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1552L</td>
<td>2S411</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN3001</td>
<td>2S412</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN3002</td>
<td>2S413</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL01A</td>
<td>2S414</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL02A-G</td>
<td>2S415</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK01</td>
<td>2S416</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK016</td>
<td>2S417</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK145</td>
<td>2S418</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA02M</td>
<td>2S419</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA03</td>
<td>2S420</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA121</td>
<td>2S421</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA122</td>
<td>2S422</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA123</td>
<td>2S423</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA124</td>
<td>2S424</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA125</td>
<td>2S425</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA126</td>
<td>2S426</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA127</td>
<td>2S427</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA128</td>
<td>2S428</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA129</td>
<td>2S429</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA130</td>
<td>2S430</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA131</td>
<td>2S431</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA132</td>
<td>2S432</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA133</td>
<td>2S433</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA134</td>
<td>2S434</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA135</td>
<td>2S435</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA136</td>
<td>2S436</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA137</td>
<td>2S437</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA138</td>
<td>2S438</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA139</td>
<td>2S439</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA140</td>
<td>2S440</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA141</td>
<td>2S441</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA142</td>
<td>2S442</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA143</td>
<td>2S443</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD2000</td>
<td>2S444</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Incredible? True! Professionals and hobbyists alike are believers in this Sabtronics 2000, the only portable/bench DMM which offers such uncompromising performance at the astonishingly low price of $69.95.

Uncompromising performance you'd expect only from a specialist in digital technology such as Sabtronics:
- Basic DCV accuracy of 0.1% ± 1 digit
- 5 functions giving 28 ranges: readings to ±1999 with 100% overrange
- Overrange indication
- Input overload protection
- Automatic polarity
- Automatic zeroing


Now you too can have it! A professional-quality, 3½ digit Sabtronics Model 2000 DMM kit for only $69.95. If you don't have one in your lab, use the coupon below to order NOW.

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS:
- DC volts in 5 ranges: 100 μV to 1 kV
- AC volts in 5 ranges: 100 μV to 1 kV
- DC current in 6 ranges: 100 nA to 2 A
- AC current in 6 ranges: 100 nA to 2 A
- Resistance: 0.1 Ω to 20 MΩ in 6 ranges
- AC frequency response: 40 Hz to 50 kHz
- Display: 0.36" (9.1 mm) 7-segment LED
- Input impedance: 10 MΩ
- Size: 8" W x 6.5" D x 3" H
- Power requirement: 4 "C" cells (not included)

GUARANTEE:
Examine the 2000 DMM kit for 10 days. If not completely satisfied, return unassembled for full refund of purchase price. (Less shipping and handling)

Use your Master Charge or Visa
To order by phone call: (214) 783-0994
You're looking at three ways Technics achieves the one ideal. Waveform fidelity.

To achieve waveform fidelity is an achievement in itself. But how Technics audio engineers accomplished it is an even greater achievement.

Like the unprecedented use of two automatically switchable, IF bands in the ST-903C FM tuner. A narrow band for extra-sharp selectivity. And a wide band for extra-high S/N and extra-low distortion. But just as incredible is a pilot-cancel circuit which Technics invented for optimum high-end response. Even the basic tuning function in the ST-9030 is unique. Like an 8-ganged tuning capacitor for outstanding reception.

The engineering in the SU-9070 DC pre-amp is similarly unique. There's a moving coil pre-amp with 0.03% rated THD. An extremely high S/N of 100 dB (10 mV input). Direct-coupled circuitry to keep distortion at a minimum of 0.03% (rated THD). What's more, the SU-9070 has inputs for three tape decks.

Finally there's Technics SE-9065 amp. It's DC like our pre-amp. Has a frequency response of 0-100 kHz (+0, -1 dB). And a "strapped" circuit for more than double the power in a multi-amp system. Compare specifications and prices. And you'll realize there's no comparison for Technics waveform fidelity.

ST-9030 THD (stereo, 1 kHz): Wide—0.08%, Narrow—0.3 %. S/N (stereo): 73 dB. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20 Hz—18 kHz + 0.1, -0.5 dB.
SELECTIVITY: Narrow—92 dB, CAPTURE RATIO: Wide—0.8 dB. IF, IMAGE and SPURIOUS RESPONSE REJECTIONS (98 MHz): 135 dB. STEREO SEPARATION (1 kHz): Wide—50 dB.
SU-9070, PHONO MAX INPUT: VC, 5 mV (1 kHz RMS): MM—380 mV; MC—3 mV. S/N (HFA): MM—100 dB (10 mV input), MC—72 dB. 60 Hz, FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Phono 20 Hz—20 kHz (RIAA ±0.2 dB).
SE-9065, POWER OUTPUT: 70 watts per channel (stereo), 180 watts (mono) min. +10 to 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz w/ THD more than 0.02% total harmonic distortion. S/N: 120 dB (HFA).